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Abstract
People’s opinions and experience are important sources of information in our everyday life.
In the modern digital age, text is the main method of communicating information on the Internet.
Typically, people ask their family and friends about which smart phone, restaurant or doctor
they would recommend. Opinionated information abounds on the Internet, including product
or service reviews, blogs, feedback forms, Facebook likes and more. It is common practice for
people to share their opinions about the products or services they have used. Customer reviews
are publicly available on most online trading websites to assist others with their purchase
decisions.
This abundance of information creates the need for a mechanism to extract and summarise
useful data to help make informed decisions. With rapid development in the areas of information
retrieval, data mining and natural language processing, the opportunities for summarising in-
formation automatically have greatly increased. The research in this thesis investigates new ap-
proaches to automated analysis, aggregation, and extraction of opinions and aspects of customer
reviews from text using data mining and natural language processing techniques. It focuses on
aspect-based opinion mining from customer reviews. It discusses the characteristics of customer
reviews and describes different methods to extract aspects and corresponding opinions.
Data mining, natural language processing and statistical approaches are utilised based on
dictionaries, grammatical analysis and semantic understanding of text. In particular, association
rule mining is used to discover interesting relations among different entities within the dataset
based on the most highlighted rules. Furthermore, dependency relations are used based on the
grammatical representation of sentence structure as a set of relationships among entities. Con-
ditional Random Field is used to encode dependencies between different entities of a sequence
via probabilistic relations.
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The proposed methods are compared with the state-of-the-art approaches and the experi-
mental results are promising. The outcomes of this study include new methods and principles
that mine and extract product aspects and corresponding opinions via new combinations of
natural language processing and data mining techniques. The contributions are significant,
given both the rapid explosion of today’s accessibility to the Internet and people’s desire to
make informed decisions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this chapter, Section 1.1 outlines the background to the thesis and Section 1.2 discusses
the research problem, objectives and research questions. Section 1.3 highlights the significance
of the research. Section 1.5 illustrates the scope of the project. Sections 1.6 and 1.4 propose a
system overview and then a framework. Finally, Section 1.7 outlines the remaining chapters.
1.1 Background and Motivation
Opinion mining (also known as sentiment analysis) is the computational study of subjective
information towards different entities. Entities usually refer to products, organisations, services
or/and their aspects, functions, components and attributes. Opinion mining is a major task
of Natural Language Processing (NLP) that studies methods for identifying and extracting
opinions from written text, such as product reviews, discussion groups, forums and blogs. It
makes the Web an extensive and excellent source of information to gather opinions about a
specific object. With the undeniable growth of the Web, individuals and organisations are using
online content for their buying and manufacturing decision-making.
Every time someone attempts to discover what other people think about something on the
Web, the response is an enormous amount of data, which makes it difficult to find useful
information easily. For organisations, tracking customer feedback can help to measure the level
of satisfaction and make optimal manufacturing and selling decisions. Due to human mental
and physical limitations, it is difficult to manually gather and analyse the massive amount of
information on the Web. Therefore, a system that can automatically summarise documents is
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
increasingly desirable. Such a system extracts relevant information and presents it in a manner
that is easy to read and understand in order to make informed decisions.
To gather the initial data, most e-commerce web-pages provide a feedback or review area
where individual customers can exchange their experience and opinions. The customer review
content is often presented as a natural language text in an unstructured form. Hence, analysing
and extracting meaningful information is a challenging task that needs specialised techniques.
Usually, there are two types of textual information in customer reviews: objective state-
ments, which represent facts, and subjective statements, which symbolise opinions or percep-
tions. Opinion mining can be studied at three different levels, namely document, sentence
and aspect levels Pang and Lee [2008]. A document-level sentiment analysis classifies an
opinionated document (e.g., a product review) based on the overall sentiment of the entire
document. It assumes that the entire document expresses a single opinion. Likewise, a sentence
level sentiment analysis classifies sentiment on a sentence level. However, not every sentence
is a subjective sentence Wilson et al. [2005].
Even though opinion mining at document and sentence levels is valuable, neither discover
exactly what people like and dislike. An opinionated text on a particular entity does not mean
that the author likes or dislikes every single aspect of the entity. “The Canon camera is amazing;
it is better than the Samsung camera,” is an example of a product review that express positive
opinion about one product and a negative opinion on another product. It is not valid to classify
and generalise the sentiment on both products. To obtain fine-grained opinions, it is necessary
to examine the aspect level Liu [2015].
The aspect level is also known as aspect-based opinion mining (ABOM), which identifies
and extracts opinions and their targets. ABOM has three main tasks: first, identify and extract
product aspects; then determine opinion words and their polarities; and finally map the rela-
tionship between aspects and opinions. If ABOM was applied to the previous example, the
system should identify “Canon camera”, then identify the opinion “amazing”, and finally map
the relation in which the opinion corresponds to “Canon camera” not “Samsung camera”.
The main objective of this thesis is to specifically analyse customers’ opinionated reviews,
identify and extract aspects and opinions and present them as aspect-opinion pairs. This re-
search explores the use of natural language processing techniques and mainly focuses on analysing
and extracting opinions and aspects from e-commerce text called “customer reviews”.
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1.2 Research Problem and Objectives
1.2.1 Research Problem
Aspect-based opinion mining from customer reviews aims to algorithmically identify prod-
uct aspects and their corresponding opinions from a collection of opinionated reviews. It
involves two main subtasks:
• Product aspect identification: Given a specific product or service review (e.g. smart
phone or a restaurant), the aim is to automatically extract all possible and relevant product
aspects from the review and then group synonyms together. For example, from “Images
are clear,” and “Picture quality is great,” extract the word “images” and the word “picture”
which present a camera’s aspects, then group them because they both mean the same
thing. Knowing relevant aspects leads us to develop methods to detect a product’s aspects
and their corresponding opinions from natural language text.
• Sentiment expression identification: The second task is to identify the corresponding
opinions for each extracted aspect. In the previous example, the system detects senti-
ments, the word “clear” and the word “great”, then analyses the polarity to be negative or
positive.
1.2.2 Research Objectives
The objective of this study is to improve the effectiveness of aspect and opinion extraction,
which can be achieved by presenting a technique to identify, extract, analyse and then select
useful information. The main objectives of this research are to:
• Produce an effective model to identify and extract all possible aspects using Natural
Language Processing (NLP) techniques;
• Perform sentiment analysis on extracted aspects using ontologies;
• Identify the relationships between extracted aspects and opinions using statistical tech-
niques and linguistic techniques;
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• Produce an effective model to group and select entities using data mining techniques and
natural language processing techniques.
cha:cha1ResearchQuestions
1.2.3 Research Questions
The research questions are developed in relation to the first task of the opinion summari-
sation system: the extraction of named aspects and corresponding opinions. The questions
are organised based on the proposed methods, and each question is deconstructed into sub-
questions.
Research Question 1:
How effective are the association rules to extract aspects and opinions from customer re-
views?
• How are association rules used to extract frequent and infrequent product aspects?
• What rules are useful for extracting aspects and opinions?
• How can natural language processing techniques contribute to the selection of aspects?
• How can ontology be used to extract sentiment words and determine the sentiment
orientation for each aspect?
Research Question 2:
How effective are the feature functions in the Conditional Random Field (CRF) to extract
aspects and opinions from customer reviews?
• How are sentence boundaries mapped?
• How is contextual information used to extract aspects and opinions?
• How are NLP techniques, such as part of speech (POS) tagging and chunking, used in
the CRF model?
• How are N-grams used to map the relations between aspects and their opinions?
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Research Question 3:
How effective are the dependency relations in extracting aspects and opinions from customer
reviews?
• How natural language processing techniques are used to model dependency relations?
• How are dependency relations used to extract aspects?
• How is ontology used to extract opinion words?
• How are dependencies used to map relations between extracted aspects and opinions?
Based on the objectives and research questions, the following assumptions are taken into
consideration:
• Opinionated customer reviews are focused and most of the provided information is di-
rectly relevant to the discussed product.
• Product aspects are mentioned more often in product reviews than any other words and
they are most likely to be “frequent nouns”.
• Product aspects that have similar meanings tend to appear in similar contexts.
• As shown in the word-context matrix by [Turney and Pantel, 2010], which was used to
identify the similarity of words, words that occur in similar context could have similar
meaning.
According to the assumptions, research hypotheses that are tested in this thesis include:
• If a sentence contains an aspect, then there is a high chance of that sentence containing
opinions as well.
• If two documents have similar products, then the same aspects are more likely to appear
in both.
• Taking advantage of the semantic relationship between words (aspects) can improve the
opinion extraction process.
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1.3 Significance of the Study
Aspect-based opinion mining from customer reviews is a challenging problem for opinion
mining and sentiment analysis. This research contributes to novel methods to identify and
extract product aspects and sentiment from customer reviews by employing natural language
processing (NLP) in both supervised and unsupervised learning techniques. This is performed
through data mining, machine learning, linguistics and statistical techniques and Association
Rule Mining, in which it produced a set of rules based on NLP techniques. In addition,
this research proposed a set of feature functions to the Conditional Random Filed, which
enhanced the extraction and the mapping between Aspects and their opinions. Finally, this
research will produce a set of Dependency Patterns that are manly focuses on the grammatical
structure of the sentences, which enhanced the extraction process. This research will also
contribute to extracting all possible aspects, identifying all opinions, then mapping aspects to
the corresponding sentiments.
The proposed approaches will help generate a final succinct and meaningful opinion sum-
mary from others experience. It will significantly benefit individuals to make better purchasing
decisions. Also, it will provide a significant help to the organisations to make better producing
and selling decisions.
1.4 Proposed Framework
Figure 1.1 shows the proposed framework of opinion summarisation, which is the main
application of sentiment analysis. It is divided into two categories based on the type of the
input data. The first category is structured opinion summarisation, which is categorised based
on the summarisation methods (extractive or abstractive). Then it is further categorised as
aspect or non-aspect based extraction. The same division is applied to unstructured opinion
summarisation. The focus of this research is Aspect-based opinion mining for generating an
abstractive summary of unstructured data, for example, customer reviews. Existing research in
this area is discussed in the literature review in Chapter 2.
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Figure 1.1: Opinion Summarisation Framework
1.5 Project Scope
This project will be limited to studying techniques within aspect-based opinion mining
from customer reviews. Only relevant topics to this project will be discussed and evaluated.
The purpose is to develop, test and evaluate different methods and techniques for aspect-based
opinion mining from customer reviews.
Figure 1.2: The Project Scope
This project focuses on automatic algorithms for identifying and extracting product aspects
and corresponding opinions from opinionated customer reviews. Note that the goal of this
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project is not to necessarily produce an opinion summary but to develop approaches that can
identify and extract meaningful aspects and opinions. The scope of the project, as illustrated
in Figure 1.2, includes a literature review Chapter 2, then system design and development,
Chapters 3, 4 and 5 and finally discussion and the experimentation results Chapter 6.
1.6 System Overview
Aspect-based opinion summarisation is a systematic process that consists of three basic
tasks shown in Figure 1.3. It aims to generate the aspect-based opinion summary through
process outlined in this section.
Summary presentation  
Map relations between aspect and opinions 
Sentiment orintation predication  Aspect/feature identification 
Customer reviews 
Figure 1.3: System Overview
1.6.1 Aspect/feature Identification
This step identifies aspects/features of a specific entity. For example, if the aim is to generate
an opinion summary about “iPhone 5”, some common aspects of cellular phones will be listed,
including battery life, camera resolution and size. Therefore, the main purpose is to find all
possible aspects/features of a specific entity.
1.6.2 Sentiment Prediction
The sentiment prediction discovers the semantic orientation of each aspect/feature, e.g.
positive or negative. The final sentiment predictions help in summarising the general sentiments
of the product’s aspect/feature.
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1.6.3 Relation Mapping
Mapping the correct relation assigns each aspect to the corresponding opinion within certain
sentence boundaries.
1.6.4 Summary Generation
The extracted information is used in a combination with the aspects/features and the seman-
tic orientation to present the final opinion summary. The final summary can take the form of a
structured summary (e.g., tables, XML, charts) or an unstructured summary (e.g., free text).
1.7 Thesis Outline
This thesis consists of seven chapters. Chapter 1 describes the background, motivation and
the research problem. Chapter 2 discusses the important definitions and terminologies, then
reviews the literature related to aspect-based opinion mining from customer reviews. Chapter3
discusses the aspect and opinion extraction using Association Rules. Chapter 4 discusses the
use of Conditional Random Fields to extract aspects and opinions. Chapter 5 discusses the use
of Dependency Relations to mine aspects and their corresponding opinions. Chapter 6 discusses
and analyses all results. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes this research and recommends possible
directions for future work.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
This research aims to investigate the techniques for aspect and opinion extraction from
customer reviews. Chapter 1 provided an overview of this research. This chapter will introduce
related definitions and terminology, then review a number of existing techniques and applica-
tions related to aspect-based opinion mining. Finally, some of the challenges will be discussed.
The knowledge provided in this chapter will be cited in later chapters.
Section 2.1 introduces some definitions and terminologies related to the aspect-based opin-
ion mining model. It provides the main concepts to identifying, analysing and extracting
entities, aspects and opinions. Section 2.2 discusses the state of the art in aspect-based opinion
mining from customer reviews. Section 2.3 lists some existing opinion mining applications and
Section 2.4 discusses some of the challenges. Finally, Section 2.6 summarises the chapter.
2.1 Definitions and Terminology
Opinion, in general, is “a view or a judgement formed about something that is not neces-
sarily based on a fact or existing knowledge” [Soanes and Stevenson, 2006]. In the problem
of sentiment analysis, Liu indicates that opinion is “a quintuple of Entity, Aspect, Orientation,
Opinion Holder and Time” [Liu, 2010]. The entity is the name of an entity, which could refer to
a product. The aspect can be a feature, component or function of the entity. The orientation is
the opinion provided about the entity and/or the aspect that was provided by the opinion holder
at a specific time.
The term “opinion mining” was firstly presented by [Dave et al., 2003], who proposed some
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techniques for opinion mining and classified opinions as positive or negative. An opinion is
an individual’s private state; it exemplifies the individual’s assessments, evaluations, beliefs,
judgements and ideas regarding a particular item/subject/topic. Opinions of others can have
great impact on and offer guidance for governments, social communities, individuals and or-
ganisations in the process of decision-making by [Tuzhilin, 2012]. When considering other
people’s opinions, human beings need concise, accurate and timely information so they may
make correct and quick decisions. Opinions make human beings capable of integrating the
different experiences, approaches, knowledge and wisdom of several people when making
decisions. For people, it is natural to take part in discussions and convey their viewpoint
[Moghaddam, 2013].
2.1.1 Sentiments
Sentiments may be narrated as opinions, ideas or as judgements manifested by emotions
[Boiy et al., 2007]. As [Kadam and Joglekar, 2013] stated, “One of the challenges related to
sentiment analysis is identifying the objects of the study of opinions and subjectivity. Origi-
nally, subjectivity was identified by the prominent linguist R. Quirk [Greenbaum et al., 1985]”.
Quirk defines private state as something that is not open to objective observation or verification
[Kadam and Joglekar, 2013]. These private states include emotions, opinions and speculations.
Computational linguistics mainly focuses on opinions rather than on sentiments, feelings or
emotions. The terms ‘sentiment’ and ‘opinion’ are often used interchangeably in the literature.
Human sentiment knowledge grows by day-to-day cognitive interactions. Sentiment is not
a direct property of languages. An intelligent system should need some prior knowledge to act
properly. Sentiment knowledge is generally wrapped into computational lexicon, technically
called sentiment lexicon.
Information on the Web that is preserved in text documents can be divided into two cat-
egories: factual and opinionated information. Usually, facts relate to objective articulations
about aspects, events, and their attributes. According to [Lu, 2010], opinions are usually
subjective manifestations that outline people’s sentiments, appraisals, or feelings toward the
aspects, events, and their properties. [Kim and Hovy, 2004], on the other hand, demonstrate
opinion in the context of four terms: Topic, Holder, Claim, and Sentiment. The Holder believes
a Claim about a topic that is usually associated with a Sentiment, such as “good” or “poor”. Kim
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and Hovy draft a sentiment as an explicit or implicit articulation in text indicating the Holder’s
positive, negative, or neutral expression toward the Claim about the Topic, and the sentiments
always involve the Holder’s emotions and desires.
2.1.2 Opinion Mining
Opinion mining, also known as sentiment analysis, is one of the most explored areas in
computer science in the last few decades. Although a formidable amount of research has been
done, the reported solutions and available systems do not yet satisfy the requirements of the
end user. The main issue is the various conceptual rules that govern sentiment. There are
many different clues (possibly unlimited) that can convert these concepts from realisation to
verbalisation of a human being.
Human psychology directly relates to the paradigms of social psychology, culture, prag-
matics and governs our sentiment realisation. Proper incorporation of human psychology into
computational sentiment knowledge representation appears to be a step in the right direction.
Sentiment analysis is also termed as subjectivity analysis or opinion mining dealing with
the computational presentation of opinion, sentiment, and subjectivity in text involving Natural
Language Processing (NLP), text analysis, and computational linguistics [Pang and Lee, 2008].
It aims at comprehending the expression or opinion from a speaker or writer with respect to a
certain topic. The expression may reflect the judgement, opinion, or evaluation of the writer and
indicate her affective state at the time of writing. The affective state means how the writer was
feeling at that time or the emotional communication intended to affect the reader of the text.
2.1.3 Tasks and Goals
2.1.3.1 Polarity classification
Probably the most well studied task in this field is polarity classification. Typically, the
polarity classification is considered a binary classification problem. Given a subjective text
(e.g., a customer review or an editorial comment), the goal is to determine whether the general
tone of the text is predominantly positive or negative. Obviously, a crucial point is how to
define the two poles of sentiment. What is a positive opinion and what is a negative opinion?
It is impossible to provide a single answer here. A definition is heavily dependent on the
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concrete application scenario, and differences may be subtle. For example, in the context of
political debates, “positive” may refer to support and “negative” may refer to opposition. When
classifying customer reviews, the definition typically considers the evaluative nature of the text.
Does the reviewer like or dislike the product? Providing a specific definition becomes even
more important when computationally treating the sentiment polarity as a classification task.
Early contributions in this area include those by [Turney, 2002] and [Pang et al., 2002]
who investigated different approaches for identifying the polarity of product reviews and movie
reviews respectively. The opinions expressed by a writer towards a target can be divided into a
number of classes such as “positive”, “negative”, and “neutral” (i.e. determining the valence); or
into a discrete measurement scale such as “excellent”, “good”, “satisfactory”, “poor”, and “very
poor”; or by a number of emotions such as “joy”, “sadness”, “anger”, “surprise”, “disgust”, and
“fear”. In this context, a sentiment analysis process is a spectrum of tasks where each task
articulates a sentiment.
When working with only two classes such as “positive” versus “negative” or “good” ver-
sus “poor”, then you are dealing with the idea of “polarity” classification. In the case of
movie/product reviews, rating systems with stars or the terms “thumbs up” and “thumbs down”
are used very often as in [Turney, 2002] and [Pang et al., 2002]. A document’s polarity can
also be classified on a multi-way scale, which was attempted by [Pang and Lee, 2005] and
[Snyder and Barzilay, 2007] among others. [Pang and Lee, 2005] expanded the basic approach
of classifying a movie review as either positive or negative to predicting star-based ratings on
either a three-star or four-star scale, while Snyder performed an elaborate analysis of restaurant
reviews, predicting ratings for various aspects of the given restaurant, such as the food and
atmosphere on a five-star scale.
Even though in most statistical classification methods the neutral class is ignored under the
assumption that neutral texts lie near the boundary of the binary classifier, various researchers
have suggested that three categories need to be involved in every polarity problem. Also, it can
be shown that specific classifiers such as the Max Entropy [Vryniotis, 2013] and Support Vector
Machines (SVMs) [Koppel and Schler, 2006] can be enhanced by the addition of a neutral class
and improve the overall performance of the classification process.
[He et al., 2008] used their domain specific divergence model for a polarity classification
task. The work was based on the hypothesis that the semantic orientation of a prior polarity
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lexicon from a pre-processed dictionary may vary in the current domain. The authors enhanced
a dictionary-based approach by automatically building an internal opinion dictionary from
the provided corpus collection itself. This approach measures the opinionated discrimination
property of each term in the dictionary using an information theoretic divergence measure based
on the relevance assessments at context level.
A different method for determining sentiment is the use of a scaling system. This scheme
involves words generally associated with a negative, neutral, or positive sentiment being given
an associated number ranging from -10 to +10, from most negative to most positive. When
a piece of unstructured text is analysed using natural language processing, the subsequent
concepts are analysed for an understanding of these words and how they are related to the
concept. Each concept is then associated with a score according to the way sentiment words
relate to the concept. Alternatively, texts can be provided positive and negative sentiment
strength scores if the goal is to measure the sentiment in a text rather than the overall polarity
and strength of the text [Thelwall et al., 2010].
2.1.3.2 Subjectivity classification
Subjectivity classification is primarily considered as a binary classification task. Its goal is to
separate subjective from objective information. Again, the problem may be tackled at different
levels of granularity. For instance, at the document level the aim is to distinguish review-like
documents from non-review documents or factual newspaper articles from editorial comments.
Subjectivity classification is also an important subtask in sentiment retrieval. Many su-
pervised and unsupervised techniques have been explored for subjectivity annotation tasks by
various researchers over a long period [Kadam and Joglekar, 2013]. Several linguistic resources
and tools like dependency parsing, named entity recognition, morphological analysers, stem-
mer, SentiWordNet, and WordNet have been used in the subjectivity detection task. However,
in the case of morphologically rich Indian languages like Bengali, such resources and tools are
not readily available. Highly inspired by [Wiebe et al., 2005] the present work was initiated
to develop a subjectivity classifier that will work on unannotated text documents. The aim is
to design an automatic process that learns linguistically rich extraction patterns for subjective
expressions and produces a rich ontological language-specific (rather than domain dependent)
knowledge.
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As [Pang and Lee, 2008] have pointed out, at the document level, the problem of subjectivity
classification is quite closely related to the task of genre classification. On a more fine-grained
level of analysis, the task is to identify individual text passages (e.g., paragraphs, sentences, or
clauses) as being subjective or objective. Fine-grained analysis may also involve distinguishing
between different grades of sentiment strength or intensity. For example, considering this
dimension can be useful for automatically detecting offensive language in text.
Very commonly, subjectivity classification is regarded as a prerequisite to sentiment polarity
classification. First, subjective documents or text passages are separated from objective ones,
and then only the subjective text is further analysed with regard to polarity. As with the
definition of “positive” and “negative”, it is quite difficult to exactly distinguish between the
two classes “subjective information” and “objective information”. Given a piece of text, even
humans have problems in separating subjective from objective passages [Wiebe et al., 2005].
2.1.3.3 Emotion classification
The task of detecting the expression of emotion in natural language text can be considered
as a refinement of the sentiment polarity classification task. The goal is to classify a piece of
text according to a predefined set of basic emotions. Whereas sentiment polarity is commonly
viewed as dichotomous (positive vs. negative), emotion classification tries to identify more
fine-grained differences in the expression of sentiment. Most commonly, [Eckman, 1972] six
“basic” emotions - anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise - are used as class
labels for this task. Other theories, such as Plutchik’s wheel of emotions with eight primary
emotions [Plutchik, 2001] or Ekman’s extended model [Ekman, 1999] may also serve as a base.
Besides deriving a categorisation from psychological theories of emotion, class labels may also
be defined ad hoc, based on concrete application needs. Applications for emotion classification
are manifold, ranging from analysis of customer feedback or observing trends in public mood
to analysis of clinical records [Pestian et al., 2012].
2.1.3.4 Source detection
The task of sentiment source detection aims to identify the person, organisation, or more
generally, the entity that is the source of subjective information. For reasons of consistency,
this entity will be denoted as “sentiment source”, but the terms “opinion holder” or “opinion
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source” are also quite common in the literature. In many application scenarios (e.g., customer
review mining) the sentiment source is simply the author of the text. However, the problem
may be more complex, involving nested sources of sentiment [Wiebe et al., 2005]. For instance,
newswire text often reflects different perspectives of distinct sentiment sources (including the
author). [Wiebe et al., 2005] provide a good example:
The Foreign Ministry said Thursday that it was “surprised, to put it mildly” by the
U.S. State Department’s criticism of Russia’s human rights record and objected in
particular to the “odious” section on Chechnya. (“Ministry Criticizes ‘Odious’ U.S.
Report, 2002-03-08,” Moscow Times, Moscow, Russia).
The sentence contains three sentiment sources (including the author). The first source is the
Russian Foreign Ministry, which is “surprised, to put it mildly” and which “objected in partic-
ular to the ‘odious’ section on Chechnya”. The second source is the U.S. State Department,
which criticises Russia’s human rights record. Implicitly, the author is also a (potential) source
of sentiment.
In contrast to the earlier mentioned classification problems, determining sentiment sources
is predominantly regarded as an information extraction task. It involves sub-problems such as
named entity recognition and relationship extraction. A typical application for sentiment source
detection is a multi-perspective question answering system that tries to answer questions of the
form: “What is X’s viewpoint/opinion on topic Y?”
2.1.3.5 Target detection
As the name suggests, the goal of sentiment target detection is to determine the subject of
a sentiment expression. Depending on the granularity of analysis, a sentiment target may refer
to a concrete entity or to a more abstract topic. For instance, in aspect-oriented review mining,
the interest is in determining the reviewers’ evaluations of very concrete aspects. Such targets
typically become manifest at the phrase or sentence level (e.g., “I really like the picture qual-
ity”). In this case, the task is primarily regarded as information extraction, and it involves such
sub-problems as named entity recognition and relationship extraction. In contrast, sentiment
retrieval systems are generally concerned with identifying opinions related to topics that are
more abstract (e.g., “Which blogs report positively and which negatively on the topic of Israeli
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settlement policy?”). Such an analysis is normally conducted at the document level. At coarser-
grained levels of analysis (document or sentence level), sentiment target detection is mostly
viewed as an instance of text categorisation or, more generally, as a problem of information
retrieval. Sentences or documents are classified or ranked according to their relevance towards
a given topic [Mei et al., 2007].
2.1.4 Opinion and Opinion Quintuple
Opinions can be expressed about anything, such as a product, person, organisation or ser-
vice. They can also be expressed by any person or organisation. Opinions normally are
expressed about entities under study.
The word “Entity” indicates the object about which an opinion has been formed. In the
problem of sentiment analysis, opinion is defined by [Wolfe, 2007] as “a quintuple of Entity,
Aspect, Orientation, Opinion Holder and Time (ei, aij , OOijkl, hk, tl), where ei is the name
of an Entity, aij is an Aspect, Feature or Attribute of ei, OOijkl is the Opinion Orientation of
Aspect aij of the Entity ei, hk is the Opinion Holder, and tl is the Time when the opinion was
expressed by hk the Opinion Holder”. For example, “great”, “very functional” and “blessing”
are all opinions about the mobile entity.
An entity, e, is a product, service, person, event, organisation, or any other topic. It is
associated with a pair, e : (T |W ), where T is a hierarchy of components or sub-components, and
W is a set of attributes of the entity e. Each component or sub-component also has its own set of
aspects/features or attributes [Wolfe, 2007]. The aspects aij of an entity e are the components
and attributes of the entity e. The holder of an opinion, hk, is the person or organisation that
expresses the opinion on an entity. For example, “mobile service”, “phone”, “phone speaker”
and “infrared” are considered “entities”, where they represent the product, parts of the product,
the function of the product, or components of the product.
The opinion orientation, ooijkl, is a positive, negative, or neutral view of an attitude, emo-
tion, or appraisal about an entity e or any aspect of the entity e from an opinion holder hk.
Other names for opinion orientation are sentiment orientation, semantic orientation, or polarity.
In practice, a neutral view is often interpreted as no opinion [Liu, 2010].
As described by [Khan et al., 2014], opinion lexicons play a major role in evaluating the
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statement of opinions. Opinion words are critical to opinion mining. The resources of opinion
lexicons include two kinds of words: positive polar words that impart positive connotations, for
example, excellent, good, nice, and negative polar words that impart negative connotations with
words like wicked, evil, ugly and bad.
In the developing stages of opinion mining, just the presence of the adjectives was consid-
ered a strong clue to the opinion orientation. However, this has a low accuracy performance.
Recent research has found that pattern-based syntactic approaches based on dependency rela-
tions among aspects/features and terms of opinions using double propagation boot-strapping
method built on a seed list for identifying polarity of opinion terms [Khan et al., 2014].
Another powerful lexicon resource for the identification of polarity is the dictionary. Many
authors have used a dictionary-based approach for this task. As mentioned earlier, the other
main task performed by opinion mining is polarity classification, which is used to classify
opinionated terms into positive, negative, or neutral categories. Positive polarity implies that
the statement of the opinion holder shows a positive response towards the target feature of the
object.
A study by Zhang and Zhu [2013] also demonstrated opinion target identification. The
opinion target implies a person, feature, object, or event about which an opinion is expressed.
As opinion target identification is an essential feature of opinion mining, an exhaustive overview
on approaches of opinion target extraction is required. A thorough analysis of all aspects of a
given product derived from consumer opinion is very important to the public, manufacturers
and merchants [Zhang and Zhu, 2013].
To compare reviews, it is necessary to identify and extract the aspects/features discussed
in the reviews. Feature mining is important for mining opinion and summarisation, especially
because the task of feature mining provides a foundation for opinion summarisation. However,
some problems related to opinion target extraction are that if the system can identify target
aspects/features in a document and sentence, then the system should be capable of identifying
opinionated terms and the evaluative expression in the sentences. To identify opinion targets at
a document or sentence level, the system must identify the evaluative expressions. In addition,
some features are not presented explicitly, but are predicted from the sentences and are termed
as implicit aspects/features.
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The source of an opinion is the person or medium presenting the opinion. The opinion
source or the opinion holder plays an important role in the authentication of the opinion, and
the strength and classification of the opinion, because the reliability and quality of a given
opinion are highly dependent on its source. For instance, a statement will be considered reliable
if the source or holder of that opinion is authentic. Expert opinion is considered to have higher
strength than that of an ordinary individual. Opinions may be also classified based on holder of
the opinion.
With a dependency parser for Chinese news [Lu, 2010], it is possible to identify the opinion
holders by reporting verbs and opinion targets by both the opinion expressing words and opinion
holders. This approach produced more results than those mentioned in NTCIR-7 MOAT [Seki
et al., 2008] with same data.
Some studies done in different languages are significant. For example, a study using syntac-
tic dependency for extracting opinion holders in Bengali blogs used phrase-based similarities.
Another study involved using automatic extraction of targets and opinion holders from Urdu
news sites. In this paper, the patterns of word sequences in the opinions were extracted using a
linear kernel. An algorithm based on rules was employed to distinguish between opinion targets
and opinion holders [Khan et al., 2014].
Some studies have exploited several semantic and structural features for extracting opinion
statements from English text. They devised tagging models with conditional random fields
(CRF) Lafferty et al. [2001] techniques and combinations of linguistic features such as mor-
phology, predicate argument structure, orthography, syntax, and simple semantics. The authors
of the study determined that CRF models with the MPQA [Li et al., 2007] corpus for testing
and training executed best in identifying the opinion holder. Wiegand and Klakow [Shen et al.,
2007] exploited contexts of prototypical opinion for automatic extraction of opinion holders.
These opinion holders are treated as a group of analysts or experts whose occupation is to form
and provide opinions on specific items [Khan et al., 2014].
2.1.5 Entity Categories
According to [Banitaan et al., 2010], [Binali et al., 2009], and [Glance et al., 2004], there
are different categories of entities. A broad overview organises them into four entity categories
that represent different types of words in a review text. These four categories are components,
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Table 2.1: Entity Categories
Entity Description
Components Physical objectives of a camera, including the camera itself, LCD
screen, viewfinder, and battery
Functions Capabilities provided by a camera, including movie playback, zoom,
and auto focus
Features Properties of components or functions, such as colour, speed, size,
weight, and clarity
Opinions Ideas and thought expressed by reviewers on product, features,
components or functions
Other Other possible entities defined by the domain
functions, features, and opinions. Table 2.1 shows an example of entity categories related to
“camera” [Binali et al., 2009]. Some entities may not fit in any category. Therefore, a fifth
category, “other” is formed and left open for any suggested categories.
2.1.6 Entity Discovery and Entity Assignment
User-generated content, which in this research is customers’ reviews, contains different
opinions about different products. Therefore, opinions mined from such content will be of a
little use, since the entities of reviews concern were not known. The problem of identifying
what products, features, aspects, or attributes the reviewers have talked about in a sentence
is called “entity discovery”. In a typical review, the opinion holder may give opinions on
multiple products, features, aspects, or attributes even though the review page is about a specific
product. The main issue is how to discover each entity from the four categories described above;
therefore, entities need to be discovered and identified [Ding et al., 2009].
Another essential issue, after discovering entities, is to assign them to the right opinions
and right products; this is called “entity assignment”. Some reviews may have direct opinions
assigned to direct entities, which are explicitly mentioned in the sentence. Other reviews may
contain entities or opinions that are implied and difficult to assign. These two issues are
crucial, as without discovering which entities the review talked about and without assigning
the corresponding opinions to the correct entity, the opinion mining is of no use [Ding et al.,
2009].
To illustrate these two issues, an example of a camera review will be used “I bought Camera
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S300 last week. I took so many photos; they were better than those from my old camera.
Also the battery is very good and the colour is amazing.” In some parts of this example, it
is straightforward to discover entities. However, it begins to become complicated when the
opinion holder compares products. Therefore, there are difficulties in discovering entities and
assigning them to the right opinions.
There are some proposed techniques to discover and assign entities. [Ding et al., 2009]
proposed a solution to discover entities by discovering linguistic patterns and then using them
to extract entities. They also proposed a technique for assigning entities depending on extracting
entities of comparative sentences, such as the example of Camera S300.
2.1.7 Customer Review Mining
Increasingly large numbers of customers choose online shopping as it is more convenient,
reliable, and easy to compare prices and get good feedback from other customers. Consequently,
the number of products sold online is increasing rapidly. This makes it difficult for customers
to make correct purchasing decisions only based on product description and some images or
even videos of the product. Vast amounts of customer feedback data are available, such as
blogs, product reviews, and forms. However, such data is typically unstructured, thus it needs a
text mining approach to extract useful knowledge and interpret important information. There-
fore, the mined information is re-structured and presented in an ultra-concise form. Applying
sentiment analysis techniques to mine, analyse, and then summarise this type of data is called
“customer review mining”.
In some cases, mining opinions at a sentence or document level is beneficial. However,
such levels of information are not always enough for a complete decision-making process. For
instance, a positive appraisal on a specific item does not mean that the reviewer likes each
aspect of the item. Similarly, a negative review does not imply that the reviewer dislikes
everything. In a typical review, the reviewer writes both negative and positive aspects of
the item, while his overall opinion about the item may be negative or positive [Moghaddam,
2013]. Therefore, sentence-level and document-level opinions may not offer comprehensive
information for decision-making. To acquire such information, finer level of granularity should
be found.
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In the last decade, numerous methods have been suggested to solve the problem of aspect-
based opinion mining. The previous works are frequency-based approaches wherein simple
filters are applied on high frequency noun phrases to extract aspects. Although such methods
are effective, they miss low frequency. To overcome such weakness, relation-based methods are
suggested. Relation-based methods use NLP approaches to find certain relationships between
related sentiments and aspects.
This section will investigate what kind of data is typically available in the form of customer
reviews, how the data is structured and different sources of online reviews data. It then will
illustrate a detailed example of an online review, followed by tasks of customer review mining.
2.1.7.1 Sources of Online Reviews
An online review is piece of text that is publicly available and written by a known or
anonymous customer regarding a purchase of a product or service. Sources of online reviews
are widely varied; however, according to [Broß, 2013], the most popular sources are review
sites, online shopping sites and web logs.
• Aweb log, or “blog” for short, is defined by the Oxford dictionary as “a regularly updated
website or web page, typically one run by an individual or small group, that is written in
an informal or conversational style.” It represents review comments by authors about
newly purchased products (e.g. cameras) and provided services (e.g. hotel or restaurant).
• A review site is a website in which reviews are posted by authors about their experiences
of purchased products or provided services. Typically, each product will have single or
multiple pages where all reviews are gathered and published.
• An online shopping site is an electronic commerce (EC) site in which the selling and
purchasing goods and services is done over the Internet. The process starts from the
merchants, who advertise goods/services over the Internet to potential customers to pur-
chase and provide feedback. The customer feedback can be provided on the product as
a whole, parts of the product, the shipment, or anything related to the provided service.
Amazon.com and ebay.com are the most popular examples of online shopping sites.
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2.1.7.2 Formats of Online Reviews
Online reviews give authors the freedom to express their thoughts about provided products
and/or services. They are considered to provide essential and informative data and can take
different formats. [Liu, 2012] classifies customer reviews on theWeb into two common formats,
whereas [Broß, 2013](BroSS, 2013; von, 2013) expands the list by adding one more format, as
follows:
Format 1 - Free-format detailed review
This is a free-text box where the author can write the review in the form of free text and
sometimes with no word limit. A very well-known example is amazon.com. Figure 2.1 shows
an example from amazon.com.
 
Figure 2.1: Example of Free-Format Customer Review from Amazon.com
Format 2 - Pros and Cons: This form of review is concise, and explicitly represents
the positive and negative comments.
Format 3 - Pros, Cons, and the Detailed Review: This form of review combines both
Formats 1 and 2 and allows the author to write comments and free text, and highlight the pros
and cons, for example, ebay.com as shown in Figure 2.2.
The entity and sentiment extraction process varies from free text format to the pros and cons
format. [Liu et al., 2005] proposed a system called “opinion observer” to extract aspects and
sentiments from pros and cons format reviews. It is based on sequential learning and relies on
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Figure 2.2: Example of Pros and Cons Format Customer Reviews
the two assumptions that all reviews are very short and each segment contains one aspect and
its corresponding sentiment. Consequently, there remains a need for systems that can extract
aspects and opinions from free text.
2.1.8 Statistical Tests
The following section defines major statistical tests that were used previously in the Aspect
based opinion mining from different domains.
2.1.8.1 One Sample Test
It is a statistical test that measures the significance of parameters estimated from dataset. It
enables the researcher to test whether the mean of a sample materially differs from the value in
the hypothesis.[Institute of Digital Research, 2016].
2.1.8.2 Factor Analysis/Extraction
It is a form of multivariate analysis applied to either reduce the quantity of variables or to
detect the relationship between variables in a model. All variables in the extraction need to
be continuous, and the assumption is made that they are normally distributed. The analysis
has an aim of trying to determine factors that the variables. The statistical test has previously
been used in the same kind of research problem. For instance, the statistical tests feature in the
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article titled, “Aspect based Summarization of Context Dependent Opinion Words“[Kansal and
Toshniwal, 2014].
2.1.8.3 Chi-square Goodness of Fit
This test enables the researcher to test whether the proportions observed for a categorical
variable deviate from the hypothesized proportions. It is used in the categorical variable form
one dataset , to determine the consistency with the hypothesises [Institute of Digital Research,
2016].
2.1.8.4 Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney Test
It is a statistical test that can be used in the event a researcher does not consider any
assumptions. It is considered with independent variables that have normal distribution interval
variable. The only assumption made here is that the variables are ordinal. It is, therefore, a
non-parametric to the independent sample t-test. [Institute of Digital Research, 2016].
2.2 Aspect-Based Opinion Mining
For many scenarios, document-level review classification is too coarse-grained and does
not provide the desired information. Pure classification merely helps to gather information
about how many customers are generally satisfied or unsatisfied. Based on these numbers
where the trends in the customers’ perceptions of a product can be found, but the exact reasons
for satisfaction or dissatisfaction is not known We do not know what the customers like, and
we do not know what they dislike. Aspect-oriented review mining goes one-step further and
analyses the customers’ sentiments with regard to individual product aspects. Whereas review
classification considers only a single dimension (namely “sentiment polarity”), aspect-oriented
reviewmining involves the joined analysis of two dimensions. The aim is to discover all relevant
product aspects and the related expressions of sentiment needs to be identified and their polarity
is determined. In contrast to review classification, the aspect-oriented task is better characterised
as a problem in information extraction than a problem in text categorisation. It is transforming
the unstructured information of a review text into a structured, aspect-oriented summary.
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The main problem in the context of aspect extraction is to identify those text passages that
refer to mentions of product aspects. Given a dictionary of relevant product aspects, the task
would be relatively easy. However, if the relevant product aspects are not known a priori,
therefore examining the provided collection of review documents is needed. Thus, the need
to devise methods that automatically extracts a set of the most relevant product aspects from
a corpus of reviews. To do so, notion of relevance need to be defined, and a desired level of
granularity must be identified. Very fine-grained aspects are considered (e.g., “colour accuracy”,
“tone reproduction”, “image noise”, or “chromatic aberration”) or more abstract concepts needs
to be considered (e.g., “image quality”, “ease of use”, “battery”, or “features”). Approaches to
aspect extraction can be /subdivided into three main classes: unsupervised, supervised, and
topic modelling approaches.
Unsupervised approaches are typically frequency-based and often involve the use of pre-
defined linguistic or syntactic patterns to detect candidate phrases. Most commonly, the goal
is to automatically construct a dictionary of product aspects from a given review corpus. It is
possible to subdivide unsupervised or lexicon-based approaches into two groups. First, find
approaches that use large corpora to find co-occurrences of a small seed list of words in order
to find other words with sentiment connotations as in [Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown, 1997]
and [Turney, 2002]. The second method uses sentiment dictionaries and lists, such as WordNet
[Miller, 1995] or General Inquirer [Stone and Hunt, 1963] to infer the word sentiment polarity.
The first strategy will be described in Section 2.2.1 and the second strategy will be presented in
Section 2.2.4. In between, the literatures of the proposed methods are discussed.
2.2.1 Corpus-based Methods
Many studies of sentiment analysis (SA) have focused on extracting specific words, or given
parts of speech (POS) [Liu, 2015]. Some of the POS tags (like adjectives) or sequences of
POS (adjective-noun) have been shown to be more effective in opinion detection. The work
of [Justeson and Katz, 1995] adopts an NLP-approach based on POS filtering [Toutanova and
Manning, 2000].The words in the text are automatically processed and marked with appropriate
POS tags. Afterwards, specific POS or given phrase patterns are filtered from the text, for
example two adjectives in a row. [Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown, 1997] describe an approach
based on the idea that the conjoined adjectives have the same orientation, apart from the ones
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used in the opposite orientation. They construct two clusters of adjectives using conjunction
counts based on Wall Street Journal articles. Although they achieve quite high accuracy, it is
important to note that they manually eliminated neutral adjectives on the first step. Other studies
have focused on analysing single words and POS to automatically deduce the polarity of a word
from the data presented [Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown, 1997].
2.2.2 Methods based on Association Rules (AR)
[Hu and Liu, 2004a,b] first presented a scheme to extract product aspects based on asso-
ciation rule mining. The main ideas are that consumers often use the same words when they
comment on the same product aspects, and that frequent item sets of nouns in reviews are likely
to be product aspects, while infrequent ones are less likely to be product aspects. The basic
steps of the algorithm are as follows:
1. Find frequent nouns and noun phrases. Nouns and noun phrases (or groups) are identified
by a POS tagger. Only the frequent ones are kept. The reason for using this approach
is that when people comment on different aspects of a product, the vocabulary that they
use tends to converge. Thus, frequently used nouns are usually genuine and important
aspects.
2. Find infrequent aspects by exploiting the relationships between aspects and opinion words.
The first step can miss many genuine aspect expressions that are infrequent. This step
tries to find them. The idea is that the same opinion word can be used to describe or
modify different aspects. Opinion words that can modify frequent aspects can also modify
infrequent aspects, and thus can be used to extract infrequent aspects. For example,
“picture” has been found to be a frequent aspect, and have the sentence, “The pictures
are absolutely amazing.” If “amazing” is known to be an opinion word, then “software”
can be extracted as an aspect from the sentence, “The software is amazing,” because the
two sentences follow the same dependency pattern and “software” is also a noun.
[Carenini et al., 2005] tried to enhance the aspect extraction of previous systems using
the results from Hu & Liu’s model as a starting point. It aims to acquire information from
customer reviews. Their model mapped the input to the user-defined catalogue of the aspect
hierarchy to eliminate redundancy and to provide conceptual organisation. [Yi and Niblack,
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2005] developed a set of heuristics and selection algorithms to extract aspect from reviews. This
model extracted noun phrases and then selected feature terms using likeness scores. [Popescu
and Etzioni, 2007] added more enhancements to Hu & Liu?s work by presenting an unsu-
pervised information system that acquires product aspects and opinions by mining reviews
and not involving frequently appearing nouns that do not fall into the aspect category. This
development increased the precision of results with low recall performance from previous work.
[Wu et al., 2009] aapplied a different approach for recognising nouns and verb phrases as aspect
and opinion expressions. Their model then finds the relationships between those. The method
extends traditional dependency parsing to the phrase level, which performs better in mining.
On the other hand, [Qiu et al., 2011] focused on extracting nouns/ noun phrases, and then used
dependency parsing to map the relationships between opinion words and target expressions.
Both of these methods achieved low precision and normal recall performance and were unable
to extract infrequently aspects.
2.2.3 Methods based on Dependency Relations (DR)
The idea of using the modifying relationship of opinion words and aspects to extract as-
pects can be generalised to using dependency relations. [Zhuang et al., 2006] employed the
dependency relation to extract aspect-opinion pairs from movie reviews. After being parsed
by a dependency relation parser, words in a sentence are linked to each other by a certain
dependency relation.
Employing dependency patterns has produced promising results in a variety of research
areas involving different approaches to spot product aspects and their analogous opinions from
reviews for multiple languages. Several feature selection schemes have been used alongside ma-
chine learning approaches, such as unigrams and bigrams [Pang et al., 2002]. [Matsumoto et al.,
2005] applied syntactic relations between words in sentences for document sentiment organisa-
tion. [Agarwal et al., 2015] employed dependency relations between words to extract features
from text based on ConceptNet ontology. Afterwards they used a method called “mRMR”,
which works as a feature selection scheme to eliminate redundant information. [Somprasertsri
and Lalitrojwong, 2010] presented a method that extracts opinions and product aspects consid-
ering the syntactic and semantic information and based on dependency relations and ontology
knowledge. Pre-processing consisted of several sub-tasks:
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• Clean up the dataset by removing abnormal characters. It is necessary to have only pure
text reviews.
• Employ Stanford CoreNLP techniques, such as lemmatisation. This transforms the word
to its original form.
• As aspects and corresponding opinions at a sentence level are needed, the sentences are
then split into small parts so that boundaries are drawn within the sentences. This step
satisfies the assumption that the aspects and corresponding opinions can be found within
a single sentence.
• POS tagging is applied to determine the part of speech of each word. This step also
prepares the sentences for dependency parsing.
• Syntactic relations among words within the sentence are determined by applying depen-
dency parsing.
At this stage, the dataset is ready for the extraction process and the second phase is initiated.
This is divided into the following sub-tasks:
• Aspect assumptions along with the aspect definitions are evaluated and the relations
between POS tags and the frequencies are probed. After this, each noun and noun phrase
with high frequency and satisfying the aspect definition, as aspects candidates are located.
• Every dependency rule from previous work with all aspect assumptions and definitions to
locate the best combination of dependencies are examined. Then the highest preformed
dependencies are chosen. Now, all the extracted aspects are filtered to find the most
appropriate and most frequent product aspects.
• At this point a priori algorithm [Agrawal and Srikant, 1994] with a minimum support of
1% is chosen.
• The final step is to generate the opinion summary that contains the product aspects along
with their corresponding opinion and the orientation.
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2.2.4 Dictionary-based Methods
A popular research trend includes the use of the lexical database WordNet [Miller, 1995].
It provides the grouping of words into synonym sets (called Synsets) and the semantic relation-
ships between them, such as antonyms, hyponyms, etc. [Kamps et al., 2004] used WordNet
to measure semantic orientation of adjectives by counting the number of synonym links from
the analysed adjective to the seed words, such as good, bad, etc. One of the successful uses of
WordNet to construct a semantic lexicon belongs to [Esuli and Sebastiani, 2006]. Based on a
small set of manually constructed words, Esuli expanded it using the WordNet synonym and
antonym relationships of adjectives. This work led to the construction of SentiWordNet, which
provides positive, negative and objective scores to each gloss, brief definition of the Synset in
WordNet. One of the drawbacks of this lexicon is the variety of senses for some words that
could take different scores. Therefore, a thorough POS analysis or word sense disambiguation
is needed to accurately use this lexicon.
In their study, [Andreevskaia and Bergler, 2008] used glosses and lexical relations from
WordNet. They started with a small seed word list and extended it by the means of lexical rela-
tions in WordNet (synonymy, antonymy and hyponymy). Later, they extracted words carrying
sentiment from glosses and assigned a polarity to the extracted terms. This was accomplished
by computing the word’s degree of membership in a specific category based on how many times
the word had been assigned a specific category.
This section discusses the supervised approaches to aspect extraction. Computational lin-
guistic tools and techniques are concerned with language grammar generation and modelling.
They provide an interesting formulation and approach to aspect extraction that cannot be di-
rectly applied to computer science methods and requires adaptation. Therefore, the decided
to concentrate this overview on the most prominent techniques from machine learning Section
2.2.5, CRF methods Section 2.2.6 and information retrieval domains Section 2.2.7.
2.2.5 Machine Learning Methods
The field of machine learning has provided many models that are used to solve various text
classification problems. Among them are Naïve Bayes (NB), Support Vector Machines (SVMs),
decision trees, maximum entropy, and Hidden Markov Models (HMMs). The detailed overview
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of these and other algorithms can be found in the work of [Witten and Frank, 2005]. So far,
the most popular machine learning approaches used as baselines are SVM and NB. [Pang et al.,
2002] analysed several supervised machine learning algorithms on a movie reviews dataset,
among them SVM, NB and maximum entropy. They also tested different feature selection
techniques. Features are usually words, or bigrams of words, that could have been somehow
pre-processed, for example, stemmed or lemmatised. The best performance was reported using
the SVM method with unigram text representation. It has to be noted that the authors took
into account just the presence of a feature, and did not count POS tagging information which
may improve the effectiveness of NB and maximum entropy methods, but tends to decrease the
performance for SVM. In a later study, [Pang and Lee, 2005] proposed to separate subjective
sentences from the rest of the text at first. They assumed that two consecutive sentences would
have similar subjectivity labels, as the author is inclined not to change sentence subjectivity
too often. Thus, labelling all sentences as objective and subjective they reformulate the task of
finding the minimum s-t cut in a graph [Kleinberg and Tardos, 2006].
2.2.6 Methods based on Conditional Random Fields (CRFs)
The accuracy level of the rule-based detection systems is approximately 50% as the review
paper presented by [Rashid et al., 2013]. During error analysis, it has been identified that theme
identification and subjectivity detection are deep semantic issues and it is nearly impossible to
develop a complete set of definite rules. To overcome the limitations of a rule-based system,
a machine-learning module has been developed with the already identified features along with
a few additional ones. The Conditional Random Field (CRF) [Lafferty et al., 2001] machine-
learning algorithm has been used. The CRF base subjectivity detection has achieved precision
values of 76.08% and 79.90% for English news and movie review corpus, and 72.16% and
74.6% for Bengali news and blog domains respectively [Das and Bandyopadhyay, 2009]. CRF
consists of a set of statistical modelling methods frequently used in pattern recognition and
machine learning for structured prediction. This is very important for ABOM applications.
Previous as well as ongoing studies have revealed that the sequence labelling approaches based
on conditional relations increase the accuracy and performance of unstructured prediction tasks.
Some noteworthy models for sequence labelling tasks are CRF [Lafferty et al., 2001], HMM
[Eddy, 1996] and Max-Margin Markov Networks [Roller, 2004]. These models presented
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considerable improvement in several practical fields such as NLP, pattern recognition and infor-
mation extraction. The models are applied to encode known relationships between reviewers’
opinions and construct consistent interpretations of the reviews. With this scheme, CRF can
predict the sequence of labels for a given input sequence where the reviews were considered as
input sequences, and POS tags and opinion tags were used as output labels.
Generally, opinion extraction from customer reviews falls under the umbrella of phrase-
level information mining. It aims to create a thorough sentiment analysis at the aspect level.
Model-based approaches like HMM and CRF aim to overcome the limitations of the other
approaches. HMM models assume that each feature is generated independently and ignore the
underlying relationships between the actual words and labels, as well as the overlapping features
[Qi and Chen, 2010]. CRF tackles those shortcomings since it is a discriminative model that
instantiate the overlapping dependent features. [Choi et al., 2005] consider sentiment analysis
as a hybrid task information extraction problem that combines CRF as a sequence tagging task
and AutoSlog [Riloff, 1996] to learn the extraction patterns. Even though their system employs
extraction learning with CRF, it resulted in a recall performance of 54% with exact match.
2.2.7 Information Retrieval Methods
Representation of documents in most supervised approaches is based on the vector space
model [Salton et al., 1975]. Every document is represented by a multi-dimensional vector,
where each dimension corresponds to some feature (term) in a document. Thus, a collection of
documents can be contained in a document matrix, where an element (x, y) means the number
of times feature x was encountered in document y. The idea is that it is possible to separate
two classes of documents shown as vectors in the feature space. The supervised model is said
to be trained when a classifier, trained on the set of labelled documents, constructs a multi-
plane that separates the two classes of documents with reasonable degree of error. The use
of the vector space model for document sentiment classification was explored in the work of
[Sarvabhotla et al., 2011]. They compose two vectors to represent each document; the first is
based on a calculation of the average document frequency, while the second is built using the
average subjective measure. They retain terms with higher than average document frequency
and subjective measure. For the feature selection, they apply mutual information and Fisher
discrimination ratio and then train the SVM model. Experiments were carried out on different
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portions of the movie reviews corpus and show improvement amelioration in performance in
comparison to other feature weighting techniques using the SVM classifier.
There are various researchers who have carried out research on the subject of Opinion
Mining . Some of the researchers and their works have been summarized in Appendix K.
From the previous literature review and research questions presented Section 1.2.3 and the
research objectives presented in Section 1.2.2, Table 2.2 links both to the high level methodol-
ogy that are presented and discussed in depth in Chapter 3, Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.
2.3 Applications of Opinion Mining
2.3.1 Opinion Summarisation
The requirements of the end user are the driving force behind sentiment analysis research.
The outcomes of these research endeavours should lead to the development of a real-time
sentiment analysis system, which will successfully satisfy the needs of the end users. Let us
have a look at some real-life needs of the end user. For example, a market surveyor from
company A may want to know how public opinion about their product X has changed after
the release of product Y by company B. The different aspects of product Y that the public
consider better than product X are also points of interest. These aspects could typically be
the durability of the product, power options, weight, colour and many other issues that depend
on the particular product. In another scenario, a voter may be interested to study the change
of public opinion about any leader or public event before and after an election. In this case,
the aspect could be a social event, economic recession or may be other issues. The end users
are not only looking for the binary (positive/negative) sentiment classification but they are also
interested in aspectual sentiment analysis. Therefore, sentiment detection and classification is
not enough to satisfy the needs of the end user.
A sentiment analysis system should be able to understand and extract the aspectual sen-
timents present in a natural language text. Previous research efforts have proposed various
structures or components for sentiment extraction. The most widely used sentiment structures
are Holder [Choi et al., 2005, Kim and Hovy, 2004], Topic [Zhou and Hovy, 2006] and other
domain dependent attributes. However, real-life users are not always interested about all the
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Table 2.2: Proposed Methodology at a High Level
Research
Objectives
Research
Questions
Methodology
The main
objective of this
thesis is to
eliminate the
manual analysis of
a product reviews
and replace with
an automated
system using some
NLP , Dependency
Relations and
Statical Analysis
techniques.
What is the
effectiveness of
manual analysis of
product reviews
from a reviews
over an automated
system?
The methodology of this system involves the
process of data analysis, preprocessing, aspects
and opinion extraction, subjectivity and
objectivity classification, orientation detection and
finally aspect-based summary generating.
Preprocessing techniques improve the accuracy of
the process of opinion mining. Aspect extraction
involves the use of identifying aspects which in
most cases are nouns as well as noun phrases.
Subjectivity classification is necessary because
not all sentences in product reviews express an
opinion. This step involves identification of
orientation of an opinion on every aspect. The
final aspect of this system would involve
aspect-based summary. It involves aggregation of
negative as well as positive scores thereby
creating a sentiment profile of each product.
Visualization tool may be applied for this purpose,
as future work. It will be useful for customers to
understanding the opinion of various aspects of a
product and also get a rough idea on each aspect.
To determine the accuracy, the system can use
precision, recall as well as F-measure.
The second major
objective is to
implement system
that is capable of
interpreting and
understanding
feeling as well as
emotions of
human based on
previous
experiments.
What are the
better techniques
of implementing
an aspect-based
opinion mining
systems?
aspects at a time, rather they look for opinion/sentiment changes of any “Who” during “When”
and depending upon “What” or “Where” and “Why”. With this hypothesis, the 5Ws (Who,
What, When, Where and Why) constituent extraction technique for sentiment/opinion structur-
ing process has been proposed. The proposed 5Ws structure is domain independent and more
generic than the existing semantic constituent extraction structure. The topic-opinion model is
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the most popular but end users may want to look into an at-a-glance presentation of opinion-
oriented summaries. For example, a market surveyor from company A might be interested in
the root cause for why their product X (e.g., a camera) is becoming less popular day by day.
Company A may want look into the negative reviews only. Relatively few research efforts could
be found in the literature on the polarity-wise summarisation compared to the popular topic-
opinion model. Four important related works have been presented here which are significant in
the aspects, problem definition and solution architecture.
Although there are plenty of research works available in the field of text summarisation
[Hu and Liu, 2004a, Kabadjov et al., 2011, Kim and Hovy, 2004] and also in the area of
sentiment analysis [Kim and Hovy, 2004, Pang and Lee, 2008, Turney, 2002], there is still
a limited amount of research available that merges these two areas comprehensively. The
works of [Saggion↵ and Funk, 2010, Stoyanov and Cardie, 2006] may be considered in this
regard. For the first time in 2008, there was a Summarization Opinion Pilot track at the
Text Analysis Conference organised by the US National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST). The techniques used by the participants were primarily based on the already prevailing
summarisation methods. At the same time, as most participants added new features to account
for the presence of positive opinions or negative ones, CLASSY [Conroy and Schlesinger,
2008], LIPN [Bossard et al., 2008], and IIITSum08 [Varma et al., 2008], efficient methods
were proposed focusing on the retrieval and filtering stage, based on polarity DLSIUAES
[Balahur et al., 2008] or on separating information rich clauses [Cruz et al., 2008]. Finally,
fine-grained, feature-based opinion summarisation was defined by [Hu and Liu, 2004b]. The
fact that opinion summarisation was presented in such an intricate setting, which additionally
requires the determination of answers to opinion questions, the endeavour led to very poor
results from the participating groups. After realising the immense challenge presented by end-
to-end systems, research in this field has been split into two sub-divisions: opinion question
answering and opinion summarisation.
2.3.2 Opinion Question Answering
Question Answering (QA) can be narrated in same way as the NLP task. Here, a set of
questions and a collection of documents are presented to an automatic NLP system. This
system is employed to retrieve the answer to the queries in Natural Language (NL). Studies into
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building factoid QA systems have a long tradition. However, it is only recently that researchers
began to focus on the development of Opinion Question Answering (OQA) systems.
Recently, [Stoyanov et al., 2005] considered the peculiarities of opinion questions and
realised the necessity of developing specific techniques, as their answers were longer and the
analysis of the question was not as straightforward as in the case of factoid questions. Con-
temporarily, [Wiebe et al., 2005] engaged opinion summarisation to upkeep a multi-perspective
question answering system, targeted to recognise the opinion-based answers for a provided set
of questions, along with [Yu and Hatzivassiloglou, 2003] who separated opinions from facts
and abridged them as an answer to opinion questions. [Kim and Hovy, 2005] identified opinion
holders, which are key parts in obtaining the correct answers to opinion questions.
Due to the immense importance of blog reviews, the beginning of NLP research focused on
the development of OQA systems and the organisation of international conferences encouraging
the creation of effective QA systems both for factual and subjective texts. The TAC 20087
QA track proposed a collection of factoid and opinion queries named “rigid list” (factoid) and
“squishy list” (opinion) respectively, to which the traditional QA systems need to be employed.
In this contest, some participating systems handled opinionated questions as “other” and, thus,
they did not engage opinion specific devices. However, systems that performed better in the
“squishy list” questions than in the “rigid list” implemented extra components to categorise the
polarity of the question and of the extracted answer snippet. The Alyssa system [Shen et al.,
2007] used a SVM classifier trained on the MPQA corpus [Wiebe et al., 2005], English NTCIR8
data and rules based on the subjectivity lexicon [Wilson et al., 2005] [Varma et al., 2008]
and accomplished query analysis to spot the polarity of the question using defined guidelines.
Likewise, they filtered opinion from fact-retrieved snippets using a classifier based on Naïve
Bayes with unigram features, assigning each sentence a score that is a linear combination
between the opinion and polarity scores.
2.4 Challenges in Opinion Mining
While trying to identify expressions of sentiment in natural language text and to determine
the conveyed polarity as well as considering the main sub-problem of extracting product aspects
from customer reviews, the following challenges are primarily confronted:
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2.4.1 Implicit Sentiment
Besides explicit expressions of sentiment (e.g., “the check-in process went fast”), sentiment
may also be manifested implicitly (“needed to wait two hours to check in”). Whereas the first
example includes a subjective assessment (“fast”), the second example merely expresses a fact
(two-hour waiting time). To infer a negative evaluation of the check-in process in the second
example, the common sense knowledge needed to be applied, in which a two-hour waiting
time is normally inappropriate. In the literature this form of implicit sentiment is referred to as
objective polar utterance [Wilson, 2008], evaluative fact [Nigam and Hurst, 2006], or polar fact
[Toprak et al., 2010].
2.4.2 Contextual Polarity
The sentiment polarity of a phrase may be context dependent. For instance, consider the
sentence “the hotel staff was not very friendly”. The negation “not” flips the otherwise positive
polarity of the word “friendly”. Words, phrases, or syntactic constructions that affect the
sentiment polarity or sentiment strength are commonly denoted as sentiment or valence shifters
[Polanyi and Zaenen, 2006]. A detailed study of contextual polarity was conducted by [Wilson,
2008].
2.4.3 Target-Specific Polarity
The sentiment polarity of words and phrases may depend on the modified target. For
instance, consider the adjective “long”. If it modifies the product aspect “battery life”, it refers
to a positive evaluation. However, in the context of the aspect “flash recycle time”, it would be
interpreted as negative. Most sentiment lexicons ignore this phenomenon and only consider the
prior polarity of words.
2.4.4 Relations Among Aspects
Product aspects are typically related among each other. For instance, part-of or type-of
relations between different aspects can be observed (e.g., a lens cover is part of a camera lens
and the landscape mode is a type of digital camera mode). Depending on the application
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scenario, these hierarchical relations needed to be made explicit and construct some sort of
product aspect taxonomy. Another common relation is similarity. It is reasonable to group
similar aspects and to detect synonyms. For instance, representing aspect references such as
“image quality”, “picture quality”, or “quality of image” by the single canonical form “image
quality”. Automatically grouping entities (e.g., product aspects) and determining relations
between them can be considered as a problem of ontology learning [Maedche, 2002].
2.4.5 Implicit Aspect Mentions
Given a dictionary of relevant product aspects, it is relatively easy to identify the explicit
mentions of those aspects in a review text. It is much more difficult to discover implicit
mentions. For instance, the phrase “slept like rocks” can be considered. This phrase implicitly
refers to the aspect “quality of sleep”. Another example would be “the camera is too heavy”.
Without explicitly mentioning the term, the reviewer criticises the camera’s weight.
2.4.6 Comparative Reviews
Until now, the assumption is that a review only referred to a single product. It is, however,
not always true. A reviewer may evaluate a product by comparing it to other, similar products.
If this is the case, the different product entities mentioned in the text , needed to be determined.
Then carefully need to inspect which expressions of sentiment relate to which product entity.
This specific challenge is considered by [Ganapathibhotla and Liu, 2008]. Comparative evalu-
ations are more common in expert reviews and occur relatively seldom in customer reviews.
Besides the main subtasks of identifying and extracting aspects, this research is confronted
with further challenges such as relation among aspects and opinions, and identifying implicit
aspects.
2.5 Comparative Study
There are other research papers that have used the same concept in their methodology in
conducting researches relating to opinion mining from customer services, as also shown in Ap-
pendix K. Based on the used methodology, this thesis has identified one published the research
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paper that used the similar methodology in the research paper. A research article by Shibily
Joseph and Chinsha titled, “Aspect based Opinion Mining from Restaurant Reviews”[Sajja,
2011] in one of the articles that bears close similarities in the methodology used in the research
paper. Though the article focuses on the opinion mining based on restaurant reviews, the system
has a module that aggregates the scores of every aspect of the reviews and comes up with as
aspect-based summary of the reviews. Similarly, the system also use visualization tool for
determining the opinion or views of various features of the restaurant. The system, however,
carries out the aggregation of opinion scores of each aspect using a specified formula.
The thesis also measures the accuracy of aspect and opinion extraction using precision,
recall and F-measure. Precision gives the measures of exactness which is the quantity of reviews
categorized as positive. On the other hand, recall gives the measures of completeness which
is the quantity of reviews that are accurately labelled as positive among the total number of
opinions that are truly positive. Finally, it shares certain aspects of the methodology. For in-
stance, the system also has more tasks such as data preprocessing, aspect extraction, subjectivity
classification, orientation detection and finally aspect based summary module is generated. It
is, therefore, evident that similarities exist in the methodology between this thesis and the other
research article that have been discussed.
2.6 Summary
In this chapter, the research topic of aspect-based opinion mining is viewed in a wider con-
text. In particular, the chapter provided a broad overview of opinion mining, customer review
mining, and aspect-oriented review mining. In Section 2.1, basic terminologies were defined
from the NLP perspective. In addition, it discussed the different definition of entities in the con-
text of sentiment analysis, and then defined sentiment and concluded with the nature of customer
review mining. Section 2.2 introduced the task of aspect-based opinion mining. It elaborated on
the supervised and unsupervised methods of identifying and extracting aspects and sentiment
polarity. Section 2.3 showed the most active applications in recent years, which included
opinion summarisation. Section 2.4 discussed the challenges and limitations.Finally,Section
2.5 shows a comparative study in another domain. The following chapter will illustrate and
discuss the first proposed method using association rules.
Chapter 3
Aspect-Based Opinion Mining using Association
Rules
This chapter discusses the first proposed method, Aspect-based Opinion Mining using As-
sociation Rules, abbreviated as ABOM-AR. First, it briefly introduces the Association Rules
(AR), and then Section 3.2 discusses the proposed method, starting with the problem statement
and ending by describing the method in detail. Section 3.3 shows the experiment tools used.
The chapter concludes with a discussion and a summary. All the results, analysis and further
discussions are in Section 6.2.1.
3.1 Association Rules
An association rule, also known as a set of frequent items, [Tan and Kumar, 2005], is
a data mining method that aims to discover interesting relations among different entities in
databases. It is an essential task in the mining of data. It was first introduced by [Agrawal
and Srikant, 1994], and has got more attention over the years, resulting in the development of
many algorithms (Bing Liu, 2011). Market basket, which records all of a customer’s purchased
items, is a classical application of association rule mining which aims to discover customers’
purchasing behaviour. For instance, Table 3.1 shows multiple transactions, which indicates that
customers tend to buy those items all at once.
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Table 3.1: Association Rule Example
AR-ID Items
1 {Milk, Coffee}
2 {Milk, Coffee, Sugar}
3 {Milk, Sugar}
4 {Milk, Coffee, Sugar, Eggs}
5 {Bread, Tea, Coffee, Sugar}
The discovered association rule from the previous example is: Milk =) Sugar, where
X = {Milk} and Y = {Sugar}. This can be translated as customers who buy milk tend to also
buy sugar. It can also be interpreted as having a strong relationship between the sale of milk and
the sale of sugar. Understanding such associated rules helps to identify new opportunities for
cross-selling more products. From this point of view, associated rules can be applied to other
domains such as sentiment analysis, bioinformatics and more. A relation is justified by two
strength measures in association rules, namely, support and confident. Support ofX =) Y is
the percentage of transactions T that containsX[Y , and can be calculated as the probability of
(X [ Y ), which estimates the frequency of the rule in T where n is the number of transactions
T and is computed as follows:
S = support % =
(X [ Y ).count
n
(3.1)
The other measure is confidence. Confidence is the percentage of transactions T that contain
both X and Y can be estimated by the probability of (Y |X), which is computed as follows:
C = confidence % =
(X [ Y ).count
X.count
(3.2)
The following example illustrated association rules better:
Considering the supermarket basket, each transaction is a set of items that were purchased
by customers, as shown in Table 3.1. Let the minimum support = 30% and minimum confidence
= 60%, then the association rule will be as follows:
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Milk =) Coffee (minsup = 2/5, minconf = 2/3), which is valid as the minsupp =40%
and minconf = 60%.
The following section shows how association rules’ mining is used in the problem of aspect-
based opinion mining.
3.2 Method
This section demonstrates the method used to mine aspects and opinion from customer
reviews using association rules. First, it discusses the problem statement to make a base
understanding of the proposed method. Then it shows an overview of the system, as shown
in Figure 3.1, followed by a description of the architecture of the entire model in Figure 3.2.
Then the used dataset is discussed as well as how the preparation and pre-processing was done.
The following section defines the problem of aspect-based opinion mining using association
rules, then discusses the dataset and the main tasks in the system in depth.
Problem formulation
The problem of association rule mining can be defined as follows:
Let I = {i1, i2, i3, ..., im} be a set of items, and let T = {t1, t2, t3, ..., tn} be the transactions
(represent entities in the dataset). Each t(n) 2 T consists of a subset in I . The association rule is
an implication of the formX =) Y , whereX ⇢ I , Y ⇢ I andX \Y = ; (X and Y are two
set of items). The rule X =) Y holds in I with confidence C if C% of transactions in I that
supportX also support Y . The rule has support S in I if S% of transactions in I containX[Y .
The problem of aspect-based opinion mining using association rules is to find all association
rules in I that have support and confidence greater than the user-specified minimum support
and minimum confidence, [Hu and Liu, 2004b].
System architecture
Figure 3.1 shows an overview of the entire system. First, the dataset is passed through the
pre-processing phases. Then Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools are used for sentence
splitting and Part Of Speech (POS) tagging. Next, the association rules are identified and
implemented to extract a product’s aspects and their corresponding opinions. Finally, the
method is tested and the results are generated and analysed.
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Figure 3.1: Workflow of the Association Rule Based Opinion Mining System
Figure 3.2 illustrates the architecture of the Association Rule Based Opinion Mining Sys-
tem, where it decomposes each task depicted in Figure 3.1 into a number of sub-tasks. The
following section discusses all tasks in depth.
Figure 3.2: Architecture of Association Rule Based Opinion Mining
3.2.1 Data pre-processing
Hu & Liu’s dataset presented in [Hu and Liu, 2004a] was used for evaluation. It con-
sists of annotated customer reviews of five different products, namely a Canon G3, Apex
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Table 3.2: Statistics for Association Rule Dataset
Product Name No. of reviews
Canon G3 653
Nokia 6610 598
Micro MP3 1060
Nikon Coolpix 4300 391
Apex AD2600 Progressive-scan DVD player 850
Total 3552
AD2600 Progressive-scan DVD player, Micro MP3, Nikon Coolpix 4300 and Nokia 6610 mo-
bile phone. The reviews were written by 525 different customers, collected from Amazom.com
and Cnet.com and processed by [Hu and Liu, 2004a].The reviews contained 3552 sentences.
The format of the datasets is unstructured text files. Table 3.2 shows some statistics about the
dataset.
Dataset preparation
The first task of the proposed method is to prepare and pre-process the dataset by removing
all human annotations along with all abnormal symbols such as {, {, :), :(, ##, ..., {, and more.
For these purposes, regular expressions are being used.
Assumption 1: Product aspects and their corresponding opinions are
within a sentence boundary.
After cleaning the dataset, it is split into sentences using NLP tools. Based on Assumption
1, aspects and their opinions are extracted from every sentence. Therefore, the sentences were
detected using “Sentence Splitter” from [“SharpNLP project”, 2006]. “It assumes that the first
non-whitespace character is to be the beginning of a sentence, and the last non-whitespace
character is assumed to be a sentence end”, [Baldridge, 2005].
To extract aspects and opinions from reviews, the reviews is parsed and the Parts Of Speech
(POS) tags are giving to all words. Once all sentences are split, the POS tagging is applied
using part-of-speech tagger from [“SharpNLP project”, 2006]. All the POS tags are listed in
Appendix A. Below is an example review of an iPhone 6s to illustrate POS tagging. The original
sentence is:
“I love my new iPhone 6s, it is the best smartphone ever, and it has a great camera that
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captures the best photos.”
The tagged sentence is:
“I/PRP love/VBP my/PRP$ new/JJ iPhone/NN 6s/NNS, /, it/PRP is/VBZ the/DT best/JJS
smartphone/NN ever/RB, /, it/PRP has/VBZ a/DT great/JJ camera/NN that/WDT
captures/VBZ the/DT best/JJS photos/NNS /”.
Assumption 2: Product aspects are mostly nouns or noun phrases while opinions are
adjectives or adjectival phrases that most likely appear close
to the nouns, [Hu and Liu, 2004a,b].
Assumption 3: Some combinations of POS tags contribute to aspects and opinion
extraction.
Based on Assumption 2 and Assumption 3, the method made more use of the parsing process
by considering more parts of the sentence to be aspects and/or opinions. This will be discussed
in the following sections.
3.2.2 Aspects and opinion extraction
The proposed method is designed to determine what people like and dislike about a given
product using association rules. After pre-processing, the next task is the aspect and opinion
extraction, which contains two interconnected tasks. The first task considers product aspect
and opinion as entities based on the entity definition in Section 2.1.5 and Table 2.1. Figure 3.2
shows the proposed method, indicating the tasks that help generate the desired output summary.
Understanding natural language is a challenging task. Therefore, the aspect and opinion
extraction process is not easy. The major difficulty is understanding the implicit meaning of
a specific sentence. For example, in the sentence “using an iPhone 5 is a piece of cake,” the
phrase “piece of cake” means it is easy to use. However, there is no explicit word to show that
hidden meaning. As shown in Figure 3.2, the extraction is divided into four major tasks, as
follows:
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Entity Extraction (aspects and opinions)
Entity extraction starts by identifying the aspects of product and then finds the corresponding
opinions for each aspect. A full analysis of all sentences is essential to identify which POS items
present aspects and which present opinions. The extraction process is accomplished as follows:
Aspects Extraction
In natural language, people tend to write with similar sentence structure, in which aspects
can be considered as a frequent set of part of speech tags. Frequent sets were introduced by
[Agrawal et al., 1993] to analyse customers behaviour and how they tend to purchase sets of
items together. The main motivation to search frequent “tag“ sets came from the need to analyse
how people tend to express their feelings in a natural language. In other words, how people
tend to write opinionated reviews. Frequent sets (also called association rules) are used based
on their success in analysing and understanding customer purchasing behaviour. They aim to
find interesting patterns from large amounts of data. Mining frequent sets plays a great role in
data mining.
Aspects are usually nouns and/or noun phrases, for example, “face recognition”, “zoom”,
and “touch screen” are aspects of the product “camera”. Finding and extracting aspects that
people have opinions on involves fulfilling Assumption 2. To achieve the maximum number of
possible aspects, two subtasks need to be accomplished:
• Build a list of aspects from two sources: product specifications and word synonyms.
Product specifications is a list provided by the manufacturer for each product, while
synonyms are the matching words taking from the WordNet dictionary, presented by
[Fellbaum, 1998].
• Association rules mining is applied to find frequent item sets that are sets of words that
occur together. The item set is defined as frequent if it appears in more than 1% (minimum
support) of the review sentences [Hu and Liu, 2004b]. The output file is a list of aspects
that are synonyms to each other and contains all possible aspects synonyms.
Opinion words extraction and orientation identification
After identifying product aspects, the next task is opinion extraction. This involves extract-
ing corresponding opinion words that customers used for every product aspect. Opinion words
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are mostly adjectives, as Assumption 2 stated, which people use to describe or express what
they think about products. Usually, opinion words are the closest adjective to the aspects in the
sentence [Hu and Liu, 2004a,b] as Assumption 1 and Assumption 2 stated. In this method, an
opinion lexicon [Hu and Liu, 2004a,b] was used to identify and extract opinion words along
with their orientation as shown Algorithm 3.1.
Algorithm 3.1: Aspect-based Opinion Mining using Association Rules
Input : PSL - Positive Seed List
NSL - Negative Seed List
W - Tokenized sentence
T - Tagged sentence
i - Current word/tag index
AI - aspect index modifier
OI - opinion index modifier
Output: aspect - extracted aspect
opinion - extracted opinion
1 liftOfTags1 = { " " , " ", " ", .... } /* tags from predefined frequent sets*/
2 liftOfTags2 = { " " , " ", " ", .... }
3 for each tag1 in liftOfTags1 do
4 for each tag2 in liftOfTags2 do
5 if Ti 2 tag1 AND Ti + 1 2 tags2 then
6 ifWi +OI 2 PSL ORWi +OI 2 NSL then
7 aspect =Wi + AI
8 opinion =Wi + OI
Once the opinion words are located in the sentence, then the corresponding aspects are
located by searching the sentence backwards first for the closest aspect, and then forwards
backwards. After the aspects and opinions are identified, then the frequent sets of tags are
applied to validate the relationship between the opinion word and the aspects, as shown in
Table 3.3.
The output is frequent sets, which consist of frequent tags that define the product aspects,
the opinion words and the relationship between those two tags as shown in Algorithm 3.2. For
instance, the tag of aspect appears first, therefore, the sequence of tags [NN][VBZ][RB][JJ]
corresponds to the sentence “software is absolutely terrible”. Table 3.3 shows tags that are
frequent and are extracted.
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Table 3.3: The Two Frequent Tags Sets for Association Rules
# of the rule Frequent tags
“Aspect appears first”
# of the rule Frequent tags
“Opinion appears
first”
AR#1(4 tags)
Weight(3, 0, 2, 3)
[NN][VBZ][RB][JJ]
E.g. “software is
absolutely terrible”
AR#5 (2 tags)
Weight(0, 1, 0)
[JJ][VBG]
E.g. “great looking”
AR#2 (2 tags)
Weight(1, 0, 1)
[VBZ][JJ]
E.g. “looks nice”
AR#6 (4 tags)
Weight(3, 1, 2, 3)
[NN][VBZ][RB][JJ]
E.g. “earpiece is very
comfortable”
AR#3 (4 tags)
Weight(3, 1, 2, 3)
[JJ][NN][CC][NN]
E.g. “decent size and
weight”
AR#7 (4 tags)
Weight(0, 3, 0, 1)
[JJ][NN][IN][NN]
E.g. “superior piece of
equipment”
AR#4 (3 tags)
Weight( 2, 0, 2)
[NNS][VBP][JJ]
E.g. “pictures are
razor-sharp”
AR#8 (3 tags)
Weight(0, 1, 0)
[NN][VBZ][JJ]
E.g. “sound is
wonderful”
Aspects grouping
The next task is grouping aspects based on frequency and synonyms. People can express
their opinions for the same aspects in different words and/or phrases. Therefore, to produce
a useful summary, similar words and phrases need to be grouped. When they are domain
synonyms, it is necessary to group them under the same aspect name. In a mobile phone
domain, for instance, “capacity” and “memory” are two different expressions that refer to the
same aspect.
In the extraction process, all possible aspects are identified; however, grouping is necessary
due to the large number of possible synonyms. The level of sufficiency is low for two main
reasons. Firstly, many words are not synonyms in different dictionaries such as WordNet
although they refer to the same aspect. Secondly, many synonyms are domain synonyms, where
they are likely to refer to the same aspect in one domain but not in another, [Zhai et al., 2011].
To overcome these difficulties, NLP techniques were used, as follows:
• Sharing words: Some aspects may share words (for example, “battery”, “battery life”,
“battery usage” and “battery power”) and all refer to the same feature (“battery”), as
proposed by [Zhai et al., 2011].
• Lexicon similarity: Using lexicons to match extracted aspects to WordNet to obtain
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more synonyms, as proposed by [Fellbaum, 1998, Jiang and Conrath, 1997, Lin, 1998,
Pedersen, 2010, Resnik, 1995].
Algorithm 3.2: Aspect Frequent Tags Extraction using Association Rules
Input : S - List of sentences
Dict - Feature Dictionary
PSL - Positive Seed List
NSL - Negative Seed List
Output: F1 - File Consisting of Possible features
F2 - File consisting: list of Feature & Opinion & sentence rows
1 for each sentence si 2 Sentence do
2 W = tokenize each word 2 si /* Tokenized sentence */
3 T = tag each word 2 si /* Tagged sentence */
4 for eachWi 2 si do
5 ifWi 2 Dict then
6 apply_TwoRuleTag(si, PSL, NSL, Dict, W, T, Index); //index of the
current token inWi
7 else ifWi+1 2 Dict then
8 apply_ThreeRuleTag(si, PSL, NSL, Dict, W, T, Index);
9 else ifWi+2 2 Dict then
10 apply_FourRuleTag(si, PSL, NSL, Dict, W, T, Index);
Aspects Selection
After grouping aspects, the most representative sentence for each aspect needs to be selected
to form the aspect-opinion summary. This is accomplished by analysing the strength of the
sentiment of each aspect’s sentence. It is considered one of the most critical determinations of
sentences’ importance. The choice is based on developing a method to score the combination
of tags (adjective, adverbs) by adding weights to every word in the sentence. The sentence with
the highest score is considered as the representative sentence.
The weight scores are shown in Table 3.4. For example, adjectives JJ were given a score of
1, comparative adjectives JJR were given a score of 2 and superlative adjectives JJS were given
a score of 3. For instance, if the sentence has a superlative adjective, it will have a score of 3.
The same rules are applied if the sentence contains an adverb. Then, the scores will be summed
depending on the tags. Based on the highest score, the representative sentences will be chosen.
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Table 3.4: Adjectives and Adverbs Weights for Association Rules
Tags Description Weight
JJ Adjective 1
JJR Adjective, comparative 2
JJS Adjective, superlative 3
RB Adverb 1
RBR Adverb, comparative 2
RBS Adverb, superlative 3
Summary Generation
The last task is to generate the summary based on the outcomes from the previous tasks,
where the extracted aspects and their corresponding opinion are selected. The summary is
presented as text along with a graph as shown in Figure 3.3. It takes the form of pros and cons
along with a horizontal graph, showing a set of positive and negative product aspects/opinions.
The horizontal graph shows the percentage of positive opinions compared to negative opinions.
Figure 3.3: Aspect-based Opinion Summary using Association Rules
As a novel technical contribution, the previous sections presented a method for pre-processing
customer reviews based on natural language processing techniques. Moreover, building a
unique set of frequent tag sets to automate the extraction process is considered a significant
contribution since the state of the art is a supervised method. All discussion, analysis and
results are in Section 6.2.1.
3.3 Experiment Tools
3.3.1 SharpNLP
The SharpNLP Project package [“SharpNLP project”, 2006] is part of OpenNLP [Baldridge,
2005], which is a collection of NLP tools written in C# programming language.
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Part-of-speech tagger
In linguistics part-of-speech tagging is the process of predicting the corresponding part of
speech for each word in the sentence. Determining the tags is based on context and definition.
The SharpNLP part-of-speech tagger is used for this purpose; all the tags are listed in Appendix
A.
Sentence splitter
The SharpNLP sentence splitter is used to detect sentence boundaries or simply decide
where each sentence begins and ends.
3.3.2 WordNet R 
WordNet R  is a large lexical database of English. Nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs are
grouped into sets of cognitive synonyms (Synsets), each expressing a distinct concept. Synsets
are interlinked by means of conceptual semantic and lexical relations. WordNet’s structure
makes it a useful tool for computational linguistics and natural language processing, [Fellbaum,
1998, Miller, 1995]. It was used to find synonyms in this research in order to expand the aspect
list.
3.3.3 Opinion lexicon
The opinion lexicon used was developed by [Hu and Liu, 2004a,b] to extract opinion words.
It contains 6,800 positive and negative words in two different text files. If the word in a
sentence matches the positive dictionary, the word is positive, and if a word matches the negative
dictionary, then it is negative.
3.4 Discussion
The interaction among users, the generated data, and code is important, especially in the case
of business. Considering one of the core principles behind ICT technologies as communicating,
information obtained via mining holds a key role in developing opinion-mining strategies. User
data plays a huge role in the development of association, usually from the history and prefer-
ences of users. As in the case discussed in this chapter, there is an association between milk
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and sugar, which translates to a financial result. This association stems from the input provided
by the users, and it has been used as a marketing tool promoting the sale of a complimentary
product. These results are however a process that involves aspect extraction, opinion extraction
and aspect grouping and selection, which are only achievable by incorporating association rules.
Aspect Extraction is pegged on the utilization of the association rules, while the association
rules only work where items and objects in a database are classifiable. In essence, the element
of extraction follows identification and categorization of objects, based on their traits, which
in this case is grouping. After objects have been declared, they can be classified as well as
incorporated in object-oriented programming, and thus easily referenced in the development of
algorithms that contribute to the association rules and aspect extraction. Associations can be
understood as suggested options following the action of a user, usually from trends in use. The
algorithms are used in associations that are not necessarily enforced by the users. Aspect in this
stage refers mainly to the characteristics that are associated with an entity.
This encompasses the logical and mathematical elaboration of choice, following the basis of
determined aspects. This concept captures the use of algorithms developed, expressed as logical
operations, and from it, the problem statements are tacked. The market basket as an example
can be used to show trends such as buying of complementary products, as well as making a
comparison between competing products. In this approach, the information in a database, as
well as resultant data sets, is processed using different tools to determine the patterns as entered
in the system. Natural Language Processing (NPL) is used in splitting Parts of Speech (POS)
that facilitates data processing. Using this approach, aspects, and opinions on an entity can
be characterized and opinions formulated to give rise to patterns of the users, from the use of
association patterns.
3.5 Summary
In summary, this chapter presented an unsupervised method to produce an opinionated
summary from customer reviews via accomplishing the following three tasks: aspect extraction,
opinion extraction, and aspect grouping and selection. The main achievement lies in the novel
approach to aspect and opinion extraction using the combination of association rule mining,
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natural language processing techniques, and dictionaries. Since this research is based on ex-
periment, an evaluation was made on every task. The experiment results show improvement
over the state-of-the-art approaches. A deep analysis of the experimental results is discussed
in Section 6.2.1. The following chapter illustrates and discusses the second proposed method
using Conditional Random Fields.
Chapter 4
Aspect-Based Opinion Mining using Conditional
Random Fields
This chapter discusses the second proposed method: Aspect-based Opinion Mining using
Conditional Random Fields, abbreviated as ABOM-CRF. First, it briefly introduces the Con-
ditional Random Fields (CRF) model, and then Section 4.2 discusses the proposed method,
starting with the problem statement, an overview and ending with the method in detail. Section
4.3 shows the experimental tools. The chapter concludes with a discussion and a summary; all
the results, analysis and further discussions are in Section 6.2.2.
4.1 Conditional Random Fields (CRF)
CRF was proposed by [Lafferty et al., 2001]. It is a probabilistic method for extracting
and labelling sequential data that encode dependencies between different entities of a sequence,
and typically outperforms other supervised learning algorithms, such as support vector machine
(SVM). It has demonstrated high performance in information extraction, particularly in entity
recognition (Klinger & Friedrich, 2009). CRFs are resolved according to undirected graphical
models over sets of random variables. It is formally defined as: Let G = (V,E), a considering
undirected graph, let Y = (Yv), v 2 V where each node 2 V corresponds to each of the random
variables that 2 Y , each Y is a chain in the graph and indexed by the vertices of G and (X, Y )
is a CRF where Y conditions on X , as illustrated, in Figure 4.1.
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X is a set of “input” variables over the observation sequence to be labelled and Y is a set
of random “output” variables over the corresponding labels to be predicted. In this research,
the CRF model works as an extraction model that computes the probability of Y = (T ) ,
which represents the probability of the sequence of hidden labels to the sequence of input,
X = (W,P,Ch), which represents the observed labels. It aims to find the most probable label
sequence Y ’s, given an observation sequence in the problem of sequence labelling. Therefore,
the aim is to represent a distribution over a large number of random variables using only local
functions requiring only a small number of variables.
Figure 4.1: Linear-CRF Graphical Structure
CRF can be defined as:
P (Y |X) = 1
Z(X)
Y
i2n
 i(yi, xi) (4.1)
CRF introduces the concept of feature functions ff , defined as:
fk as  i(yi, xi) = exp(
X
k
 k fk (yi, xi)) (4.2)
Where each ff has the form:
fk(yi 1,yi , xi) (4.3)
The  k is the corresponding weight for each feature function. The normalisation factor of
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CRF feature functions is defined as:
Z(x) =
X
y
Y
i2N
 (yi, xi) (4.4)
Then output the most probable label that maximises the likelihood (as shown in Algorithm
4.1).
Yˆ = argymax (yn|xn) (4.5)
This method views the ABOM as a sequential tagging problem, which uses a set of statistical
and natural language features to train the linear-chain CRF. The relations between aspects and
opinions are mapped by understanding the syntactic based on observations. The following
section explains the proposed method.
Algorithm 4.1: Generate the CRF Model
Data : X - Set of observable features.
Y - Set of hidden labels
Results: Yˆ - the best model that maximizes Y .
1 for n = 1, 2, ...., length(X) do
2 take training pair (xn, yn) and compute conditional probabilities using the model:
3 Yˆn = argymax P (yn|xn), where (1)
4 P (Y |X) = 1Z(X)
Q
i2n i(yi, xi), and (2)
5  i(yi, xi) = exp(
P
k  k fk (yi, xi)) and Z(x) =
P
y
Q
i2N  (yi, xi) (3)
6 return Yˆ = {Yˆ1, Yˆ2, ...., Yˆn}
4.2 Method
This section discusses the problem statement to make a base understanding of the proposed
method, which is then discussed in detail. First, an overview of the entire system is shown in
Figure 4.2, and then the dataset used is discussed. The following section shows how the dataset
was prepared and annotated. Figure 4.3 shows the architecture of the entire model. Finally, the
experiment tools are illustrated and the chapter is concluded. The following section defines the
problem of ABOM as a sequence labelling problem using CRF, then discusses the dataset and
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describes the main tasks in the system both big picture and in depth.
Problem statement
Let D = {d1, d2, ..., dn} e a set of opinionated documents, where each d consists of a set
of reviews R = {r1, r2, ..., rn}. Let S = {s1, s2, .., sn} be a set of sentences, where each
si 2 S consists of words W = {w1, w2, ..., wn}, the corresponding part of speech tags P =
{p1, p2, ..., pn}, and the corresponding chunking phrases Ch = {ch1, ch2, ..., chn}.
Given a sequence of words W = {w1, w2, ...., wn} with the corresponding part of speech
tags P = {p1, p2, ..., pn} and the corresponding chunking phrases for each wordCh = {ch1, ch2, ..., chn}.
The ABOM task can be defined as a sequence-labelling problem. The CRF is employed to
find the most likely sequence of labels T = {t1, t2, ..., tn} that maximise the probability of
P (T |W,P,Ch) for each hidden labels as shown in Algorithm 4.1 and 4.2. The following section
discusses the system architecture.
Algorithm 4.2: ABOM using CRF
Data : Rtrain and Rtest - set of reviews
F - Set of reviews
1 Initialise X =   and Y =  .
2 Generate features using Algorithm 4.4 (GenerateF (Rtrain, F )) and save in X .
3 Build CFR model using Algorithm 4.1 (CRFModel (X, Y )) and save in Y .
4 Generate features using Algorithm 4.4 (GenerateF (Rtest)) and save in X .
5 Compute the CRF model (Algorithm 4.1) using X and Y , CRFModel (X, Y ) and
save the results in Yˆ .
6 return Yˆ
System architecture
Figure 4.2 shows an overview of the entire system. First, the data is passed throw the pre-
processing stage, and then manually labelled as described in Section 4.2.1. By using NLP tools,
namely POS tagging and chunking, the entire dataset is tagged Section 4.2.2. After that, the
CRF model is trained with the feature function Section 4.2.3. Finally, the method is tested and
the results are generated
Figure 4.3 illustrates the architecture of the entire system, where it expands each task from
Figure 4.2 into a number of sub-tasks. The following sections discuss this in depth.
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Figure 4.2: Workflow of the CRF Based Opinion Mining System
Figure 4.3: Architecture of CRF Based Opinion Mining System
4.2.1 Data pre-processing
For evaluation reasons, two different datasets of product reviews were used to train and
test the CRF model. One was collected by [Qi and Chen, 2010] from Yahoo Shopping of
different cameras. The other dataset was collected by [Hu and Liu, 2004b] from Amazon for
nine different products. Six random cameras were chosen as shown in Table 4.1 from both
datasets, which gave 1,992 full reviews, consisting of 2,752 opinionated sentences. Table 4.1
shows the chosen products along with the number of reviews.
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Table 4.1: Statistics for CRF Dataset
Product name No. of reviews
Polaroid t1031 316
Canon Rebel XS 668
Sony CyberShot 124
Kodak Easyshare C180 345
Kodak Easyshare M340 250
Nikon Coolpix L110 289
Total reviews 1992
Dataset preparation
The focus is to identify and extract product aspects and their corresponding opinions. First,
the dataset is divided into training (20%) and testing (80%). The training dataset is then labelled
using the pre-defined tags, illustrated in Figure 4.4 and Table 4.2. The tags are based on the
entity definitions from Section 2.1.5 and Table 2.1.
Figure 4.4: CRF Dataset Tagging Process
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Table 4.2: Statistics for CRF Dataset
Tag Labels Examples
Background words (B) I(B) bought(B) this(B)
Explicit aspect or feature (Feature_B) (Feature_M)
(Feature_E)
to(Feature_B) use
(Feature_E)
Implicit aspect or feature (Feature_B_Imp)
(Feature_M_Imp)
(Feature_E_Imp)
affordable
(Feature_B_Imp)
Positive and negative explicit
opinions
(Opinion_B_P/N_Exp)
(Opinion_M_P/N_Exp)
(Opinion_E_P/N_Exp)
inexpensive
(Opinion_E_P_Exp)
Positive and negative implicit
opinions
(Opinion_B_P/N_Imp)
(Opinion_M_P/N_Imp)
(Opinion_E_P/N_Imp)
real(Opinion_B_P_Imp)
buy(Opinion_E_P_Imp)
There are five tags, where the tags are based on entities, defined in Table 4.2 and Figure
4.4 . The entities are then divided into two main categories. The first category is “Features”,
which includes the product itself, its components, functions, features, attributes and aspects.
Each category is based on its meaning, both explicit and implicit.
Then the most positional and represented labels are used following the Beginning-Middle-
End (BME) labelling schema: B-Target, identifying the beginning of feature/opinion target;
M-Target, identifying the middle position of the word, where it may have more than one middle
tag. Finally is the E-Target, which represents the end position of the word in the sentence.
After all the training dataset is tagged, all tagged sentences are combined into one single
document to ease the processing. Since the dataset is in raw natural language, it is necessary to
clean it and remove unnecessary characters to prepare it for training and then for testing. At this
stage, all abnormal characters and HTML tags, such as <b>, { ], “”, are removed using regular
expressions.
Assumption 1: Product aspects and their corresponding opinions are within a sentence
boundary.
After cleaning the data, the dataset is split into sentences, using Apache OpenNLP. Based
on Assumption 1, aspects and their opinion are extracted from every sentence. Therefore, the
sentences were detected using “Sentence Detector” [Baldridge, 2005]. “It assumes that the
first non-whitespace character is to be the beginning of a sentence, and the last non-whitespace
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character is assumed to be a sentence end” [Baldridge, 2005].
By completing the sentence tokenisation, the first task is accomplished and the data is ready
for the next step, which is NLP processing.
4.2.2 NLP processing
Natural language is usually a sequence of words that form sentences as a meaningful se-
quence based on grammatical rules. Therefore, the sequence is a sentence and a word is a
primary element of it. There are number of elements that can be assigned to each individual
word, such as parts of speech, chunking, and tokenisation. Based on the NLP tool’s capabilities,
the problem of ABOM can be formulated as a sequence-labelling task.
The proposed method to solve the sequence-labelling problem is based on natural language
processing techniques, where it aims to assign a single label to each element in a sequence.
First-order CRF [Lafferty et al., 2001, McDonald and Pereira, 2005, Sutton and McCallum,
2006] considers the dependencies between at most three adjacent labels (W,P,Ch).
This section is about processing the dataset using natural language processing tools. Two
Apache OpenNLP tools were used, namely, a POS tagger and a chunker. Both tools are
discussed in Section 4.3. The pre-processing works by tagging all the manually labelled data
with POS tags in Appendix A and chunking tags Appendix B respectively. This step is forms
the input for the CRF as a sequenceX = (W,P,Ch) to train the CRF model. Figure 4.5 shows
the desired outcome.
Figure 4.5: Desired Outcomes from Training CRF
4.2.3 CRF training and testing
CRFsuite [Okazaki, 2007] is the tool that was used in this experiment and is discussed in
Section 4.3. To train the CRFsuite, the model was first read all the training data, as shown
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in Figure 4.4. Then the essential features were generated based on the data, by maximising
the log-likelihood of the conditional probability distribution. During the CRF training process,
the performance accuracy was evaluated on the test data using (precision, recall, f-measure).
The next step was to prepare the training and testing data to extract attributes that express the
characteristics of each word in the data.
Assumption 2: Product aspects are mostly nouns or noun phrases, while opinions are
adjectives or adjectival phrases that most likely appear close to the nouns, [Hu and Liu,
2004a,b].
The CRFsuite generates its own features from attributes, internally. However, based on
Assumption 2, different sets of features were built in to fulfil the ABOM extraction needs. The
feature function is explained in the following section.
Feature Function
Feature function is an active search in information extraction, pattern recognition, text
mining and statistics. Thus, modelling the perfect subset of features is significant to influence
the performance of the ABOM model. The features are defined as parameters that make the
CRF model computable; therefore, those features are used to map the relationships between
observations labels X and hidden labels Y .
Based on Assumption 2, selecting features is built based on natural language processing
techniques and a probabilistic language model. These features are divided into two categories:
basic features and advanced features.
Basic features are the linguistic features that are used as they are. These tasks were com-
pleted by the OpenNLP (discussed in Section 4.3) toolkit [Baldridge, 2005]:
• Token feature f1: This represents the string of the current token in which every word of
the text is a token wi .Tokenisation worked well in [Zhang and Liu, 2014] and [Jakob and
Gurevych, 2010]. The token is the value of the actual word of the sentence. It values each
token in the sentence by the natural word and the position of the word in the sentence
indexed by the relative position to the word.
• Part-of-speech tagging feature f2 and chunking feature f3: These are two syntactic
features [Marcin´czuk and Janicki, 2012] that examine the phrase level in depth, consider-
ing the token and its surrounding words. f2 is used to classify each wn 2 W into one of a
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set of tags, such as verbs, nouns or adjectives, while f3 is used to classify each wn 2 W
to the applicable chunk based on phrases. f2 and f3 are used to map the relationship
between product aspects and opinions.
• Chunking feature f3: Text chunking is used to recognise the relatively simple syntactic
structure of sentences. POS tagging shows the product aspects at a word level only; how-
ever, some product aspects are noun phrases, which are more likely to be nearest to the
opinion words [Tjong Kim Sang and Buchholz, 2000]. For chunking, the Chunker tools
were used from the OpenNLP toolkit [Baldridge, 2005] that was trained on conll2000
[Tjong Kim Sang and Buchholz, 2000] shared task data.
• Sentence segmentation feature f4: this feature is used to segment each review into
sentences. This feature helps to find the boundaries of the opinionated sentences.
Advanced features include:
• N-grams features f5: Since POS tagging and chunking map the synaptic structure of the
sentence in a simple way, N-grams was added as a feature as it performs well in sentiment
classification [Dave et al., 2003, Pak and Paroubek, 2010, Pang et al., 2002]. From this
point, the best settings for usage of unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams were experimented
and combined them with the basic features as shown in Table 4.3 and Algorithm 4.3 and
Algorithm 4.4.
Algorithm 4.3: Calculating N-Grams (CRF-Features)
Data : L - linguistic features to obtain the set of vectors
N - integer that defined length of the vectors.
Results: G - set of vectors which length is N.
1 while N 6= 0 do
2 for i = 1, 2, ..., L do
3 V = (Li, Li+1, ..., Li+N)
4 add V to G.
5 N = N   1
6 return G
• Context features f6: This considers the token feature f1 to obtain contextual informa-
tion, where the tokens near the target token may indicate its type and to which category
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it belongs. This works by using f2 and f3 features as added features to the neighbouring
words of different n-grams, where the surrounding words were studied in combination
with other features, such as n-grams, POS, and chunking. Therefore, the rules were
formed based on observations using f5, as shown in Table 4.3.
Algorithm 4.4: Generate CRF Features Function
Data : R - set of reviews.
F - set of features.
Results: X - feature
1 forall f 2 F do
2 case f = 1 do
3 W = tokenize(R); add tokens w 2 W to X
4 case f = 2 do
5 P = tagging(R); add pos tags p 2 P to X
6 case f = 3 do
7 C = chunker(R); add chunk tag c 2 C to X
8 case f = 4 do
9 S = SentenceSegmentation(R); add sentences s 2 S to X
10 case f = 5 do
11 caseW 6=   do
12 add CalculateNGrams(W,3) to X (Use Algorithm 1.1).
13 case P 6=   do
14 add CalculateNGrams(P,3) to X (Use Algorithm 1.1).
15 case C 6=   do
16 add CalculateNGrams(C,3) to X (Use Algorithm 1.1).
17 case f = 6 do
18 add CalculateNGrams(W,3) to X (Use Algorithm 1.1).
19 add CalculateNGrams(P,3) to X (Use Algorithm 1.1).
20 add CalculateNGrams(C,3) to X (Use Algorithm 1.1).
21 case f = 7 do
22 PositionTags = {“_B00, “_M 00, “_E 00}
23 ifW =   then
24 W = tokenize(R)
25 Assign PositionTags toW and save inWpos
26 AddWpos to X
27 return X
• Position of the word feature f7: applicable tags were used for the word’s position in the
sentence, for instance, _B “beginning of sentence”, _M “middle of the sentence” and _E
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Table 4.3: Statistics for CRF Dataset
Item
Sequence
Attributes Description
1 w[t-2], w[t-1], w[t], w[t+1], w[t+2] 5 features of trigram words
2 w[t-1] | w[t], w[t]|w[t+1] 2 features of bigram words
3 pos[t-2], pos[t-1], pos[t], pos[t+1], pos[t+2] 5 features of trigram POS
tagging
4 pos[t-2] | pos [-1], pos[t-1] | pos[t], pos[t] |
pos[t+1], pos[t+1] | pos[t+2]
4 features of POS tagging
relations (2-order)
5 pos[t-2] | pos[t-1] | pos[t], pos[t-1] | pos[t] |
pos[t+1], pos[t] | pos{t+1] | pos[t+2]
3 features of trigram POS
tagging relations (3-order)
6 chunk[t-2], chunk [t-1], chunk [t], chunk [t+1],
chunk [t+2],
5 features of trigram chunk
tags
7 chunk [t-2]|chunk [t-1], chunk [t-1]|chunk [t],
chunk [t]|chunk [t+1], chunk [t+1]|chunk [t+2]
4 features of chunk tagging
relations (2-order)
8 chunk [t-2]|chunk [t-1]|chunk [t], chunk[t-1]|
chunk [t]|chunk [t+1], chunk [t]|chunk [t+1]|
chunk [t+2]
3 features of trigram chunk
tagging relations (3-order)
is “end of sentence”.
The combination of both feature sets increased the accuracy of the CRF model. Some
definitions are necessary to clarify the reading of the features:
• W is the word’s feature: it includes words at position t  2, t  1, t, t+ 1, t+ 2 trigram
of words.
• w[t   1]|w[t]: Associations between word’s features: it represents the concurrency of
bigram of words.
• Corresponding part-of-speech tags Chunking tags.
As a novel technical contribution, this section presented a method for pre-processing cus-
tomer reviews. It uses the natural language processing and builds a unique set of linguistics and
statistical feature functions to automate the extraction process, which is considered a significant
contribution compared to the baseline model. All discussion and results are in Section 6.2.2.
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4.3 Experimental Tools
4.3.1 CRFsuite
CRFsuite was the software used to train and test the proposed method. It is a fast imple-
mentation of CRF for labelling sequential data proposed by [Okazaki, 2007]. In the training
phase, CRFsuite predicted some incorrect labels; for instance, the product aspects might be a
single word or multi-word; however, the model needed some scripts to help with the dataset.
Therefore, a few Python scripts were added that aimed to align the CRFsuite output tags with
the original input labelled file.
4.3.2 Apache OpenNLP
Apache OpenNLP is a natural language library and machine learning based toolkit for the
processing of natural language text. It supports many NLP tasks, such as sentence segmentation,
part-of-speech tagging, named entity extraction, chunking, parsing and more. Four tools were
chosen for this method:
Tokeniser
The OpenNLP Tokenizer segments the input sentence sequence into tokens, such as words,
punctuation, and numbers. For the experiment, a simple tokeniser was employed - a character
class tokeniser, which produces sequences of the same character class.
Part-of-speech tagger
In linguistics part-of-speech tagging is the process of predicting the part of speech for each
word in the sentence. Determining the tags is based on context and the definition. The OpenNLP
part-of-speech tagger is used for this purpose and all the tags used are listed in Appendix A.
Chunker
Chunking, also known as “light parsing”, syntactically identifies the constituents of a sen-
tence, such as noun groups, verb groups, and more. For this purpose, OpenNLP Chunker was
used; chunks are listed in Appendix B.
Sentence segmentation
The OpenNLP sentence splitter was used to detect the sentence boundaries, or simply
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deciding where each sentence begins and ends.
4.4 Discussion
As discussed in chapter 3, processing of information based on attributes, aspects, and
opinions is subjected to processing in the mining of opinions. As seen in this chapter, an
improvement in the methodology used increases the extraction of opinion, and consequent
results. The proposed method ABOM-CRF (Aspect-based Opinion mining using Conditional
Random Fields), also follows the basic principles of using association rules in opinion mining.
The main difference is that the CRF approach uses probabilistic extractions and labelling to
develop dependencies in the datasets. The algorithms that result from the approach capture the
element of entity recognition, which is used in determining the outcomes as well as processes
involved.The CRF approach differs from the association rules. The CRF approach differs from
the association rule approach by the modes of an operation engaged in the approach. The
mathematical approach considers the words in a dataset and performs a review on the dataset
that is used to develop a basis for knowledge. Datasets from user entry are the basis of the
database, and knowledge gained by the system. Datasets have been used in testing and training
the CRF system, which translates to the use of words to determine the opinion that might be
mined by the approach.
This approach appears to have a wider scope in yielding results, despite the use of some
basics in Language processing. Natural Language Processing technique incorporates elements
of language. The use of feature functions in the CRF contributes to the mapping of data entered
in the form of words and the resultant development of associations with different opinions. The
chunking and the tagging features, among others, contribute to the opinion mining approach
employed by the CRF approach. The data processed in this aspect is processed by natural
language processors, which are suited for the processing approach where statistics is used in the
arguments used for associations. The approach incorporates statistical and linguistic methods
of data processing and is a fast solution to opinion mining, although it is suggested to have a
learning curve, as this incorporates a method for encoding dependencies.
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4.5 Summary
In summary, this chapter discussed a supervised CRF-based method to extract all possible
aspects and their corresponding opinions. The CRF model used a combination of linguistic and
statistical features. The model achieved an outstanding performance compared with the baseline
model. A deep analysis of the experimental results is discussed in Section 6.2.2. The following
chapter illustrates and discusses the third proposed method using Dependency Relations.
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Chapter 5
Aspect-Based Opinion Mining using Dependency
Relations
This chapter discusses the third proposed method: Aspect-Based Opinion Mining using
Dependency Relations, abbreviated as ABOM-DR. First, it briefly introduces the dependency
relation. Section 5.2 then discusses the proposed method starting with the problem statement,
an overview, some assumptions to be evaluated and ending with the method in detail. Section
5.3 shows the experimental tools that were used. The chapter concludes with a discussion and
a summary; all the results, analysis and further discussions are in Section 6.2.3.
5.1 Dependency Relation (DR)
A dependency relation (DR) is a grammatical representation of sentence structure as a set
of relationships among its words. It is an asymmetric binary relationship between a head
(governor) and its modifiers (dependents) Mel’cˇuk [1988]. The dependencies representation is
designed to provide a simple description of the grammatical relationships in a sentence that can
easily be understood and effectively used by people without linguistic expertise [De Marneffe
and Manning, 2008]. In general, the dependent is a modifier or complement, where the head
determines the behaviour of the pair [Wu et al., 2009]. Each relation has at most one head but
can have many dependents. The dependencies of words form a tree of relations as shown in the
following opinionated sentence example, “Camera firmware is easy to understand and responds
fairly quickly.” Figure 5.1 shows the graphical representation for the sentence along with the
sentence syntactic structure.
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Figure 5.1: The Syntactic Structure Dependencies of a Sentence
Dependency parsing, such as CoreNLP [Manning et al., 2014], maps dependencies directly
onto a directed graph representation, as shown in Figure 5.1. The words in the sentence are
nodes in the graph and grammatical relations are edges. Most of the used dependencies are
defined in Appendix C. The following section discusses the use of DR in mining product aspects
and their corresponding opinions.
5.2 Method
This section discusses the problem statement to make a base understanding of the proposed
method, then it is discussed in detail. First, an overview of the entire system is shown in Figure
5.2, and then the dataset that was used is discussed. Figure 5.3 shows the architecture of the
entire model. Finally, the experiment framework is illustrated and the chapter is concluded. The
following section defines the problem of ABOM using DR, then discusses the dataset and the
main tasks in the system in depth.
Problem statement
Let D = {d1, d2, ..., dn} be a set of opinionated documents, where each di 2 D consists of
a set of product reviews R = {r1, r2, ..., rn}. Let S = {s1, s2, ..., sn} be a set of opinionated
sentences where sj 2 R. LetDR = {dr1, dr2, ..., dr16} be a list of dependency relations from a
specific sentence by the Stanford dependency parser [Manning et al., 2014], where each sn 2 S
is associated with drn 2 DR between two words. Let OL = {NegList, PosList} be a list of
positive and negative subjective words and phrases. From all given, the ABOM task is to:
• Extract all possible product aspects A = {a1, a2, ...an} from reviews based on POS tags
and DR.
• Identify and extract corresponding opinion words AO = {< a1, o1 >,< a2, o2 >, ..., <
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ai, oi >} based on OL and DR.
System architecture
Figure 5.2 shows an overview of the entire system. First, the data is passed through the
pre-processing stage using regular expressions. Then NLP tools are used, namely lemmatising,
and the dataset is pruned then tagged by POS tagging. After that, dependency parsing is applied
and the rules are extracted to identify aspects and opinions. Finally, the model is tested and the
results are generated and shown in Section 6.2.3.
Figure 5.2: Workflow of Opinion Mining System using the Dependency Relation Based
Figure 5.3 illustrates the architecture of the entire system, where it expands each task from
Figure 5.2 into a number of sub-tasks, which are discussed in depth in the following sections.
The proposed method is to mine product aspects from online customer reviews and their
corresponding opinions. It is divided into two main correlated tasks. The first task is to prepare
the dataset by employing NLP techniques. The second task is to find opinion words and map
them to the product aspects. Figure 5.3 shows the architecture of the entire system, while
the subsequent sections describe all the steps of the proposed method and provide explanatory
examples. The aspects used are from [Banitaan et al., 2010] and [Glance et al., 2004] and is
illustrated in Table 2.1.
5.2.1 Data pre-processing
For evaluation reasons, two datasets were used. The two datasets involved in this research
consist of annotated customer reviews of 13 different products collected from Amazom.com.
The two datasets were collected and processed by Bing Liu [Hu and Liu, 2004a] and [Popescu
and Etzioni, 2007] and contain approximately 9087 sentences, of which each review is about
one product and consists of a minimum of 230 sentences written by customers as opinionated
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Figure 5.3: Architecture of Dependency Relation Based Opinion Mining System
reviews. Reviews were written as unstructured text files from 852 different writers. The
statistics of the dataset are as shown in Table 5.1
Dataset preparation
To demonstrate how the dataset was prepared and pre-processed, one review will be used as
an example. This review was written by a customer for a camera, as follows:
“[t] do not buy this piece of junk. ##i purchased this unit 3 months back and i think the unit
knew when my warranty expires. Picture [-2], player [-3][p]##it is more than 90 days and it
does not show the picture no matter what i do .##i can only hear the sound.”
As shown in the example, the datasets are full of unnecessary characters and abnormal
symbols, hence cleaning up the dataset was essential. To remove symbols such as {, :), :(, ##, {,
and more, regular expressions were used. Once the dataset was prepared, the desired outcome
appears like:
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Table 5.1: Statistics for the Dependency Relation Dataset
Product ID Product name No. of reviews
P1 Nokia 6610 598
P2 Nikon Coolpix 4300 391
P3 Creative Labs Nomad Jukebox Zen Xtra 40GB 1813
P4 Canon G3 653
P5 Apex AD2600 Progressive-scan DVD player 850
P6 IPod 530
P7 MicroMP3 1060
P8 Canon PowerShot SD500 230
P9 Linksys Router 617
P10 Canon S100 349
P11 Diaper Champ 424
P12 Nokia 6600 603
P13 Norton 626
Total 9087
“((do not buy this piece of junk. i purchased this unit 3 months back and i think the unit knew
when my warranty expires. It is more than 90 days and it does not show the picture no matter
what i do. i can only hear the sound.))”
Four Stanford Core NLP [Manning et al., 2014] tools were used for pre-processing: lemma-
tisation, sentence splitting, part of speech tagging and finally, dependency parsing. All the tools
used are discussed in Section 5.3 in detail.
• Lemmatisation: After removing all symbols, lemmatisation was used. It works by
removing the endings of words and returning the word to its base or dictionary form e.g.
a process for choosing only the headwords so that “help”, “helps”, “helped”, “helping”
are all considered as “help”. Determining the lemma tags for a given word helps to
treat all words as single items for extraction reasons. In addition, it allows the grouping
of different forms of words together as a single item. Previous research [Kumar and
Raghuveer, 2013] commonly performed lemma tagging at the end. In this method,
lemmatisation was used at the beginning of the extraction process rather than at the end.
This change helps to prepare the text files to identify all possible aspects and opinions. It
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helps to significantly improve the extraction accuracy. The following is the example after
it has gone through lemmatisation:
“do not buy this piece of junk. i purchase this unit 3 month back and i think the unit
knew when my warranty expire. it is more than 90 day and it does not show the picture
no matter what i do. i can only hear the sound.”
Assumption 1: Product aspects and their corresponding opinions are within a sentence
boundary.
• Sentence tokenisation: According to Assumption 1, it is necessary to draw the sentence
boundaries. Splitting sentences allows the extraction to be at the sentence level, which
satisfies Assumption 1 that the aspects and their corresponding opinion can be found
within the sentence boundaries. The following is the example after the sentence bound-
aries were drawn:
do not buy this piece of junk. i purchased this unit 3 months back and i think the unit
knew when my warranty expires. It is more than 90 days and it does not show the picture
no matter what i do. i can only hear the sound.
Assumption 2: Product aspects are mostly nouns or noun phrases, while opinions are
adjectives or adjectival phrases that most likely appear close to the nouns, [Hu and Liu,
2004a,b]
• Part-of-speech tagging: The next step is to run POS tagging (all tags are in Appendix
A). It aims to find which part of speech each word is (e.g., verb, noun, adjective), and will
help us fulfil Assumption 2. Figure 5.4 shows how the example looks after POS tagging.
• Dependency parsing: The last task is to pass the dataset to the dependency relation
parsing module. This aims to find the syntactic parsers that will map the dependencies
between all words within the sentence in the following form: relation (governor, depen-
dent). Stanford type dependencies are presented in Appendix C. Figure 5.5 demonstrates
how the dependencies are mapped for the example.
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Figure 5.4: POS Tagging Example for Dependency Relations
Figure 5.5: Dependency Parsing Example
5.2.2 Product aspect and opinion extraction
The second task involved aspect and opinion extraction, which are two interconnected tasks.
However, before the extraction process, it is necessary to consider some of the assumptions
regarding aspect extraction, and evaluate them. Some research [Agarwal et al., 2015, Chinsha
and Joseph, 2015, Hu and Liu, 2004a,b, Kumar and Raghuveer, 2013, Qiu et al., 2011] has
assumed that nouns could be listed as aspect candidates.
Applying the assumptions, shown in Table 5.2, to the dataset shows that most aspects are
highly relevant. Assuming that all words can be aspect candidates A1, resulted in a recall
percentage of 94%. However, this assumption will not be considered since the dataset contained
stopping words. Other words are candidates for opinions and some other words are neither
aspects nor opinions.
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Table 5.2: Aspect Assumptions for Dependency Relations
Aspect
ID
Aspect Technique Precision Recall F-measure
A1 All words as aspects (unigrams) 0.142 0.949 0.247
A2 All nouns as aspects 0.046 0.758 0.088
A3 Most frequent nouns (50%) 0.340 0.563 0.424
A4 All words as aspects (bigrams) 0.002 0.013 0.003
A5 All nouns + adjectives as aspects 0.038 0.875 0.074
A6 Most frequent nouns and adjectives
(50%) as aspects
0.296 0.675 0.411
Table 5.2 shows that A5 is a balanced assumption, therefore, it is considered and then
assumed that the most frequent nouns and adjectives are aspect candidates. However, adjectives
will be removed from this assumption since opinion words are mostly adjectives. From this
point on, all other assumptions need to be validated based on the initial assumption.
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Figure 5.6: Evaluation of Aspect Assumptions for Dependency Relations
After studying all assumptions and before applying the dependencies, an intensive study
was made on the dataset and some rules from previous work, such as [Agarwal et al., 2015],
[Chinsha and Joseph, 2015], Kumar and Raghuveer [2013], and [Qiu et al., 2011], were studied
as well. Table 5.3 shows a list of the most useful dependency relations that suits the nature of
the dataset and the new dependency relations that were extracted from observations.
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Table 5.3: Dependency Relation Patterns
Dependency# Dependencies patterns
R#1 nsubj(OpinionADJ, TargetNOUN)
R#2 nsubj(Opinion,Target2) nn(Target2, Target1)
R#3 nsubj(Opinion, Head) xcomp(Opinion, Word1) and
dobj(Word1,Target2) nn(Target2,Target1)
R#4 nsubj(Opinion,Head) and dobj(Opinion,Target)
R#5 nsubj(Word1,Opinion) and acomp(Word1,Target)
R#6 nsubj(Word1, Head) acomp(Word1, Opinion) and
rcmod(Target2, W1) and nn(Target2,Target1)
R#7 amod(Target, Word1) amod(Word1, Opinion)
R#8 amod(Target, Word1) conj_and(Word1, Opinion)
R#9 amod(Word1,Opinion) conj_and(Word1,Target)
R#10 nsubj(Opinion,Head) prep_with(Opinion,Target2)
and nn(Target2,Target1)
R#11 nsubj(Target,Opinion2) and nn(Opinion1,Opinion2)
R#12 amod(Target2, Opinion) conj_and(Target2,Target4)
nn(Target4,Target3) conj_and(Target2,Target5) nn(Target2,Target1)
R#13 amod(TargetNOUN, OpinionADJ)
R#14 nmod(OpinionADJ, TargetNOUN)
R#15 nmod(Word1, TargetNOUN) nsubj(Word1, OpinionADJ)
R#16 xcomp(Word1,OpinionADJ) nsubj(Word1,TargetNOUN)
All proposed rules were tested based on each assumption from A1 to A6, without the pre-
processing step to verify our method. Examining all the above rules along with the initial
aspect assumptions led to the optimal combination of syntactic rules that achieved high accuracy
compared to the baseline model. This is discussed in Section 6.2.3.
For opinion extraction, the extracted aspects were integrated with the opinion lexicon to find
the corresponding opinion for each aspect. Based on the assumptions shown in Table 5.2 and
the dependencies shown in Table 5.3, these grammatical relations were used to define a set of
dependency patterns to extract aspects and opinions as shown in the following section.
5.2.3 Dependency Patterns
After the pre-processing and dependency relations were accomplished, the dependency rules
were applied, aiming to find aspect-opinion pairs. From all stated assumptions, it was concluded
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that aspect candidates could be nouns, noun phrases, and some form of verbs were also counted,
considering the different positions of the word in the sentence. Adjectives were considered to
be possible “opinion” candidates.
Within the sentence boundaries, the dependencies were mapped using the dependencies
parsing tool, whereby the extracted dependencies passed through the dependency rules analysis.
The analysis was based on the observed rules provided in Table 5.3 and the direct relation to
the assumptions in Table 5.2. All the aspects obtained from the rules were considered first, and
then a filter process was applied, which kept the aspects if they were nouns or noun phrases, or
if the associated opinion word was an adjective and also appeared in the opinion lexicon.
If the dependencies satisfied one or more of the rules shown in Table 5.3, then the target
(Product aspect) and the opinion (opinion words) were added to the CAOP (Candidate
Aspect Opinion Pair) set as shown in Algorithm 5.1.
Targets and opinions can be integrated easily by more than one word. For instance, the
case of (Target, Opinion) can be extracted straightforwardly. However, in some cases it is not
applicable and could find (Target1 Target2, Opinion) or (Target, Opinion1 Opinion2). It
means that in some cases (example rule number 2), when the nn relation was present, then a
compound aspect was extracted.
For optimisation, all CAOPs were filtered in order to obtain the initial aspects in which the
obtained aspects justified the assumption that all aspects were nouns and noun phrases and had
opinion words associated with them.
The opinions followed the initial assumption, in which opinions were mostly subjective
and could be presented as a single word or a phrase. Once all aspects were filtered, they were
associated to the right opinions based on the opinion lexicon and using the dependency relations
in Table 5.3.
After completing this process, candidate aspects are listed in TransactionDB file, as illus-
trated in Algorithm 5.1, which corresponds to the nouns and noun phrases obtained by the parser
and by the dependencies relations. Next, the rules are used again to find the corresponding
opinions along with the opinion lexicon. In some cases, opinions could be in other forms,
rather than only adjectives; for example, they could be verb/verb phrases or noun/noun phrases.
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• In the case of subj dependency, if the POS tag of the governor is a noun and the POS of
the dependent is an adjective, then opinion is extracted as the governor and the aspect as
the dependent.
• In the case of mod dependency, the opinion is extracted as the dependent, and the aspect
as the governor only if the conj_and dependency exists; correspondingly, the next aspect
is obtained from the dependent and the same opinion is used.
• If an obj dependency exists where the governor POS is not a verb then the opinion is the
governor, and the next word is considered as an aspect in all cases of the aspect.
• If the subj dependency exists, then the dependent is the opinion word, likewise in the
comp dependency, whereas if the subj dependency exists, then the dependent is the aspect
word.
Two other relations were applied to all dependency rules. First, the compound dependency
(denoted as nn) is used in order to find several aspects referring to the same opinion. Second,
the neg dependency relation is applied for orientation evaluation.
Finally, Apriori Algorithm [Ye and Chiang, 2006] was applied with minimum support of
1% to find the most frequent product aspects list (FF). After that, all aspects were merged,
the FF list and the CFOP set, and then the relations were mapped to the opinion lexicon to
generate the product aspects (FPF).
As a novel technical contribution, this section presented a method for pre-processing cus-
tomer reviews based on grammatical relations provided by the dependency parsers and natural
language processing. Compared with the state of the art methods, this method achieves much
higher accuracy of aspects and opinion extraction. All discussion and results are in Section
6.2.3.
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Algorithm 5.1: ABOM using Dependency Relations
Input : D - Set of reviews. OL - Opinion Lexicon
Output : AO - Set of Aspects and Opinions, FPF - Set of Product Aspects
Assumptions:
AO =  
A =  
FF =   Frequent Aspects;
Methods :
Load NegList from negative-words.txt;
Load PosList from positive-words.txt;
1 foreach d 2 D do
2 Get set of sentences S from d;
3 foreach s 2 S do
4 Annotate each w 2 s with Lemma, POS, Syntactic tag (NP);
5 Extract all dependencies in ListDep for sentence s;
6 foreach (G =< rel, gov, dep >2 ListDep) do
7 if (G.rel = AMOD) then
8 PairsExtractNSUBJ(AO,G,ListDep,NegList, PosList)
9 else
10 if (G.rel = PREPWITH) then
11 PairsExtractPREP (AO,G,ListDep,NegList, PosList)
12 else
13 if (G.rel = NMOD) then
14 PairsExtractNMOD(AO,G,ListDep,NegList, PosList)
15 else
16 if (G.rel = XCOMP ) then
17 PairsExtractXCOMP (AO,G,ListDep,NegList, PosList)
18 FF=Apply Apriori Algorithm with minimum support 1% to obtain frequently
itemsets ;
19 A = A [ FF ;
20 foreach ao =< aspect, opinion >2 AO do
21 if (ao.aspect 62 FF ) then
22 FPF = FPF [ ao.aspect
23 return AO,FPF
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5.3 Experimental Tools
5.3.1 Stanford CoreNLP
CoreNLP is a natural language toolkit that takes natural text and processes the base forms
of words, the part of speech and more [Manning et al., 2014]. For this experiment, three tools
in CoreNLP were used, as follows:
Part-of-speech (POS) tagger
In linguistics, part-of-speech tagging is also known as grammatical tagging or word-category
and is the process of predicting the corresponding part of speech for each word in the sentence
[Toutanova et al., 2003]. Determination of tags is based on the context and the definition. The
CoreNLP part-of-speech tagger is used for this purpose where all the tags are listed in Appendix
A.
Lemmatisation
In linguistics, lemmatisation generates word lemmas for all words in the dataset. It then
groups together the different forms of a word, so those words can be treated as a single item.
Stanford Tokenizer (splitting sentences)
The Stanford Core NLP library version 3.4 annotators were used to detect the sentence
boundaries, or simply deciding where each sentence begins and ends.
Stanford Dependencies
The Stanford typed dependencies representation was designed to provide a simple descrip-
tion of the grammatical relationships in a sentence that can easily be understood and effectively
used by people without linguistic expertise who want to extract textual relations. In particular,
rather than the phrase structure representations that have long dominated in the computational
linguistic community, it represents all sentence relationships uniformly as typed dependency
relations. That is, as triples of a relation between pairs of words, such as “the subject of
distributes is Bell”.
The experience is that this simple, uniform representation is quite accessible to non-linguists
thinking about tasks involving information extraction from text and is effective in relation
extraction applications.
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5.3.2 Opinion Dictionary
Based on the fact that opinions tend to be subjective, subjectivity clauses were used as
represented in Wilson et al. [2005] as an opinion lexicon. Originally it was collected by [Riloff
and Wiebe, 2003] and was expanded using General Inquirer [Stone and Hunt, 1963]. It contains
positive and negative words with a total of over 8,000 subjective words and phrases. Then,
the lexicon was categorised based on strength and weakness (StrongSubj or WeakSubj).
Combining both dictionaries increased the accuracy of opinion extraction.
5.4 Discussion
The Aspect-Based Opinion Mining using Dependency Relations (ABOM-DR) is another
proposition to opinion mining, which relies on the representation of ideas in their sentence
structuring a grammatical arrangement. In this aspect, the dependency translates to a modifier
that can be used to categorize data based on grammar and linguistic understanding, with ease.
This approach is meant to explain the behaviour of the involved entities into the system where
information and associations are founded in the structure of a governor (head) and dependents
(modifiers). The working principle of the approach is that every relation has a singular head,
but the hear can possess some modifiers. The resultant structure is a tree, such that the response
to any queries is fast.
The processing of information incorporates NLP tools, which in this case are used in lem-
matizing and pruning of the data set, which is then followed by POS tags. One assumption for
using this method is that the data set contains some information that is not useful, e.g. Today , I
went shopping with my mum, in the case of a customer buying a camera. Nouns and adjectives
are considered as popular candidates for the approach used in the data sets. These assumptions
in the processing contribute to the relevance of the mined opinions. The data processing and
opinion mining strategies are determined by the data set provided.
The development of the strategy calls for investment in the assumptions, heads, and modi-
fiers. Dependency patterns, as opposed to the rules of the association, replace the relations in
the information in this approach. The processing of words in this approach is different, as with
the other suggested cases, due to the architectural differences that are present in the system.
The NLP demands are similarly different to that of the other approaches, as with this case the
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processed words are to be stored as one item.
5.5 Summary
In summary, this chapter described an unsupervised method to extract aspects and their
corresponding opinions using dependency relations. The grammatical relations were provided
by the dependency parser and a natural language processing tool. The proposed rules were a
set of novel linguistic tags, which are novel and significant rules. Since the research is based
on experiment, a deep analysis of the experimental results is presented in Section 6.2.3. The
following chapter evaluates the three proposed methods.
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Chapter 6
Results and Discussions
The experiments conducted in this thesis were designed to evaluate the proposed methods
of aspect-based opinion mining and extracting from customer reviews. All proposed methods -
association rules, conditional random fields, and dependency relations - are detailed in Chapters
3, 4 and 5. Five evaluation measures were used, and the results are presented in graphs and
tables along with detailed discussion.
6.1 Performance Measures
The performance of the experimental models is measured by three different evaluation
measures, namely, T-test, F-measure, and percentage change, which are all based on precision
and recall, the standard of information gathering evaluation [Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto,
1999].
6.1.1 Precision and recall
In each experiment, there is a collection of documents, and every document has reviews
related to a specific product. The two measures, precision and recall, were used to evaluate the
relevance and irrelevance of the extracted aspects and opinions from reviews.
Precision(Equation6.1) indicates the capability of a system to retrieve only relevant aspects
and opinions. It is the fraction of retrieved aspects and opinions that are relevant to each product.
Recall (Equation6.2) indicates the capability of a system to retrieve only relevant aspects
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Table 6.1: Evaluation Matrix
Observation
Expectation TP (true positive) FP (false positive)
FN (false negative) TN (true negative)
and opinions. It is the fraction of total relevant aspects and opinions that have been retrieved by
the system. These measures were discussed in further detail in [Liu, 2011], and were calculated
using the confusion matrix terms.
The true positive (TP) is the number of positive documents, which means the relevant
documents that are correctly identified by the system. False positive (FP) is the number of
documents that are not relevant but have been incorrectly identified by the system as relevant.
False negative (FN) is the number of relevant documents that the system failed to identify (Bing
Liu, 2011).
Precision =
TP
TP + FP
=
Number of relevant documents retrieved
Total number of documents retrieved
(6.1)
Recall =
TP
TP + FN
=
Number of relevant documents retrieved
Total number of relevant documents
(6.2)
6.1.2 Effectiveness Measuring Methods
F-measure (Equation 6.3) is another way to judge accuracy. It is calculated based on the
precision and recall measures. There is a direct relationship between the value of the F-measure
and the value of precision and recall. Hence, if the value of precision and recall is high, the
value of F-measure will also be high. The F-measure is calculated as follows:
F-Measure = 2 ⇤ Precision ⇤ Recall
Precision+ Recall
(6.3)
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6.1.3 Statistical Significance Tests
In scientific research, statistical significance tests play an important role in evaluating the
reliability of experiment results used for evaluation, namely, Student’s Paired t-test and percent-
age change.
Student’s Paired t-test [Box et al., 1978, Yang and Liu, 1999] is a statistical ratio used to
measure the difference in the mean of the measuring metric. It is used to determine whether two
groups of data are significantly different from each other by calculating the means of the two
groups. A typical null hypothesis for the Student’s Paired t-test is that no practical difference
exists between the two groups. To calculate the Student’s Paired t-test the numerator is the
difference between the two means and the denominator is the variability of the scores. When the
output value is less than 0.05, the null hypothesis is rejected and a significant result is achieved.
In contrast, when the value is greater than 0.05, there is no or little difference between the
groups and the results are considered not significant.
The last performance measure is Percentage Change (Equation 6.4). It is an indicator of
the change obtained from the new approach. A larger PC value indicates a more significant
improvement achieved by the proposed method.
Percentage change =
Nfinal  Ninitial
Ninitial
⇤ 100 (6.4)
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6.2 Experimental Results and Discussion
6.2.1 Aspect-based opinion mining using association rules
This section presents and analyses the results obtained from the employed dataset that were
used to develop and evaluate the aspect-based opinion mining using association rules method.
The performance of this method was examined by measuring the effectiveness of the proposed
rules to mine aspects and their corresponding opinions.
The analyses compare performance between the proposed method and the baseline model.
Given that the proposed method relies on rules, the comparison is to [Hu and Liu, 2004a], which
uses association rule mining. The baseline model was chosen based on its popularity, in which
it was cited by 3420. In addition, it provides the base information to build the proposed model
in which it used association rule mining. The progress was evaluated by calculating precision,
recall, F-measure and finally t-test.
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Table 6.2: Evaluation of the Aspects Extraction using Association Rules
Product name Manual Product
Aspects
Extracted Product
Aspects
Canon G3 299 266
Apex AD2600 Progressive-scan DVD player 442 204
Creative Labs Nomad Jukebox Zen Xtra 40GB 861 751
Nikon Coolpix 4300 215 145
Nokia 6610 354 296
Total 2171 1662
Table 6.3: The Average Performance of Proposed Method using Association Rules
Average Precision
Aspect extraction Opinion extraction
Baseline 0.56 0.64
Proposed method 0.56 0.64
Average Recall
Aspect extraction Opinion extraction
Baseline 0.68 0.69
Proposed method 0.74 0.61
F-measure
Aspect extraction Opinion extraction
Baseline 0.61 0.65
Proposed method 0.84 0.60
As the baseline model mostly depends on manually labelled data, the proposed method
aims to automate the extraction process. Table 6.2 shows an evaluation of the product aspects
extraction, with the number of true extracted aspects compared to the number of manually
extracted aspects from the baseline model. It shows that 1650 aspects were extracted from a
total number of 2171, which means that more than 78% of aspects were automatically extracted.
Table 6.3 shows the performance of the proposed method via precision, recall and F-measure.
It shows a significant improvement in precision in extracting relevant data, with an average
precision of 99% in aspect extraction and 56% in opinion extraction. The breakdown of each
product compared to the baseline model is shown in Table 6.5.
On the other hand, there was an increase in recall, an average of 74% in aspects and a slight
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Table 6.4: The Average Performance of Proposed Method using Association Rules
Product name Precision Recall F-measure Precision Recall F-measure
Canon G3 0.99 0.89 0.94 0.55 0.67 0.61
Apex AD2600
Progressive-scan DVD
player
0.99 0.46 0.63 0.53 0.75 0.62
Creative Labs Nomad
Jukebox Zen Xtra
40GB
0.99 0.86 0.92 0.57 0.65 0.61
Nikon Coolpix 4300 0.99 0.67 0.80 0.59 0.59 0.59
Nokia 6610 0.98 0.83 0.90 0.56 0.73 0.64
drop by 61% in opinion as shown in Table 6.3. In addition, a comparison between the proposed
model and the baseline model in the average of precision and recall is illustrated in Figure 6.1
and Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.1: Aspect Extraction Performance using Association Rules
From previous results, t-test was conducted to quantify the improvement of precision and
recall for the extraction processes. For aspect extraction, the P-value of the t-test for precision
was -41.96 and for recall 0.68, which represented a high probability of being extremely statis-
tically significant. For opinion extraction, the value of the t-test for precision was 0.0851, and
0.0941 for recall, which shows normal performance compared to the baseline model and leaves
room to improve the opinion extraction as shown in Table 6.3 and Table 6.5.
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Figure 6.2: Opinion Extraction Performance using Association Rules
Table 6.5: T-test Evaluation for Aspect and Opinion using Association Rules
Aspects Extraction Opinion Extraction
Matrix Precision Recall Precision Recall
Two-tailed hypothesis at
Significance Level
-41.96 0.68 0.0851 0.0941
Result analysis
To validate the proposed association rules, accuracy performance was measured for every
rule Appendix D, and then for each rule in an accumulative manner, as shown in Appendix
E. At the rule level, precision was high, reaching an average percentage of 95%. However,
recall performance was fluctuating, and was recorded at a low percentage at 13%. The reason
for the high percentage of retrieved aspects and opinions, that are relevant to the products, is
due to the use of dictations, such as WordNet and Opinion Lexicon. However, the percentage
of recall was low due to the limitations of the dictations in terms of covering all opinions and
aspects. The accuracy performance of individual results involved a precision and recall trade-
off. Improving one factor generally caused the performance of the other to drop. Most of the
rules consider Assumption 2, in which most aspects are nouns or noun phrases and opinions are
mostly adjectives. However, considering other forms of words in order to map the relationship
between aspects and opinions is essential. For example, verb (is) is a very commonly relating
form of word that link aspect to its opinion, e.g., “The camera is good”.
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Table 6.6: Performance of Accumulative Association Rules
Association Rule# # of Rules Precision Recall F-Measure
1+2 2 Rules 98% 16% 27%
1+2+3 3 Rules 98% 23% 37%
1+2+3+4 4 Rules 99% 38 % 54%
1+2+3+4+5 5 Rules 99% 60% 74%
1+2+3+4+5+6 6 Rules 99% 63% 76%
1+2+3+4+5+6+7 7 Rules 99% 63% 76%
1+2+3+4+5+6+7+8 8 Rules 99% 74% 84%
Therefore, the performance of each rule is not sufficient and a set of accumulative rules
needs to be applied. Appendix E shows the performance created by accumulatively adding
rules. Based on the average, the accuracy is highly effective, as shown in Table 6.6, Figure
6.3 and Figure 6.4. The percentage of precision remained high, which is due to the use of
dictionaries. However, the percentage of recall continued to increase by 58% as the rules
accumulated, which enhanced the sufficiency of the proposed rules.
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Figure 6.3: The performance of Accumulative Association Rules A
Applying all rule to the dataset presented a 99% average precision rate of retrieved aspects
and opinions are related, and a 74% average recall rate of relevant aspects and opinions were
extracted. This is due to considering more precise combination of tags and weights as shown in
Appendix E. Assigning higher weights to nouns and adjectives enhanced the extraction process.
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Figure 6.4: The performance of Accumulative Association Rules B
Table 6.7: An Analysis of Product Aspects Extraction using Association Rules
Product name True
Product
Aspects
Found
Product
Aspects
Correct
Product
Aspects
Canon G3 299 266 265
Apex AD2600
Progressive-scan DVD player
442 204 203
Creative Labs Nomad
Jukebox Zen Xtra 40GB
861 751 744
Nikon Coolpix 4300 215 145 145
Nokia 6610 354 296 265
Error analysis
Due to the nature of the used dataset, errors can occur. The reviews were written in an
unstructured format; therefore, there are some spelling mistakes, which impact negatively on
the extraction process. According to the error analysis, a major source of errors was in aspect
identification, which negatively affects the identification of opinions. These errors are due to
the nature of the proposed association rules. The average precision of aspect identification was
78%, a major reason for this issue was the coverage of the dictionary wasn’t wide enough. To
address this issue, a further investigation will be conducted and more expanded dictionaries will
be used. Nonetheless, the error analysis of opinion extraction results resolves that the majority
of opinion words are undiscovered.
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Table 6.7 shows an analysis of product aspects numbers. The first data column shows the
number of true aspects that were tagged manually. The second data column counts the number
of aspects found by the proposed method, where the last column shows the number of correct
aspects found. According to the error analysis, the number of correctly found aspects is almost
80% similar to the total found aspects. However, the percentage is to some extent lower, by less
than 10% , when the found aspects are compared to the true aspects. This was due to the limited
words in the used dictionary.
Precision and recall trade-off
Having completed the aspect and opinion extraction using the association rules, the pro-
posed method yielded improved precision and maintained the same recall compared with the
novel work by Hu and Liu [Hu and Liu, 2004a]. The precision reflects the ratio of accuracy
of classified aspects and opinions to the number of all reviews, while recall reflects the ratio
of completeness of all reviews classified correctly. Since the method shows high precision, the
classification of judgements can be trusted [Liu, 2015]. According to the trade-off between
precision and recall, it is very rare to have high indictors in both measures simultaneously.
In comparison to the baseline model, the proposed method is automatic whereas the baseline
model relies mostly on hand annotation.
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6.2.2 Aspect-based opinion mining using conditional random fields
The model performance was examined by measuring the accuracy at both training and
testing levels of the experiment. This began by measuring the performance of the model using
the individual labels alone, which is considered as the baseline model, as shown in Table 6.8,
where it shows poor performance in general. Due to the limited matched examples in the
dataset, rare tags did not occur often enough to generalise from them, especially for context-
dependent features. However, the word itself is a suitable predictor of the label. On the other
hand, if the model is too heavily trained on words, then it will not be able to make good
predictions for words that it has never seen - a common occurrence when dealing with natural
language data. Then, chunking tags were added to the labels, which improved precision and
recall. The performance of the model was improved by using the label of the actual word, the
POS tag and the chunking tag, as show in Table 6.8.
The baseline model is highly relevant to the proposed model in which, the nature of the
datasets and the design of the research questions imply the use of CRF as sequence labelling
model. Selecting the appropriate design, working through, and completing a well thought out
logic plan provide a strong foundation for achieving a successful and informative program
evaluation.
The progress was evaluated by calculating precision, recall and F-score measures on the
actual word, the part-of-speech tag, and the chunking recognition rather than individual words,
as shown in Table 6.8. Additionally, the actual and predicted aspects were divided into four
categories: correct, missed (actual chunks not identified by the model), wrong label (word
sequences that were correctly extracted but wrongly classified), and false positives to obtain a
more detailed picture.
From this point, the actual word, the label, the POS tag and the chunking tag were used in
model experiments along with several different feature sets. CRFsuite allows the possibility of
providing scaling values for each feature; this value is multiplied by the learned weight when
predicting the value of a label, making it possible to adjust the importance of the feature to some
degree.
The feature extraction script was modified to allow scaling values to weight the value of
the word-based features or part-of-speech based features more heavily, as shown in Table 6.9,
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Table 6.8: Performance of CRF Labels
Performance Individual
label
Assignment
(Baseline)
Chunk
Recognition
Label+POS+Chunk
(Proposed Method)
Precision 0.37 0.83 0.75
Recall 0.19 0.45 0.70
F-measure 0.23 0.58 0.73
Correctly identified chunks - 0.45 0.50
Missed chunks - 0.53 0.49
Incorrectly labelled chunks - 0.01 0.017
False positives - 0.08 0.212
Table 6.9: CRF 8020 Data with Different Scales
Individual Tags
Weights Term 3.0
POS 1.0
Term 1.0
POS 3.0
Term 3.0
POS 2.0
Term 2.0
POS 3.0
Precision 0.36 0.35 0.35 0.36
Recall 0.20 0.19 0.20 0.20
F-score 0.24 0.23 0.24 0.24
Extraction Task
Weights Term 3.0
POS 1.0
Term 1.0
POS 3.0
Term 3.0
POS 2.0
Term 2.0
POS 3.0
Precision 0.75 0.74 0.73 0.71
Recall 0.46 0.40 0.45 0.44
F-score 0.57 0.52 0.56 0.55
Correct 0.46 0.40 0.45 0.44
Missed 0.52 0.57 0.52 0.53
Label error 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.02
False positive 0.20 0.20 0.21 0.21
which contains the results of preliminary tests on an 80/20 split of the manually tagged data
using several combinations of scale values.
Because there were so few examples of some of the labels, it was necessary to consolidate
some of the labels. The _M (middle) and _E (end) tags were combined into one group “_M”.
The _B (beginning) tag marks the beginning of an aspect, but it is detectable at the end when
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Table 6.10: Results of CRF Extracted Tags
Individual Tags
Performance Restricted tags Pruned
sentences
Restricted tags,
pruned sentences
Precision 0.44 0.36 0.43
Recall 0.26 0.21 0.27
F-Score 0.30 0.24 0.32
Individual Tags
Performance Restricted tags Pruned
sentences
Restricted tags,
pruned sentences
Precision 0.75 0.74 0.72
Recall 0.44 0.46 0.47
F-Score 0.56 0.57 0.57
Correct 0.44 0.46 0.47
Missed 0.54 0.51 0.51
Label error 0.00 0.02 0.01
False positive 0.19 0.20 0.23
reaching a _B tag, or a subsequent _B tag.
This yielded a marked improvement in performance on individual tag performance, but had
little effect on performance in the extraction task. Since the number of background tags is so
much larger than the number of aspect tags, also sentences that did not contain opinions were
removed and trained the model on the more limited dataset, as shown in Table 6.10.
Combining the methods yielded the results shown in Table 23, the 80/20 split (scaling value
for term features = 3.0, reduced tag set, pruned sentences). The item accuracy for training the
CRF of 10-fold cross-validation ranged between 83% and 87%, as shown in Table 6.11.
At this stage, a low recall in extracting aspects and opinion was recorded; therefore, less
weighs were giving to the labels to balance the data and to the dominant tag and a higher weight
to the features and opinions, where the item accuracy was 2,674/2,812 (95%), and the instance
accuracy was 111/184 (60%).
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Table 6.11: CRF 10-fold Cross-Validation
10-fold cross validation of the dataset
Aspects Opinions
Precision 0.75 0.75
Recall 0.49 0.51
F-score 0.59 0.61
Correctly identified chunks 0.49 0.51
Missed chunks 0.48 0.46
Incorrectly labelled chunks 0.01 0.01
False positives 0.21 0.20
Table 6.12: CRF Extraction Task after Weighting
Tags Background words Aspects Opinions
Weight -0.25 0.25 0.25
Precision 0.91 0.72 0.74
Recall 0.96 0.66 0.71
F-score 0.94 0.70 0.73
Tags Background words Aspects Opinions
Weight 0 0.5 0.5
Precision 0.91 0.73 0.75
Recall 0.97 0.67 0.7
F-score 0.94 0.70 0.73
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Table 6.13: Comparison of Different Pattern for Aspect and Opinion using CRF
Measures Weights Restricted
tags
Pruned
sen-
tences
Restricted
tags, pruned
sentences
Individual
label as-
signment
Chunk
recogni-
tion
Label
+
POS+
chunk
Term
3.0
POS
1.0
Term
1.0
POS
3.0
Term
3.0
POS
2.0
Term
2.0
POS
3.0
Graph reference 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Precision 0.75 0.75 0.74 0.72 0.37 0.83 0.75 0.75 0.74 0.73 0.71
Recall 0.7 0.44 0.46 0.47 0.19 0.45 0.7 0.46 0.4 0.45 0.44
F-measure 0.73 0.56 0.57 0.57 0.229 0.58 0.73 0.52 0.52 0.56 0.55
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of Different Dependency Patterns for Aspect and Opinion
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Result analysis
A large fraction of the tagged dataset involves background words, which are represented by
the B tag that has a noticeably higher accuracy than all other tags. The total number of B tags
is 4.78 times greater than the number of all tags combined, which represents around 83% of the
total number of tags, as shown in Table 6.14.
This causes a lower recall value for the other tags when comparing their precision and vice
versa for the B tag, as the system tends to tag many non-background words (B). The main
reason for the B tag’s dominance is due to the nature of written language and how people tend
to write sentences. More specifically, customer reviews contain many other details than just
product aspects and their opinions. Ideally, an accurate system is still expected to correctly tag
all BG and non-BG words and have roughly an equal error level for all tag types [Shariaty and
Moghaddam, 2011]. In general, such differences in tag distributions have a negative influence
on CRF performance by lowering recall, as shown in Appendix F-H.
Table 6.13 shows 44% recall when extracting restricted tags and 46% on pruned sentences
and this remains low when combining both, levelling out at 47%. From the current results,
there is always a trade-off between precision and recall due to the dominance of the B tags.
When improving recall, precision drops and the other way around. Dealing with an imbalanced
dataset creates the need for optimizing the CRF by weighting the three major tags-namely (B),
(Feature_ -) and (Opinion_ - _P/N_Exp). Ideally, this would adjust the weight of the B tags to
enforce the tagging of the other tags. Appendix F, G and H shows the optimization rules for
the three tags, where the best weights are shown in Table 6.12, of (B=0.0), (Aspects= 0.5) and
finally (Opinion= 0.5).
Error analysis
The error analysis detected some mistakes that were founded during the experiment. Most
of the errors were due to the nature of the data, since it does not following a constant sentence
structure, which means the proposed CRF model does not detect the pattern easily.
Predictably, precision was high. Many of the correctly identified aspects occurred many
times in the training set (for example, “camera” was extracted as a feature in 29 of 34 appear-
ances and “great” in 18 of 20). Almost 50 aspects were correctly extracted despite occurring
only once. Most of the items that were missed occurred only once or twice. The highest
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Table 6.14: Distribution of CRF Labels
Label Number of
labels
Percentage of
tags
B 28,052 83%
Feature_B 2,098
Feature_M 282 17%
Feature_E 649
Feature_B_Imp 97
Feature_M_Imp 39 44%
Feature_E_Imp 13
Opinion_B_P/N_Exp 1,626
Opinion_M_P/N_Exp 289 7%
Opinion_E_P/N_Exp 577
Opinion_B_P/N_Imp 77
Opinion_M_P/N_Imp 57 1%
Opinion_E_P/N_Imp 58
single number of misses was five out of 34 instances of “camera”. The next highest were all
four occurrences of “sensor” (feature), and three of five occurrences of “photos” (feature).
The four chunks were correctly extracted, but assigned the wrong label, such as user (Opin-
ion_P_Exp / Feature_Imp) and quality (Opinion_P_Exp / Feature). There seems to be a
trend of mis-characterising the polarity of opinions, and perhaps mistaking opinions for some
features. The false positives are the most interesting errors; some examples are: product (None /
Feature_Imp) (1), rechargeable battery (None / Feature) (1), LCD (None / Feature) (1). Most,
if not all, are entirely reasonable extracts. Some of the extractions, especially the features, are
clearly mis-tagged in the original dataset: “large view screen”, “rechargeable battery”, “wide
angle coverage”, “viewfinder”, etc. Camera models, such as “Kodak camera” and “Canon XS”
were also correctly identified.
Discussion
This method, analysed the ABOM problem and proposed a CRF-based method to extract all
possible aspects and corresponding opinions in reviews and integrate basic linguistic features
with statistical features and combined features. The model achieved a high performance when
applying CRFs to opinion mining by the selected feature functions. However, when attempting
to improve the performance, this seemed to be determined by the limitations of the dataset
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rather than defects in the technique. The dataset had 2,500 sentences, and only 60% of them
expressed explicit opinions and features.
Consider using a bootstrapping process to augment the data; however, the performance was
not as expected. A bootstrapping script was written that used votes from several models to
output sentences where all models agreed, but the danger is that agreement might not be a good
indication of correctness in this case. This script would nonetheless be useful in easing the
process of manually annotating data, as it would be easier to correct tags than to assign them
from scratch. Incorrectly, tagged data is also a problem, particularly when there is a limited
opinionated dataset that is manually tagged. The impact of a mistake is much greater, since
it less likely to be overshadowed by correct instances when there are not many of the latter.
Nonetheless, it is clear from the comparison with the baseline use of word frequency that the
ability of CRF to exploit context results is definitely helpful. Further work might include adding
features based on semantics, as well as improving the quality of the training data by adding more
data that are opinionated. In future work, domain knowledge will be added to the identification
process and then integrated with the use of current features to enable more effective features.
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6.2.3 Aspect-based opinion mining using dependency relations
The performance of the ABOM-DR was examined by measuring the effectiveness of the
proposed dependencies to mine aspects and their corresponding opinions from customer re-
views. This section analyses the results obtained from the employed dataset that was used to
develop and evaluate the proposed method. The analyses include a comparison of the proposed
method performance and the baseline model. Given that the proposed method relies on rules, the
comparison is to a state-of-the-art system [Kumar and Raghuveer, 2013] which uses dependency
relations. The baseline model is highly relevant to the proposed model wherein both assessing
the grammatical behavioural which is importance for comparison. This design is typically
more logistical to the problem of aspect-based opinion mining, to fulfil the assumptions of
the direct relation between aspect and opinion via grammatical relations. The results were
very challenging and to overcome that more precise dependency patterns were proposed. The
performance was evaluated by calculating precision, recall, F-measure, the percentage change
and finally t-test. Table 6.15 shows the evaluation of aspect extracting compared to the baseline
model [Kumar and Raghuveer, 2013]. Compared to the baseline model, the proposed method
achieved 16%-23% improvement in aspect extraction. Table 6.15 and Figure 6.6 show signifi-
cant improvement in precision by 23%, recall by 16% and F-measure by 20%.
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Table 6.15: Aspect Extraction Results of 13 Products using Dependency Relations
Products P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 P11 P12 P13 AVG
(Mean)
PC
Precision
Baseline
55 61 61 62 64 65 68 70 70 73 75 75 76 67% 23%
Precision
Proposed
66 67 67 70 72 76 80 90 99 99 99 99 99 83%
Recall Baseline 58 60 63 69 74 78 80 80 82 80 83 83 83 75% 16%
Recall Proposed 69 70 72 82 87 92 92 93 93 94 94 95 99 87%
F-measure
Baseline
56 60 62 65 69 71 74 75 76 76 79 79 79 71% 20%
F-measure
Proposed
67 68 69 76 79 83 86 91 96 96 96 97 99 85%
“Note: Numbers in blue refer to the baseline model; numbers in red are for the proposed model.”
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Figure 6.6: Aspect Extraction Performance of 13 Products using Dependency Relations
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Table 6.16: T -Test (Aspect Extraction using Dependency Relations)
Measures p-value
Precision 1.822 ⇤ 10 5
Recall 2.121 ⇤ 10 11
F-measure 1.611 ⇤ 10 7
These improvements are significant. The significance is confirmed by Student’s t-test results
that are reported in precision, recall and F-measure as shown in Table 6.16.
As discussed in Section 6.1.3, when two methods produce low p-values (t-test value) (<
0.05), the null hypothesis (which assumes no difference exists between the two models), can be
rejected, and the significant improvement achieved by one method over the other can be proven.
Table 6.17 shows the evaluation of opinion extraction compared to the baseline model [Ku-
mar and Raghuveer, 2013]. Compared to the baseline model, the proposed method achieved 12-
24% improvement in aspect extraction. Table 6.15, Table 6.17 and Figure 6.7, show significant
improvement in precision by 12%, recall by 24% and F-measure by 18%.
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Table 6.17: Opinion Extraction Results of 13 Products using Dependency Relations
Products P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 P11 P12 P13 AVG
(Mean)
PC
Precision
Baseline
44 44 53 54 58 60 66 67 80 83 83 84 84 66% 12%
Precision
Proposed
46 56 59 60 66 69 71 72 84 90 90 99 99 74 %
Recall Baseline 33 43 52 57 71 71 72 73 74 74 75 75 75 65% 24%
Recall Proposed 50 61 65 72 77 77 83 85 81 93 93 95 99 79%
F-measure
Baseline
38 43 52 55 64 65 69 70 77 78 79 79 79 65% 18%
F-measure
Proposed
48 58 62 65 71 73 77 78 82 91 91 97 99 76%
“Note: Numbers in blue refer to the baseline model; numbers in red are for the proposed model.”
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Figure 6.7: Opinion Extraction Performance of 13 Products using Dependency Relations
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Table 6.18: T -Test (Opinion Extraction Using Dependency Relations)
Measures p-value
Precision 1.514 ⇤ 10 5
Recall 1.082 ⇤ 10 6
F-measure 7.063 ⇤ 10 2
These improvements are significant. The significance is confirmed by Student’s t-test results
that are reported in precision, recall and F-measure as shown in Table 6.18 respectively.
As discussed in Section 6.1.3, when two methods produce low p-values (<0.05), the null
hypothesis (which assumes no difference exists in the two models), can be rejected, and the
significant improvement achieved by one method over the other can be proven.
Result Analysis
Table 5.3 shows all the used dependency patterns that were examined. Before applying
the dependencies to the dataset, the aspect assumptions, as shown in Table 5.2, that achieved
higher accuracy were validated for every dependency pattern, as shown in Appendix I. Using A1
retrieved most of the aspects. However, a trade-off between precision and recall was obtained
from A3 and A6. This leads to us assume that the majority of nouns are aspects candidates.
Therefore, the A6 was considered, as in Section 5.2.2.
After evaluating all dependencies against aspect assumption, another validation was con-
ducted based on each dependency and then the accumulation of all dependencies. Table 6.19
shows the average performance for all dependencies. It is started by applying seven patterns and
then accumulating patterns to looking at sixteen patterns. Figure 6.8 shows the performance of
aspect extraction, where precision and recall started to balance by applying R#13. The perfor-
mance maintained accuracy levels, reaching a high at R#16. As the dependency patterns were
designed to symmetrically extract aspects and opinion, the performance of opinion extraction
is balanced at R#13 and reached its highest at R#16, as shown in Figure 6.9. The performance
of each set of dependencies is shown in Appendix J.
Most of the dependency patterns consider (nsubj), which is the noun phrase that is the
syntactic subject of the clause. For example, in R#1 and R#2, the root of this clause can be an
adjective or a noun and the governor can be a verb. As shown in Appendix J, performance is
reasonably high when applying (nsubj). An average of 57% of aspects and opinion candidates
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were relevant and an average of 21% was retrieved. Therefore, (nsubj) clause was applied to
seven dependencies in different combinations. Such dependency increased performance and
enhanced the extraction process, as shown in Table 6.19.
By definition, adjective modifiers (amod) are any adjectival phrase that modifies the mean-
ing of a noun phrase. To fulfil Assumption 2, where most opinions are adjectives, therefore,
five dependencies were considered the (amod) clause and, consequently, most opinions were
extracted, as shown in xx. Some other dependencies, such as the conjunction “and” (conj_and)
enhanced the extraction process and expanded the list of opinion candidates. For example,
“well-made camera, very fixable and with powerful features” (conj_and) was used to join two
clauses, which both referred to the aspect of “Camera”.
A noun modifier (nmod) is a clause added to the meaning of another word or phrase. Two
dependencies were considered as (nmod) to extract opinions. For example, R#14 and then the
next noun would be an aspect, as shown in Table 6.19. Applying such dependencies increased
performance aspect extraction to 84% in terms of precision and recall and 72% for precision
and recall regarding opinion extraction.
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Table 6.19: Average Performance for All Dependency Patterns
Aspects Opinions
Syntactic features P R F1 P R F1
R#1+R#2+R#3+R#4+R#5+R#6+R#7 99 33 49 90 19 31
R#1+R#2+R#3+R#4+R#5+R#6+R#7+R#8 99 34 50 90 20 32
R#1+R#2+R#3+R#4+R#5+R#6+R#7+R#8+R#9 99 47 63 80 29 42
R#1+R#2+R#3+R#4+R#5+R#6+R#7+R#8+R#9+R#10 97 65 78 65 43 51
R#1+R#2+R#3+R#4+R#5+R#6+R#7+R#8+R#9+R#10+R#11 96 69 80 66 51 57
R#1+R#2+R#3+R#4+R#5+R#6+R#7+R#8+R#9+R#10+R#11+R#12 99 42 58 93 44 58
R#1+R#2+R#3+R#4+R#5+R#6+R#7+R#8+R#9+R#10+R#11+R#12+R#13 83 83 83 72 73 72
R#1+R#2+R#3+R#4+R#5+R#6+R#7+R#8+R#9+R#10+R#11+R#12+R#13+R#14 84 84 83 72 73 72
R#1+R#2+R#3+R#4+R#5+R#6+R#7+R#8+R#9+R#10+R#11+R#12+R#13+R#14+R#15 83 85 84 74 78 75
R#1+R#2+R#3+R#4+R#5+R#6+R#7+R#8+R#9+R#10+R#11+R#12+R#13+R#14+R#15+R#16 83 87 85 74 79 76
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Figure 6.8: Performance of Aspect Extraction for Individual Dependency Rules
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Figure 6.9: Performance of Opinion Extraction for Individual Dependency Rule
Error analysis
Table 6.15 and Table 6.17 show the results of implementing the proposed method on 13
different products, the average precisions are 83% and 74% for aspect extraction and opinion
extraction, respectively, and the average recalls are 87% and 79%. Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7
show a dramatic increase in all performance measures; consequently, the consistent results
prove the validity of the proposed method compared to the baseline model.
In any natural language processing system, errors can occur due to the nature of the datasets.
For example, reviews are written in an unstructured format; therefore, there are some spelling
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mistakes, which directly result in not finding the correct syntactic dependency. With some
comparative sentences, it is not easy to map the right relations between opinions and aspects;
for example, “The picture quality of camera A is better than B”, in which the opinion belongs
to camera A not B.
Discussion
The performance of the aspect-based opinion mining process critically depends on the
effectiveness of the aspect extraction process. Product reviews are a very valuable source of
information for making better purchasing and reselling decisions; however, posting enormous
amount of reviews makes it hard to find useful information. A consideration of the differences
and preferences among consumers leads to the need to analyse the reviews in order to find all
product aspects. The outcome, essentially, is to provide a better understanding of the product
to customers before buying. The study of aspect-based opinion mining has taken a preliminary
step towards achieving this goal.
This section proposed a method to mine aspects and opinion from customer reviews using
dependency relations and subjective lexicon. Many product reviews were analysed in order
to glean an understanding of customer sentiment toward a product’s attributes; opinion mining
using different dependency rules was used in order to extract relevant information. Results from
our proposed approach were better than those obtained from a rules-based approach [Hu and
Liu, 2004a,b] or syntactic rules [Kumar and Raghuveer, 2013]. The method was examined on
two different datasets. In both datasets, the accuracy of the proposed method was higher than
in the baseline model. Consequently, the proposed approach can be generalised to different
datasets. However, improvement of the subjective lexicon may further improve the opinion
extraction.
The proposed method incorporates subjective clauses lexicon and maps relations using
dependency relations of sentences. A rich set of syntactic rules were studied and relations that
were observed from the product dataset and that demonstrated their effectiveness in the mapping
of relationships between the product aspects and corresponding opinions. The experiment
showed that the proposed method achieved better accuracy than the existing dependency models
for aspect-based opinion mining from customer reviews. Lastly, the method can be further
improved by applying more rules.
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6.3 Summary
This chapter presented and discussed the experiment results of the evaluation of the aspect-
based opinion mining methods proposed in this thesis. The performance of the proposed
approaches were compared with the state-of-the-art methods and the results were promising.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
This chapter summarises the research presented in this thesis and discussed the conclusions.
It firstly highlights the contributions to knowledge, and then addresses current limitations, which
creates room for extension and improvement of the techniques and methodologies employed in
this research. Then point out possible future research directions and conclude this thesis.
7.1 Summary of Thesis
Sentiment analysis is an attractive research area due to the availability of huge amounts of
user-generated content. Aspect-based opinion mining aims to extract aspects and opinions from
customer reviews. It is a relatively new area, which has attracted great attention in recent years.
With access to large amounts of reviews available as unstructured text, it has become impossible
to summarise this information manually. Hence, efficient computing techniques are necessary
for mining and summarising reviews from Web documents and corpuses.
This thesis studies aspect and opinion extraction, which are essential components of an
aspect-based opinion mining approach. The aspects and their corresponding opinions not only
help the consumers’ decision-making process, but can also be used by manufacturers and new
market researchers. The review of the literature in Chapter 2 discussed the problem and explored
the state-of-the-art approaches. Aspect-based opinion mining aims to extract major aspects of
a given item from written reviews. Aspects can take the form of attributes/ features/ functions/
components of the items, such as LCD screen size or battery life of a digital camera.
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Aspect and opinion extraction is an overlapping process, since knowing opinions without
knowing the entities makes the process of limited use. Typically, aspect-based opinion mining
systems take a set of texts, such as product reviews, as an input. Then the systems attempt to
identify and extract aspects (attributes/ features/ functions/ components) of products and then
identify the corresponding opinions. This thesis has developed three different methods, which
are broken into two main subtasks: aspect extraction and corresponding opinion extraction. In
general, all three methods work by first detecting single-word or/and multi-word terms named
aspects of the entity being discussed. The second task is to find the corresponding opinion
that represents the sentiment towards the aspect. For each method, benchmark datasets of
different product reviews were used. Evaluation was conducted for each subtask, which showed
improvement over the current state-of-the-art techniques.
7.2 Summary of Contributions
This research addressed two main tasks of the aspect-based opinion mining: aspect ex-
traction and corresponding opinion extraction. It considered a deep linguistic analysis of ex-
pressions/ phrases from customers’ reviews at the sentence level. It aimed to extract useful
information to help the end user to make informed decisions. A number of approaches were
used for aspect and opinion extraction including dictionaries, data mining, machine learning,
statistical techniques, and natural language processing techniques.
As discussed in Chapter 2, most of the early research on aspect-based opinion mining
was based on extracting frequent aspects, which provides a good set of candidates that needs
filtering. Relation-based approaches are used to map the aspect and opinion relation, which in
most cases are based on syntactic relations. This research takes advantage of both approaches
and proposed three different methods, which first identify aspects and then identify the corre-
sponding opinion. Finally, the methods map the relation between them using a combination of
approaches.
• Aspect-based opinion mining using association rules: The unsupervised method pre-
sented a novel set of association rules. The first tag set considered the appearance of
aspects in the form of noun or verb. After that, the method considered different forms of
words, such as adjectives, to be the corresponding opinion words. The second frequent tag
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set considered the appearance of opinion words as a lead to the aspects. It used different
forms, such as adjectives and verbs. The results show a trade-off between precision and
recall for this method.
• Aspect-based opinion mining using conditional random fields: This is a supervised
method that is presented as a probabilistic graphical model that deals with aspect and
opinion extraction as a sequence-labelling problem. The novel technical contribution
is divided into two parts. First, the use of statistical and natural language processing
techniques to build two sets of function features to map the relation between extracted
aspects and opinions using the CRF model. The second contribution is annotating the
dataset with gold standard tags that cover all possible tags from customer reviews. The
results indicate that the CRF method worked better in a smaller training dataset and it
performed averagely when the training dataset is large.
• Aspect-based opinion mining using dependency relations: This is an unsupervised
learning approach based on dependency and syntactic relation between aspects and opin-
ions, on which limited work has been done with such detailed analysis of dependency
rules. The major contribution is the novel combination of dependencies that are mainly
syntactic relations between words within the sentences. The experiment results show that
the method achieved significant improvement in accuracy compared with the state-of-the-
art techniques. All results, analysis and discussions are presented in Chapter 6.
7.3 Limitations of Research
Although the aspect-based opinion mining methods presented in this thesis show promising
ability to extract aspects and their corresponding opinions, there are still some limitations
• Aspect-based opinion mining using association rules: One limitation of the presented
method is that it produces too many non-aspects. The aspect extraction process relies on
the list provided by the manufacturers, which does not cover all aspects. The WordNet
dictionary was used to expand the list of aspect candidates. To an extent, WordNet is very
wide, where a single word could have incorrect synonyms, which causes the extraction of
too many non-aspects.
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• Aspect-based opinion mining using conditional random fields: Annotating the train-
ing dataset manually is time consuming and quite expensive. Insufficient amount of
annotated data affects the training of the CRF model, which consequently affects the
accuracy of testing the CRF model.
7.4 Future Work
The empirical research conducted throughout this thesis has laid the foundation for aspect
and opinion extraction from customer reviews using data mining and natural language pro-
cessing techniques. This research can be extended to overcome the limitations outlined above.
The developed algorithms can be further refined and optimised in order to achieve a better
performance. These motivate future work in the following areas.
Firstly, for aspect extraction using association rules, the aim is to extract all possible explicit
aspects and identify implicit aspects in different word forms such as verbs, and then map
the aspects to opinions. As discussed in chapter 6, a quite large number of verbs are aspect
candidates. Considering examples, such as “this camera freezes a lot”, the sentence expresses
negative opinion on implicit aspect “functionality” of the camera. In addition, as people tend to
shorten product names such as “Cam”, which stands for camera, more rules will be applied to
such cases. In addition, it would be interesting to add a summary as a final step to show a short
summary for each aspect along with opinions. To produce a useful opinion summary, these
cases should be taken into consideration. However, more work needs to be done on implicit and
shorten aspect extraction, making it an interesting research direction in opinion mining.
Secondly, the Conditional Random Fields (CRF) method learns from labelled data to build
the CRF model for testing. In the future, the CRF model can be converted to self-training by
applying active learning (semi-supervised machine learning). By applying such a change, the
human effort for annotating training data will be significantly reduced, which resulted in less
error, better learning, and consequently, higher accuracy.
Thirdly, future direction of the Dependency relation research is to apply it in different
fields, such as medical information, to make room for more improvements via natural language
processing. This will help to utilise more syntactic dependencies to extract aspects and opinions.
In summary, further research directions include:
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1. To research more implicit and shorten aspect extraction techniques,
2. To investigate self-training opportunities for the CRF model,
3. To explore more dependency relations.
7.5 Conclusions
This thesis has explored a number of approaches to aspect and opinion extraction including
dictionaries, machine learning, statistical techniques and natural language processing tech-
niques. In particular, I have experimented with the use of data mining techniques, natural
language techniques along with ontology and statistical methods to extract aspects and opinion
from customer reviews.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Part-of-Speech Tags
Number Tag Description
1 CC Coordinating conjunction
2 CD Cardinal number
3 DT Determiner
4 EX Existential there
5 FW Foreign word
6 IN Preposition or subordinating conjunction
7 JJ Adjective
8 JJR Adjective, comparative
9 JJS Adjective, superlative
10 LS List item marker
11 MD Modal
12 NN Noun, singular or mass
13 NNS Noun, plural
14 NNP Proper noun, singular
15 NNPS Proper noun, plural
16 PDT Pre-determiner
17 POS Possessive ending
18 PRP Personal pronoun
19 PRP$ Possessive pronoun
20 RB Adverb
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Number Tag Description
21 RBR Adverb, comparative
22 RBS Adverb, superlative
23 RP Particle
24 SYM Symbol
25 TO To
26 UH Interjection
27 VB Verb, base form
28 VBD Verb, past tense
29 VBG Verb, gerund or present participle
30 VBN Verb, past participle
31 VBP Verb, non-3rd person singular present
32 VBZ Verb, 3rd person singular present
33 WDT Wh-determiner
34 WP Wh-pronoun
35 WP$ Possessive wh-pronoun
36 WRB Wh-adverb
37 S Simple declarative clause, i.e. one that is not introduced by
a (possible empty) subordinating conjunction or a wh-word
and that does not exhibit subject-verb inversion
38 SBAR Clause introduced by a (possibly empty) subordinating
conjunction
39 SBARQ Direct question introduced by a wh-word or a wh-phrase.
Indirect questions and relative clauses should be bracketed
as SBAR, not SBARQ
40 SINV Inverted declarative sentence, i.e. one in which the subject
follows the tensed verb or modal.
41 SQ Inverted yes/no question, or main clause of a wh-question,
following the wh-phrase in SBARQ.
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Appendix B: Chunk Tags
A chunk tag like “B-NP-singular” is made up of two or three parts:
• First part:
- B - marks the beginning of a chunk - I - marks the continuation of a chunk - E - marks
the end of a chunk
As a chunk may be only one word long, it can be both the beginning and end of a chunk
at the same time.
• Second part:
- NP - noun chunk - VP - verb chunk
• Third part: Only for noun chunks, (this is an extension by Language Tool over the original
chunks):
- Singular - Plural
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Appendix C: Dependency Relations
Name of
Dependencies
Meaning Definition
nsubj nominal subject A nominal subject is a noun phrase, which is
the syntactic subject of a clause. The governor
of this relation might not always be a verb:
when the verb is a copular verb, the root of the
clause is the complement of the copular verb,
which can be an adjective or noun (De
Marneffe & Manning, 2008).
amod adjectival
modifier
An adjectival modifier of an NP is any
adjectival phrase that serves to modify the
meaning of the NP by (De Marneffe &
Manning, 2008).
xcomp open clausal
complement
An open clausal complement (xcomp) of a VP
or an ADJP is a clausal complement without its
own subject, whose reference is determined by
an external subject. These complements are
always non-finite. The name xcomp is
borrowed from Lexical-Functional Grammar
(De Marneffe & Manning, 2008).
dobj direct object The direct object of a VP is the noun phrase
which is the (accusative) object of the verb (De
Marneffe & Manning, 2008).
acomp adjectival
complement
An adjectival complement of a verb is an
adjectival phrase which functions as the
complement (like an object of the verb) (De
Marneffe & Manning, 2008).
rcmod relative clause
modifier
A relative clause modifier of an NP is a relative
clause modifying the NP. The relation points
from the head noun of the NP to the head of the
relative clause, normally a verb (De Marneffe &
Manning, 2008).
conjand conjunction and The conjunction “and” is used to join two
clauses together (De Marneffe & Manning,
2008).
prepwith preposition with The preposition “with” is used to accompany
(another person or thing) (Reiss & Charles,
2008).
nmod noun modifier A word or phrase that limits or adds to the
meaning of another word or phrase (Audi,
1999).
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Appendix D: Performance of Individual Association Rules
AR# Product P R F
AR#1, Canon G3 0.9714 0.1137 0.2036
(4 tags), Creative Labs Nomad Jukebox Zen Xtra 0.9505 0.1115 0.1996
Weight Nokia 6610 0.9231 0.0678 0.1263
(3, 0, 2, 3), Nikon coolpix 4300 0.99 0.0605 0.114
[NN][VBZ][RB][JJ] Apex AD2600 Progressive-scan DVD
player
0.9 0.0204 0.0398
Average 0.95 0.07 0.14
AR#2, Canon G3 0.9815 0.1773 0.3003
(2 tags) Creative Labs Nomad Jukebox Zen Xtra 0.958 0.1324 0.2327
Weight Nokia 6610 0.95 0.1073 0.1929
(1, 0, 1), Nikon coolpix 4300 0.99 0.1163 0.2083
[VBZ][JJ] Apex AD2600 Progressive-scan DVD
player
0.9714 0.0769 0.1426
Average 0.97 0.13 0.23
AR#3, Canon G3 0.98 0.1639 0.2808
(4 tags) Creative Labs Nomad Jukebox Zen Xtra 0.9627 0.1498 0.2593
Weight Nokia 6610 0.9355 0.0819 0.1506
(3, 1, 2, 3) Nikon coolpix 4300 0.9999 0.1302 0.2305
, [JJ][NN][CC][NN] Apex AD2600 Progressive-scan DVD
player
0.9444 0.0385 0.0739
Average 0.96 0.11 0.20
AR#4, Canon G3 0.9818 0.1806 0.3051
(3 tags) Creative Labs Nomad Jukebox Zen Xtra 0.9695 0.1847 0.3102
Weight Nokia 6610 0.9661 0.161 0.276
(2, 0, 2), Nikon coolpix 4300 0.99 0.1442 0.252
[NNS][VBP][JJ] Apex AD2600 Progressive-scan DVD
player
0.9756 0.0905 0.1656
Average 0.98 0.15 0.26
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AR# Product P R F
AR#5, Canon G3 0.9904 0.3445 0.5112
(2 tags) Creative Labs Nomad Jukebox Zen Xtra 0.9777 0.2544 0.4037
Weight Nokia 6610 0.9823 0.3136 0.4754
(0, 1, 0), Nikon coolpix 4300 0.99 0.2186 0.3588
[JJ][VBG] Apex AD2600 Progressive-scan DVD
player
0.9859 0.1584 0.2729
Average 0.99 0.26 0.40
AR#6, Canon G3 0.9688 0.1037 0.1873
(4tags) Creative Labs Nomad Jukebox Zen Xtra 0.9412 0.0929 0.1691
Weight Nokia 6610 0.9231 0.0678 0.1263
(3, 1, 2, 3), Nikon coolpix 4300 0.9999 0.0744 0.1385
[NN][VBZ][RB][JJ] Apex AD2600 Progressive-scan DVD
player
0.9167 0.0249 0.0485
Average 0.95 0.07 0.13
AR#7, Canon G3 0.9545 0.0702 0.1308
(4 tags) Creative Labs Nomad Jukebox Zen Xtra 0.8727 0.0557 0.1048
Weight Nokia 6610 0.8125 0.0367 0.0703
(0, 3, 0, 1), Nikon coolpix 4300 0.9999 0.0419 0.0804
[JJ][NN][IN][NN] Apex AD2600 Progressive-scan DVD
player
0.8571 0.0136 0.0267
Average 0.90 0.04 0.08
AR#8, Canon G3 0.9836 0.2007 0.3333
(3 tags) Creative Labs Nomad Jukebox Zen Xtra 0.9764 0.2404 0.3858
Weight Nokia 6610 0.9737 0.209 0.3442
(0, 1, 0), Nikon coolpix 4300 0.9999 0.1814 0.3071
[NN][VBZ][JJ] Apex AD2600 Progressive-scan DVD
player
0.9808 0.1154 0.2065
Average 0.98 0.19 0.32
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Appendix E: Performance of Accumulative Association Rules
Rule# Product P R F
Canon G3 0.9853 0.2241 0.3651
Creative Labs Nomad Jukebox Zen Xtra 0.9708 0.1928 0.3217
1+2 Nokia 6610 0.9623 0.1441 0.2506
Nikon coolpix 4300 0.9992 0.1349 0.2377
Apex AD2600 Progressive-scan DVD
player
0.9744 0.086 0.158
Average 0.9784 0.15638 0.26662
Canon G3 0.9897 0.3211 0.4848
Creative Labs Nomad Jukebox Zen Xtra 0.9805 0.2915 0.4494
1+2+3 Nokia 6610 0.9718 0.1949 0.3247
Nikon coolpix 4300 0.9992 0.2233 0.365
Apex AD2600 Progressive-scan DVD
player
0.9804 0.1131 0.2028
Average 0.98432 0.22878 0.36534
Canon G3 0.9927 0.4548 0.6239
Creative Labs Nomad Jukebox Zen Xtra 0.9881 0.4808 0.6469
1+2+3+4 Nokia 6610 0.9851 0.3729 0.541
Nikon coolpix 4300 0.9992 0.3628 0.5324
Apex AD2600 Progressive-scan DVD
player
0.9897 0.2172 0.3562
Average 0.99096 0.3777 0.54008
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Rule# Product P R F
Canon G3 0.9955 0.7324 0.8439
Creative Labs Nomad Jukebox Zen Xtra 0.9916 0.6841 0.8096
1+2+3+4+5 Nokia 6610 0.9915 0.6554 0.7891
Nikon coolpix 4300 0.9999 0.5395 0.7009
Apex AD2600 Progressive-scan DVD
player
0.9938 0.3643 0.5331
Average 0.99446 0.59514 0.73532
Canon G3 0.9957 0.7692 0.8679
Creative Labs Nomad Jukebox Zen Xtra 0.9921 0.7259 0.8384
1+2+3+4+5+6 Nokia 6610 0.9919 0.6921 0.8153
Nikon coolpix 4300 0.9999 0.5721 0.7278
Apex AD2600 Progressive-scan DVD
player
0.994 0.3778 0.5475
Average 0.99472 0.62742 0.75938
Canon G3 0.9957 0.7726 0.8701
Creative Labs Nomad Jukebox Zen Xtra 0.989 0.7305 0.8403
1+2+3+4+5+6+7 Nokia 6610 0.988 0.6977 0.8179
Nikon coolpix 4300 0.9999 0.5721 0.7278
Apex AD2600 Progressive-scan DVD
player
0.9941 0.3801 0.5499
Average 0.99334 0.6306 0.7612
Canon G3 0.9962 0.8863 0.9381
Creative Labs Nomad Jukebox Zen Xtra 0.9907 0.8641 0.9231
1+2+3+4+5+6+7+8 Nokia 6610 0.9899 0.8277 0.9015
Nikon coolpix 4300 0.9999 0.6744 0.8056
Apex AD2600 Progressive-scan DVD
player
0.9951 0.4593 0.6285
Average 0.99436 0.74236 0.83936
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Appendix F: CRF weighting Tags 0.5
0.5
B Aspects Opnion
Weight 1 0.5 0.5
Precision 0.87 0.89 0.87
Recall 0.99 0.53 0.52
F-measure 0.93 0.66 0.65
Weight 0.75 0.5 0.5
Precision 0.87 0.89 0.87
Recall 0.99 0.53 0.52
F-measure 0.93 0.66 0.65
Weight 0.5 0.5 0.5
Precision 0.89 0.8 0.8
Recall 0.98 0.59 0.6
F-measure 0.93 0.68 0.68
Weight 0.25 0.5 0.5
Precision 0.9 0.75 0.78
Recall 0.97 0.63 0.67
F-measure 0.93 0.69 0.72
Weight 0 0.5 0.5
Precision 0.91 0.73 0.75
Recall 0.97 0.67 0.7
F-measure 0.94 0.7 0.73
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0.5
B Aspects Opinion
Weight -0.25 0.5 0.5
Precision 0.91 0.71 0.71
Recall 0.96 0.7 0.72
F-measure 0.94 0.7 0.72
Weight -0.5 0.5 0.5
Precision 0.92 0.67 0.68
Recall 0.95 0.71 0.74
F-measure 0.94 0.69 0.71
Weight -0.75 0.5 0.5
Precision 0.94 0.6 0.56
Recall 0.91 0.73 0.78
F-measure 0.92 0.66 0.65
Weight -1 0.5 0.5
Precision 0.94 0.55 0.51
Recall 0.86 0.75 0.77
F-measure 0.9 0.63 0.62
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Appendix G: CRF weighting Tags 0.75
0.75
B Aspects Opinion
Weight 1 0.75 0.75
Precision 0.88 0.84 0.86
Recall 0.99 0.57 0.59
F-measure 0.93 0.68 0.7
Weight 0.75 0.75 0.75
Precision 0.88 0.8 0.82
Recall 0.98 0.59 0.6
F-measure 0.93 0.68 0.69
Weight 0.5 0.75 0.75
Precision 0.89 0.76 0.78
Recall 0.98 0.62 0.64
F-measure 0.93 0.68 0.7
Weight 0.25 0.75 0.75
Precision 0.9 0.71 0.75
Recall 0.97 0.65 0.71
F-measure 0.94 0.68 0.73
Weight 0 0.75 0.75
Precision 0.91 0.7 0.7
Recall 0.97 0.68 0.73
F-measure 0.94 0.69 0.71
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0.75
B Aspects Opinion
Weight -0.25 0.75 0.75
Precision 0.92 0.67 0.67
Recall 0.96 0.7 0.75
F-measure 0.94 0.7 0.71
Weight -0.5 0.75 0.75
Precision 0.93 0.61 0.57
Recall 0.94 0.72 0.77
F-measure 0.93 0.66 0.65
Weight -0.75 0.75 0.75
Precision 0.94 0.55 0.51
Recall 0.89 0.74 0.78
F-measure 0.92 0.63 0.61
Weight -1 0.75 0.75
Precision 0.95 0.51 0.47
Recall 0.85 0.75 0.79
F-measure 0.89 0.61 0.59
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Appendix H: CRF weighting Tags 0.25
0.25
B Aspects Opinion
Weight 1 0.25 0.25
Precision 0.86 0.89 0.88
Recall 0.99 0.49 0.47
F-measure 0.92 0.63 0.61
Weight 0.75 0.25 0.25
Precision 0.87 0.89 0.87
Recall 0.99 0.53 0.53
F-measure 0.93 0.67 0.66
Weight 0.5 0.25 0.25
Precision 0.88 0.83 0.84
Recall 0.99 0.58 0.59
F-measure 0.93 0.69 0.69
Weight 0.25 0.25 0.25
Precision 0.86 0.89 0.88
Recall 0.99 0.49 0.47
F-measure 0.92 0.63 0.61
Weight 0 0.25 0.25
Precision 0.9 0.75 0.78
Recall 0.97 0.64 0.68
F-measure 0.94 0.69 0.72
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0.25
B Aspects Opinion
Weight -0.25 0.25 0.25
Precision 0.91 0.72 0.74
Recall 0.96 0.66 0.71
F-measure 0.94 0.7 0.73
Weight -0.5 0.25 0.25
Precision 0.92 0.7 0.71
Recall 0.95 0.7 0.71
F-measure 0.93 0.7 0.71
Weight -0.75 0.25 0.25
Precision 0.93 0.65 0.66
Recall 0.93 0.71 0.74
F-measure 0.93 0.68 0.69
Weight -1 0.25 0.25
Precision 0.94 0.58 0.55
Recall 0.87 0.72 0.76
F-measure 0.91 0.65 0.64
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Appendix I: Performance of Dependency patterns with Aspect Assump-
tions
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Aspect
Assumptions
A1 A2 A3
Aspect Extraction Opinion Extraction Aspect Extraction Opinion Extraction Aspect Extraction Opinion Extraction
Dependency
patterns
P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1
R#1 0.461 0.182 0.261 0.236 0.079 0.118 0.577 0.19 0.285 0.321 0.089 0.14 0.552 0.193 0.286 0.328 0.092 0.143
R#2 0.513 0.292 0.372 0.322 0.153 0.207 0.617 0.267 0.373 0.405 0.144 0.213 0.594 0.267 0.369 0.401 0.144 0.212
R#3 0.475 0.135 0.211 0.313 0.054 0.093 0.559 0.128 0.209 0.39 0.054 0.095 0.553 0.132 0.213 0.382 0.054 0.095
R#4 0.378 0.384 0.381 0.232 0.21 0.221 0.507 0.33 0.4 0.307 0.192 0.236 0.497 0.347 0.409 0.301 0.197 0.238
R#5 0.222 0.018 0.033 0.056 0.001 0.003 0.25 0.002 0.004 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.244 0.018 0.034 0.063 0.001 0.003
R#6 0.588 0.018 0.035 0.344 0.007 0.013 0.667 0.018 0.035 0.405 0.008 0.015 0.667 0.018 0.035 0.405 0.008 0.015
R#7 0.397 0.334 0.363 0.309 0.2 0.243 0.503 0.312 0.385 0.361 0.193 0.251 0.5 0.314 0.386 0.359 0.193 0.251
R#8 0.397 0.334 0.363 0.307 0.198 0.241 0.503 0.312 0.385 0.359 0.191 0.249 0.5 0.314 0.386 0.357 0.191 0.249
R#9 0.387 0.345 0.365 0.308 0.202 0.244 0.499 0.312 0.384 0.359 0.191 0.25 0.494 0.323 0.391 0.363 0.196 0.255
R#11 0.215 0.22 0.217 0.134 0.079 0.099 0.49 0.126 0.201 0.263 0.05 0.084 0.369 0.182 0.244 0.217 0.072 0.109
R#12 0.285 0.46 0.352 0.253 0.298 0.274 0.366 0.388 0.377 0.298 0.272 0.285 0.364 0.406 0.384 0.297 0.278 0.287
R#13 0.264 0.578 0.363 0.216 0.395 0.279 0.444 0.384 0.412 0.33 0.304 0.317 0.401 0.462 0.429 0.298 0.348 0.321
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Appendix J: Performance of Accumulative Dependency patterns
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Aspect Opinion
Product ID Product Name P R F P R F P R F P R F R#
P5 Apex AD2600 Progressive-scan DVD player 0.99 0.08 0.15 0.64 0.06 0.12
99% 42% 58% 93% 44% 58% 12
P4 Canon G3 0.99 0.27 0.43 0.82 0.26 0.41
P8 Canon PowerShot SD500 0.99 0.34 0.51 0.89 0.37 0.52
P10 Canon S100 0.99 0.37 0.54 0.9 0.41 0.52 R#1+R#2+R#3+
P3 Creative Labs Nomad Jukebox Zen Xtra 40GB 0.99 0.41 0.59 0.95 0.43 0.56 R#4+R#5+R#6 +
P11 Diaper Champ 0.99 0.42 0.59 0.99 0.43 0.56 R#7+R#8+R#9+
P12 Nokia 6600 0.99 0.43 0.6 0.99 0.47 0.64 R#10+R#11+R#12
P6 IPod 0.99 0.45 0.62 0.99 0.52 0.68
P9 Linksys Router 0.99 0.51 0.67 0.99 0.52 0.68
P7 MicroMP3 0.99 0.52 0.69 0.99 0.53 0.7
P2 Nikon Coolpix 4300 0.99 0.53 0.69 0.99 0.54 0.7
P1 Nokia 6610 0.99 0.57 0.73 0.99 0.57 0.73
P13 Norton 0.99 0.62 0.77 0.99 0.64 0.78
Aspect Opinion
P R F P R F 99% 33% 49% 90% 19% 31% R#1+ 7
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P5 Apex AD2600 Progressive-scan DVD player 0.99 0.17 0.29 0.32 0.04 0.07 +R#2+R#3+R#4
P4 Canon G3 0.99 0.2 0.33 0.76 0.08 0.15 +R#5+R#6+R#7
P8 Canon PowerShot SD500 0.99 0.2 0.34 0.79 0.09 0.17
P10 Canon S100 0.99 0.23 0.38 0.97 0.1 0.18
P3 Creative Labs Nomad Jukebox Zen Xtra 40GB 0.99 0.3 0.47 0.97 0.17 0.28
P11 Diaper Champ 0.99 0.32 0.49 0.99 0.19 0.3
P12 Nokia 6600 0.99 0.33 0.5 0.99 0.19 0.32
P6 IPod 0.99 0.36 0.52 0.99 0.23 0.37
P9 Linksys Router 0.99 0.39 0.56 0.99 0.24 0.38
P7 MicroMP3 0.99 0.44 0.61 0.99 0.27 0.43
P2 Nikon Coolpix 4300 0.99 0.44 0.61 0.99 0.29 0.45
P1 Nokia 6610 0.99 0.44 0.61 0.99 0.3 0.46
P13 Norton 0.99 0.45 0.62 0.99 0.3 0.47
Aspect Opinion
P R F P R F
P5 Apex AD2600 Progressive-scan DVD player 0.99 0.17 0.29 0.29 0.04 0.07 R#1+R#2+R#3+
P4 Canon G3 0.99 0.2 0.34 0.76 0.08 0.15 99% 34% 50% 90% 20% 32% R#4+R#5+R#6+ 8
P8 Canon PowerShot SD500 0.99 0.21 0.35 0.77 0.09 0.17 R#7+R#8
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P10 Canon S100 0.99 0.23 0.38 0.97 0.1 0.18
P3 Creative Labs Nomad Jukebox Zen Xtra 40GB 0.99 0.32 0.49 0.99 0.18 0.29
P11 Diaper Champ 0.99 0.33 0.5 0.99 0.19 0.3
P12 Nokia 6600 0.99 0.35 0.52 0.99 0.22 0.36
P6 IPod 0.99 0.38 0.55 0.99 0.24 0.39
P9 Linksys Router 0.99 0.39 0.56 0.99 0.25 0.4
P7 MicroMP3 0.99 0.44 0.61 0.99 0.27 0.43
P2 Nikon Coolpix 4300 0.99 0.46 0.63 0.99 0.3 0.47
P1 Nokia 6610 0.99 0.47 0.64 0.99 0.31 0.47
P10 Norton 0.99 0.49 0.66 0.99 0.31 0.48
Aspect Opinion
P R F P R F
P5 Apex AD2600 Progressive-scan DVD player 0.99 0.27 0.43 0.57 0.14 0.23
P4 Canon G3 0.99 0.31 0.47 0.62 0.18 0.28
P8 Canon PowerShot SD500 0.99 0.43 0.6 0.62 0.24 0.37 R#1+R#2+R#3+
P10 Canon S100 0.99 0.43 0.6 0.66 0.25 0.38 99% 46% 63% 80% 29% 42% R#4+R#5+R#6+ 9
P3 Creative Labs Nomad Jukebox Zen Xtra 40GB 0.99 0.43 0.6 0.66 0.27 0.39 R#7+R#8 + R#9
P11 Diaper Champ 0.99 0.43 0.6 0.74 0.27 0.4
P12 Nokia 6600 0.99 0.45 0.62 0.78 0.28 0.4
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P6 IPod 0.99 0.45 0.62 0.87 0.28 0.43
P9 Linksys Router 0.99 0.5 0.66 0.92 0.31 0.43
P7 MicroMP3 0.99 0.53 0.69 0.93 0.33 0.47
P2 Nikon Coolpix 4300 0.99 0.54 0.7 0.99 0.36 0.51
P1 Nokia 6610 0.99 0.7 0.82 0.99 0.39 0.56
P13 Norton 0.99 0.7 0.82 0.99 0.42 0.58
Aspect Opinion
P R F P R F
P5 Apex AD2600 Progressive-scan DVD player 0.89 0.52 0.67 0.39 0.27 0.34
P4 Canon G3 0.9 0.56 0.71 0.45 0.28 0.35
P8 Canon PowerShot SD500 0.94 0.56 0.72 0.49 0.39 0.41
P10 Canon S100 0.98 0.58 0.73 0.49 0.4 0.44 R#1+R#2+R#3+
P3 Creative Labs Nomad Jukebox Zen Xtra 40GB 0.99 0.6 0.74 0.51 0.41 0.49 R#4+R#5+R#6+
P11 Diaper Champ 0.99 0.6 0.75 0.64 0.41 0.49 97% 65% 78% 65% 43% 51% R#7+R#8 + R#9 + 10
P12 Nokia 6600 0.99 0.63 0.75 0.65 0.42 0.51 R#10
P6 IPod 0.99 0.65 0.79 0.65 0.48 0.53
P9 Linksys Router 0.99 0.71 0.82 0.66 0.48 0.55
P7 MicroMP3 0.99 0.73 0.83 0.78 0.48 0.55
P2 Nikon Coolpix 4300 0.99 0.76 0.83 0.88 0.49 0.61
P1 Nokia 6610 0.99 0.79 0.88 0.91 0.53 0.67
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P13 Norton 0.99 0.8 0.89 0.96 0.55 0.7
Aspect Opinion
P R F P R F
P5 Apex AD2600 Progressive-scan DVD player 0.85 0.52 0.66 0.42 0.33 0.4
P4 Canon G3 0.88 0.56 0.72 0.49 0.41 0.46
P8 Canon PowerShot SD500 0.9 0.57 0.72 0.5 0.48 0.49
P10 Canon S100 0.95 0.66 0.77 0.53 0.48 0.51 R#1+R#2+R#3+R#4+
P3 Creative Labs Nomad Jukebox Zen Xtra 40GB 0.97 0.66 0.79 0.6 0.5 0.52 96% 69% 80% 66% 51% 57% R#5+R#6+R#7+R#8+ 11
P11 Diaper Champ 0.98 0.68 0.8 0.61 0.5 0.55 R#9+R#10+R#11
P12 Nokia 6600 0.99 0.68 0.81 0.64 0.5 0.55
P6 IPod 0.99 0.7 0.81 0.64 0.52 0.56
P9 Linksys Router 0.99 0.74 0.83 0.67 0.52 0.62
P7 MicroMP3 0.99 0.75 0.84 0.78 0.56 0.62
P2 Nikon Coolpix 4300 0.99 0.78 0.85 0.85 0.57 0.63
P1 Nokia 6610 0.99 0.82 0.9 0.9 0.59 0.72
P13 Norton 0.99 0.84 0.9 0.92 0.62 0.74
Aspect Opinion
P R F P R F
P5 Apex AD2600 Progressive-scan DVD player 0.65 0.63 0.66 0.46 0.43 0.49 83% 83% 83% 72% 73% 72% R#1+R#2+R#3+R#4+ 13
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P4 Canon G3 0.7 0.67 0.7 0.55 0.45 0.5 R#5+R#6+R#7+R#8+
P8 Canon PowerShot SD500 0.7 0.68 0.74 0.56 0.58 0.56 R#9+R#10+R#11+
P10 Canon S100 0.71 0.71 0.74 0.57 0.64 0.6 R#12+R#13
P3 Creative Labs Nomad Jukebox Zen Xtra 40GB 0.72 0.84 0.77 0.62 0.72 0.64
P11 Diaper Champ 0.75 0.86 0.78 0.65 0.73 0.67
P12 Nokia 6600 0.77 0.89 0.79 0.68 0.74 0.7
P6 IPod 0.9 0.9 0.81 0.71 0.75 0.74
P9 Linksys Router 0.99 0.9 0.94 0.82 0.84 0.84
P7 MicroMP3 0.99 0.9 0.94 0.91 0.85 0.87
P2 Nikon Coolpix 4300 0.99 0.91 0.95 0.91 0.89 0.88
P1 Nokia 6610 0.99 0.91 0.95 0.96 0.91 0.91
P13 Norton 0.99 0.94 0.97 0.99 0.92 0.94
Aspect Opinion
P R F P R F
P5 Apex AD2600 Progressive-scan DVD player 0.67 0.69 0.68 0.45 0.44 0.5 R#1+R#2+R#3+R#4+
P4 Canon G3 0.68 0.7 0.71 0.55 0.45 0.5 R#5+R#6+R#7+R#8+
P8 Canon SD500 0.7 0.7 0.74 0.56 0.58 0.56 84% 84% 83% 72% 73% 72% R#9+R#10+R#11+ 14
P10 Canon S100 0.71 0.71 0.77 0.57 0.66 0.6 R#12+R#13+R#14
P3 Creative Labs Nomad Jukebox Zen Xtra 40GB 0.73 0.84 0.77 0.61 0.72 0.64
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P11 Diaper Champ 0.76 0.89 0.78 0.65 0.73 0.69
P12 Nokia 6600 0.77 0.9 0.81 0.68 0.74 0.71
P6 IPod 0.96 0.9 0.83 0.73 0.75 0.74
P9 Linksys Router 0.99 0.91 0.94 0.82 0.84 0.84
P7 MicroMP3 0.99 0.91 0.95 0.9 0.85 0.87
P2 Nikon Coolpix 4300 0.99 0.91 0.95 0.91 0.89 0.88
P1 Nokia 6610 0.99 0.91 0.95 0.96 0.91 0.9
P13 Norton 0.99 0.95 0.97 0.99 0.92 0.94
Aspect Opinion
P R F P R F
P5 Apex AD2600 Progressive-scan DVD player 0.65 0.63 0.66 0.46 0.49 0.53
P4 Canon G3 0.68 0.67 0.71 0.56 0.59 0.57
P8 Canon SD500 0.7 0.7 0.72 0.59 0.65 0.59 R#1+R#2+R#3+R#4+
P10 Canon S100 0.72 0.82 0.76 0.6 0.7 0.66 R#5+R#6+R#7+R#8+
P3 Creative Labs Nomad Jukebox Zen Xtra 40GB 0.74 0.86 0.78 0.66 0.75 0.68 83% 85% 84% 74% 78% 75% R#9+R#10+R#11+ 15
P11 Diaper Champ 0.75 0.87 0.79 0.69 0.76 0.7 R#12+R#13+R#14 +
P12 Nokia 6600 0.83 0.91 0.82 0.7 0.81 0.7 R#15
P6 IPod 0.85 0.91 0.82 0.71 0.83 0.8
P9 Linksys Router 0.91 0.91 0.95 0.84 0.83 0.86
P7 MicroMP3 0.99 0.92 0.96 0.88 0.92 0.9
P2 Nikon Coolpix 4300 0.99 0.94 0.97 0.91 0.93 0.91
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P1 Nokia 6610 0.99 0.95 0.97 0.99 0.95 0.92
P13 Norton 0.99 0.97 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.97
Aspect Opinion
P R F P R F
P5 Apex AD2600 Progressive-scan DVD player 0.66 0.69 0.67 0.46 0.5 0.48
P4 Canon G4 0.67 0.7 0.68 0.56 0.61 0.58
P8 Canon SD501 0.67 0.72 0.69 0.59 0.65 0.62
P10 Canon S101 0.7 0.82 0.76 0.6 0.72 0.71 R#1+R#2+R#3+R#4+
P3 Creative Labs Nomad Jukebox Zen Xtra 40GB 0.72 0.87 0.79 0.66 0.77 0.71 83% 87% 85% 74% 79% 77% R#5+R#6+R#7+R#8+ 16
P11 Diaper Champ 0.76 0.92 0.83 0.69 0.77 0.73 R#9+R#10+R#11+
P12 Nokia 6601 0.8 0.92 0.86 0.71 0.81 0.77 R#12 +R#13+R#14
P6 IPod 0.9 0.93 0.91 0.72 0.83 0.78 +R#15+ R#16
P9 Linksys Router 0.99 0.93 0.96 0.84 0.85 0.82
P7 MicroMP4 0.99 0.94 0.96 0.9 0.93 0.91
P2 Nikon Coolpix 4301 0.99 0.94 0.96 0.9 0.93 0.91
P1 Nokia 6611 0.99 0.95 0.97 0.99 0.95 0.97
P13 Norton 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99
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Title Purpose Technique Result Summary
“Aspect-Based
Opinion Polling
from Customer
Reviews”
The purpose is to
study
aspect-based
opinion polling
without requiring
clients to answer
any question.
Multi-aspect
bootstrapping and
Aspect-based
algorithm of
opinion polling
The authors
conclude that the
approach is
capable of
achieving 75.5%
accuracy in the
task of
aspect-based
opinion polling.
Unlike the tradition ways of opinion polling where
questions are designed carefully to get opinions of
the customers, the research paper focuses on
aspect-based opinion polling without requiring
clients to answer any question. The multi-aspect
bootstrapping technique is used master terms of
every aspect used for identification. The method of
opinion polling does not need labeled training data .
Hence it is easy to implement and also applicable to
other languages [Jingbo et al., 2011].
“Identifying
Customer
Preferences on
Products Using an
Opinion Mining”
The purpose of
the paper is to
extend Bing Liu’s
aspect-based
technique of
opinion mining to
make use of it to
the sector of
tourism
The technique
used is the Bing
Liu’s
aspect-based
opinion mining.
The approach
proved to be
effective as per
the paper
achieving a recall
of 90%.
The study offers an approach for taking into
consideration a new alternative for discovering the
preference of customers for tourism products. The
study also involves conducting an experiment using
restaurant and hotel reviews received from trip
advisor. The study shows that reviews of tourism
products available on web bears valuable information
regarding customer preferences and the reviews can
be obtained using this technique [Marrese-Taylor
et al., 2013].
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Title Purpose Technique Result Summary
“Aspect based
Summarization of
Perspective
Dependent
Opinion Words.”
The paper
proposes a system
that handles an
opinion that are
context-
dependent words
that have proven
to be the result of
certain difficulties
The study uses
ASAS
(Aspect-based
Sentiment
analysis &
Summarization).
The online
dictionary was
also used for
classification of
the views words
that context
dependent.
The result of the
system was a
summary of the
specific product
based opinion on
each feature.
Before purchasing a product, a customer is interested
to know other people?s opinions and views about the
product. On the other hand, one can also not rely
solely on certain reviews that provided him with a
view that is biased about the product. The research
paper seeks to automate the system to enhance
reliability. The online dictionary was used for
classification, linguistic rules were also used for
allocating the polarity then the research realized
negation words, as well as the polarity of resultant
opinion word, was flipped as it plays an important
role [Kansal and Toshniwal, 2014]
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Title Purpose Technique Result Summary
“Aspect-based
Opinion Mining
from Online
Reviews”
The purpose of
the study is to
propose a system
for opinion
summarization,
opinion spam
detection,
sentiment
classification and
opinion
helpfulness
prediction.
The
frequency-based
technique, hybrid
methods and
relation-based
techniques.
The research
acknowledged
that the system is
already being
used in some
companies, but a
new system may
outdo the old
system. The new
system carries out
both grouping and
aspect extraction
at the same time.
The research proposed a model that learns certain
aspects of the customer views and their
corresponding ratings based on the opinion phrases
while taking into account the dependency that exists
between aspects and rating. Applying a
preprocessing technique assists in the event separate
underlying variables are presumed for aspects as well
as ratings. The paper also mentioned some of the
challenging research issues. The research suggested
future research directions such as dealing with verb
and noun sentiment, having better evaluation
techniques and discovering implicit aspects [Xu
et al., 2013].
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Title Purpose Technique Result Summary
“Aspect-based
Opinion Mining
from Restaurant
Reviews.”
The purpose of
this study is to
eliminate
analyzing the
reviews manually
by proposing an
automated
approach to mine
the overall
sentiment.
The study
proposes a
different
technique known
as SentiWordNet.
It is linguistic
rules as well as
two-word phrases
for opinion
mining.
The results of this
approach will
depend on the
outcome of recall
as well as
precision.
F-measure then
can be calculated
to determine the
effectiveness of
the system.
Restaurant reviews retrieved from a web site are a
significant source of reliable information. The
research paper focuses on the implementation of
aspect-based opinion miner for the sector of tourism.
The paper considers only the explicit aspects and
ignores word sense disambiguation. The paper also
proposes the advancement of this research that will
include the analysis of various kinds of sentences
such as comparative sentences and conditional
sentences with an aim of improving the accuracy of
the process of opinion mining [T and Joseph, 2012].
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